AMERICAN MOTORS CORPORATION ET AL.

Complaint
IN THE MATTER OF

AMERICAN MOTORS CORPORATION ET AL.
ORDER, OPINION, ETC. , IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SEC, 2 (a) OF THE CLAYTON ACT
Docket

7357.

Complaint ,

13.

Jan.

1959- Decision , July

, 1965*

Order requiring a major appliance manufacturer and distributor of electric
appliances located in Detroit, Mich., to cease discriminating in price

among competing customers in violation of Sec. 2 (a) of the Clayton Act
by granting preferential prices for its household appliances to its merchandising distributors , and from
future to any of its customers

granting preferential prices in the

, unless it satisfies the Commission in

advance that all price differentials are cost justified , and notifies all of
its customers of such price differentials and its basis.
COMPL.\INT

The Federal Trade Commission ,

having reason to believe that

American Motors Corporation and American Motors Sales Corporation have violated , and are now violating, the provisions of
subsection (a) Section 2 of the Clayton Act ,

Robinson- Patman Act (U.

as amended by the

, Title 15 , Section 13), hereby issues

its complaint stating its charges with respect thereto as follows:

Corporation is a
business
under and by
corporation organized , existing and doing
virtue of the laws of the State of C'aryland with its office and
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent American Motors

principal place of business located at 14250 Plymouth Road , Detroit 32 , Michigan.

PAR. 2. Respondent American Motors Sales Corporation is a

corporation organized , existing and doing business under and by
virtue of the Jaws of the State of Delaware , with its office and
principal place of business located at 14250 Plymouth Road , Detroit 32 ,

Michigan,

PAR . 3. Respondent American Motor

Sales Corporation is a

wholly owned subsidiary of respondent American Motors Corporation,
PAR. 4 , Respondent American Motors Corporation is a major
manufacturer and distributor in the

United States of electric

appliances. Included among these electric appliances are refrigera-

tors , ranges , home freezers , automatic washers , clothes dryers and
room coolers , some of which this respondent manufactures at its
factories located in Detroit , Michigan , and Grand Rapids , Michi"Reported as amended by Commssion

s order of October 7 , 1965.
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gan , and some of which this respondent has manufactured for it

by other concerns, All these appliances are marketed by said respondent under the trade names " Kelvinator " and " Leonard.
PAR, 5. Respondent American Motors Sales Corporation is en-

gaged in selling the products

of respondent American Motors

Corporation including those listed in Paragraph Four, In the
furtherance of its sales activities respondent American Motors
Sales Corporation maintains 16 zone offices located throughout

the United States. Said respondent' s sales of electric appliances

which it acquires from respondent American Motors Corporation
for the most part are made to retail dealers who sell to consumers,
The sales activities of respondent American Motors Sales Corporation including the acts and practices hereinafter alleged were
and are under the direction , supervision and control of respondent
American Motors Corporation. Both said corporations are jointly
and severally named as respondents herein.
PAR. 6, In the course and conduct of their business ,

as aforesaid

respondents American Motors Corporation and American Motors

Sales Corporation are now and for many years have been engaged
in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Clayton Act. Re-

spondents ship or cause to be shipped and transported their electric
appliances in a constant current of

commerce from the State or

States where such products are manufactured ,

or are temporarily

stored in anticipation of sale or shipment , to purchasers located in
other States and the District of Columbia for use ,

consumption , or

resale therein.
PAR.

7. In the course and conduct of their business in commerce

as aforesaid , respondents American Motors Corporation and Ameri-

can Motors Sales Corporation have discriminated in price in the
sale of electric appliances by selling such products of like grade and
quality at different prices to different and competing purchasers.
Included among such sales at discriminatory prices are sales

which respondents made to retail dealer- purchasers in which respondents charged substantially lower prices for electric appliances
than were charged by respondents to other competing retail dealerpurchasers of such products of like grade and quality.
PAR , 8, As ilustrative of the discriminatory pricing practices
alleged in Paragraph Seven , respondents during the past several
years , including 1956 and 1957 , sold electric appliances to certain
retail- purchasers including the B, F. Goodrich Company, Akron
Ohio; the Consumers Power Company, Jackson , Michigan; and the
Alabama Power Company, Birmingham , Alabama , at prices which
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were approximately five percent lower than the prices charged to
other retailer- purchasers competing with such favored purchasers
in the resale at retail of the respondents ' products to the consuming
public.
PAR. 9 . The effect of said discriminations in price by respondents
American Motors Corporation and American Motors Sales Cor-

poration in the sale of electric appliances has been or may be substantially to lessen , injure , destroy, or prevent competition between
respondents ' retailer- purchasers paying such higher prices and
their favored retailer competitors paying such lower prices.
PAR. 10, The discriminations in price as herein alleged are in
violation of the provisions of sub- section (a) of Section 2 of the

Clayton Act , as amended.
. Thomas A. Muntsinger

and

Commission.
Cross , Wrock , Miller , Vieson
Glen R, Miller

and

Mr. Hans

Kelley,

Mr, Forrest A. Hainline

Nolde

for the

Detroit , Mich" by

Mr.

for the respondents,

INITIAL DECISION BY WILLIAM L, PACK , HEARING EXAMINER
SEPTEMBER 3 , 1964

The Commission s complaint , issued January 13 , 1959 , charges
the respondents , American Motors Corporation and American

Motors Sales Corporation , with discriminating in price in the sale

of certain of their products (electric appliances) in violation of
Section 2(a) of the Clayton Act , as amended by the Robinson-

Patman Act (U.

C" Title 15 ,

Section 13), Respondents ' principal

defense is cost justification, A substantial volume

of evidence
both in support of and in opposition to the complaint , has been

received. Proposed findings and conclusions have been submitted
by the parties and argued orally before the hearing examiner. The
case is now before the examiner for final consideration. Any pro-

posed findings or conclusions not included herein have been rejected as not material or as not warranted by the evidence.

The case has been beset by delays and other difficulties almost
from the beginning. The hearing examiner to whom the case was
originally assigned , the late Frank Hier , died in June 1959 and
the present examiner was appointed in his stead, There have been
several changes in complaint counsel , some five different attorneys
having at various times been in charge of the Commission s case.

Each change in complaint counsel n cessitated extended delay in
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order that newly appointed counsel might familiarize himself with
the record , particularly respondents ' cost study, In addition , re-

spondents ' principal witness , the accountant who prepared the
cost study, died after his direct examination and before the hearing
at which he would have been cross- examined; and another important witness for respondents , the executive who was most familiar
with the facts underlying the cost study, became incapacitated

by reason of serious illness during the course of the hearings and
was therefore unable to testiy,
Respondent American Motors Corporation is a Maryland corporation, It is engaged in the manufacture of , among other products
electric appliances for use in the home , such as refrigerators
freezers , air- conditioners , ranges , washers , and dryers. Respondent
American Motors Sales Corporation , which is a whol1y owned
subsidiary of American Motors Corporation , is a Delaware corporation . It is engaged in the sale of the appliances manufactured
by its parent corporation , the sales being made to retail dealers
who in turn sel1 the appliances to the public- The appliances are

marketed under the trade names " Kelvinator " and " Leonard. " Both

corporations have their principal office and place of business

at

14250 Plymouth Road , Detroit , Michigan,

There is no issue over the element of interstate commerce, The
appliances are sold by respondents throughout the United States,
The case arises out of the fact that in the sale of the appliances
respondents sell to one group or class of dealers at uniformly lower

prices than those at which they sell to dealers generally.
The dealers receiving the lower price are known as " Merchandising Distributors, " Each is a multiple-outlet dealer , having numerous
retail stores or outlets , So far as the present record discloses , there
are four such purchasers: B, F, Goodrich Company, Akron , Ohio;
Alabama Power Company, Birmingham , Alabama; Consumers

Power Company, Jackson , Michigan; and Sterchi Brothers Stores
Inc. , Knoxville , Tennessee.
All purchasers other than these four are classified by respondents
as " Regular Dealers, " These are usually single-outlet , independently- owned retail appliance stores.
The lower prices accorded merchandising distributors represent
a differential of approrimately 3. 5 percent, Use of the term " approximately " is necessary because the discount is not absolutely uniform

on all products. Rather , there is a specific dol1ar- and- cents price
differential on each model of each product. For example , the refrigerator listed as the first item on Commission Exhibit IF is sold
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to merchandising distributors at $144.40 and to regular dealers at
$149.45. The price differential of $5. 05 is almost exactly 3, 5 percent

of the lower price and almost exactly 3, 38

percent of the higher

price, On other items the percentage differential may vary by a
few one- hundredths of 1 percent , but for practical purposes it may
be assumed that the percentage differential in favor of merchandising distributors is 3, 5 percent.
A former exception as to laundry equipment , such as washers

and dryers ,

should be noted. At the time the complaint was issued

in January 1959 , the discount on such

equipment was approxi-

mately 4, 5 percent. However , in the summer of 1959 the discount
on laundry equipment was reduced to 3, 5 percent , making it uniform with that on other products. This change in policy appears

to have been motivated by business reasons and to have had no
relation to the pendency of the Commission s complaint. Laundry

equipment has always represented only a relatively small portion
of respondents ' sales volume.
Actually, therefore , what we are now concerned

proceeding is a price differential of 3, 5 percent.
At the first hearing, on May 3 , 1960 , a written

with in this

stipulation of

facts entered into between counsel was received in evidence (CX
1A- G). A second

stipulation (CX 2) provided

simply that any

orders entered as to American Motors Sales Corporation might in
the discretion of the hearing examiner be made to apply to Ameri-

can Motors Corporation as wel1. Upon reception in evidence of the
two stipulations , the case- in-chief in support of the complaint was
rested.
Until the filing by the parties of their proposed findings and

conclusions , it was assumed by the hearing examiner that all parties

regarded the stipulation of facts as having established a prima facie

case in support of the complaint, It is now urged by respondents
that on one point , that of competitive injury, the stipulation
deficient and fails to establish a prima facie case,

On this issue the stipulation reads:
All parties to this stipulation further agree that competent and experienced
witnesses actively engaged in retailing electric appliances sold to them by
respondent corporations , and who are in competition with the retail outlets
of the merchandising distributors referred to above , if called upon to testify
in this matter would testify substantially as follows:
(a) Twenty- four out of twenty- six of such witnesses would testify that the
price differentials referred to in paragraph (12) of this stipulation in many
instances exceeded the amount of net profit received by them on sales of
such items during the years specified;
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(b) That the witnesses have lost sales of electric appliances of like kind
to competitors where the amounts of the differentials in the lower retail prices
charged by such competitors were equal to the differentials referred to in

paragraph (12) of this stipulation.

(CX JD-

Subparagraph (b) above is without probative value on the issue
of competitive injury, It says only that the potential witnesses

have lost sales to competitors , presumably merchandising distribu-

tors. The statement is completely silent as to the number or frequency of such lost sales , whether they number one or two or many,
No case has come to the examiner

s attenhon in which it has

been held , either by the Commission or the courts ,
of an occasional sale- diversion

that mere loss

of isolated items of business to a

competitor-is sufficient to meet the criterion of competitive injury
is injury, and substantial injury, to

prescribed by the statute, It

competition , or the reasonable probability thereof , with which the
statute is concerned , not the loss of a few sales.
On the other hand , subparagraph (a) does in the examiner

opinion establish a prima facie case of competitive injury. The stipulation here in substance is that twenty- four

regular dealers would

testify that the price differentials in question exceeded in many
instances the net profit derived by the dealers from the sale of respondents ' products, If this does not establish actual injury to
competition , it at least warrants an inference that substantial injury
is reasonably probable.

It is therefore concluded that a prima facie case in support of
the complaint has been established.
This brings us to respondents ' principal defense ,

cost justifi-

cation. Respondents urge that the price differentials are warranted

by differences in the cost of selling to the two classes of customers.
Shortly after the complaint issued ,

respondents retained the ser-

vices of the late Wiliam J , Warmack to prepare a cost study,
Mr, Warmack was a certified public accountant with wide background and experience in Robinson- Patman Act cases. From 1929
to 1946 he was a member of the accounting staff of the Commission . In 1946 he resigned his position with the Commission , and

from that time until his death was engaged in the private practice
of accounting, specializing in problems in cost accounting arising
under the Robinson- Patman Act. He testified as an expert witness
in a number of Robinson- Patman Act cases , both before the Commission and in the courts.
The cost study prepared by Ml' Warmack in the present case
appears in the record as Respondent Exhibit 1 , and his testimony
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in support of the study extends from pages 15 to 39 of the transcript, A concise yet comprehensive summary by Mr. Warmack of
the purpose ,

scope , and results of the study follows:

The purpose of the study and analysis was to develop factual cost evidence
in order to detennne whether the company s price differentials on sales to
merchandising distributors , Alabama Power Company, Consumers Power
Company, B. F. Goodrich Company, and Sterchi Brothers Company, repre-

sent differentials which make only due allowance for differences in costs of

sale or delivery resulting from the differing methods or quantities in which
said products are sold or delivered to said customers. The price differentials
(discounts) range up to about 3.4% on sales of refrigerators , electric ranges
home freezers , and air conditioners , and up to about 4.4% on sales of

laundry equipment including automatic washers and dryers

In this engagement our work has been directed principally to an analysis
of those differential costs which offer the least resistance to reasonably
accurate allocations necessary in establishing factual cost bases for pricing.
Such costs usually involve direct selling and they invariably include compensations to indiivduals , expenses incurred in their duties , and other
expenses properly assignable to their efforts- and that was found to be true
in the instant studies.

Most of the other differential costs of sale and delivery are not included
in the analysis for the rcason that they are not needed to prove savings

which the company bases it." price differentials. The differential costs which
are not included ,

of course. have been reviewed and studied to the extent

of determining with reasonable certainty that they would have no over- all
adverse effect on the cost picture presented in this report. In fact , if included
in the analysis , they would serve to increase the cost savings shown herein.

Merchandising activities for representative geographical trade areas over
of zone sales) and a
representative period of time (6 months) have been covered in the study and
analysis for the fiscal year ending September ao , 1959. Three zones , Atlanta
Detroit , and New Orleans , representing about 28% of zone sales were covered
for the full fiscal year ending September 30 , 1958.
the country (7 out of the present 19 zones and 40. 5%

Most of the differential costs are of a joint nature both as to customers
served and as to products sold. Hence , it was necessary to develop proper

measuring factors on which to base sound separations and allocations of such
costs. For this purpose , time studies were conducted over a period of 3 to

4 months of the actual time and effort expended by more than 75 individuals

whose compensations and expense represent the principal items of

costs

covered in this report.

The results of our study and analysis show that , as compared with regular
dealers , cost savings realized per doJIar of sales in serving" the aforementioned
merchandising distributors in 1958 and 1959 were as follows:

..... .
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Cost Savings on Sales to

AJerchandising Distributors
Alabama Power Company

1958

i\ew Orleans Zone.
Consumers Power Company

Detroit Zone ........
B. F. Goodrich

44%

68%

99%

95%

Company

Three Zones (1958)
Seven Zones (1959) ...

02r;)

94%

Sterchi Bros. Company
Two Zones

1959

04%

. OS r;)

The above cost savings may be compared witb the company s price difmerchandising distributors approximating 3.4% on
refrigerators , eleetric ranges , home freezers , air conditioners , etc. , and approximating 4. 4% on laundry equipment including washers and dryers.
ferentials (discounts) to

For the three zones covered in the studies for 1958 ,

cost. savings and the

excess of cost savings over discounts allowed on sales to merchandising distributors , by product classifications , arc shown in Schedule 3 58 herein. It wm be

noted in this connection that t.he cost savings exceed the discounts in every
instance. It will be noted also that the excess of cost savings over discounts
range from around 1.9o/J on sales of laundry equipment in the New Orleans
Zone up to around 4. 6% on sales of refrigerators , freezers , ranges , etc. , in the
Detroit Zone.

In this engag-ement we have endeavored to carry the costing to the refinements customarily required by the Federal Trade Commission in past
Robinson- Patman cost cases. l\lethods and procedures thus employed are
spelled out in tabular furm herein along with explanatory comments.

(RX I ,

Pl'. 1-

Essentially, the validity of respondents ' cost study turns on the

question whether in selling to regular dealers

respondents ' em-

ployees usual1y perform certain significant functions which ordinarily they are not called upon to perform for merchandising distributors. On this subject the cost study states:
While sales and deliveries are made directly to the individual outlets of the
merchandising distributors the same as to the regular dealers , additional

sundry functions performed by the District Managers (salesmen), and to
some extent by Zone Managers and Branch Managers , in serving dealers
are not required in serving merchandising

distributors.

This may be best ilustrated by a brief outJine of the work program of the
District :\anagers (salesmen) in contacting dealers at their establishments.
The functions of the District Managers include the following:
(1) Determining the standing and general reputation of the dealer in the
community and his demonstrated merchandising abni ty in the local trade.
(2) Presentation and demonstration of products , product features and ad-

vantages , available and applicable merchandising plans and programs , and
the general operating policies and practices of the zone as the " distributor
and the American Motors Corporation as the " manufacturer.
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(3) Assisting the dealer in developing sales and

merchandising plaru ap-

plicable to the relative size (sales volmne) of the dealership and the economic
scale of the area he serves.

(4) Assisting the dealer in the training of retail salesmen through organized
training programs or meetings on specific subjects.
(5) Soliciting orders for products in quantities and model assortments
consistent with dealer s ability to merchandise and within the extent of his
financial responsibility and ability to pay.
(6) Assisting dealer in securing wholesale financing (floor plans) when
necessary, and retail financing (time- payment sales); also periodic inventory
checks on floor- planned products.

As already stated , many of these functions are not required in serving the
merchandising distributors who perform the same or similar services for
themselves through their own sales

organization. This ,

largely for the cost savings disclosed by our study

of course , accounts

and anlysis as shown

herein.
(RX 1 ,
In detailing the time periods

study, Mr. Warmack stated:

pp. 5-

and sales areas selected for the

The data set forth in this report represents the results of studies

of costs

of merchandising in the company s

Atlanta , Cleveland , DaJlas , Detroit , New
Orleans , Pittsburgh , and Seattle Zones for the six-months ' period , March 1
1959 . through August 31 1959; and for the Atlanta , Detroit , and New Orleans

Zones for the full fiscal year ending September 30 ,

1958.

In selecting the zones (geographic areas) covered in these studies , particularly the current studies in 1959
primary requisite that the
Detroit Zone be included for the rcason that it serves Consumers Power

, it was a

Company. The same was true as to the New Orleans Zone which serves

Alabama Power Company. Since Sterchi Brothers Company operates in the

New Orleans and AtJanta Zones , the Atlanta Zone was included. The Cleveland and Pittsburgh Zones were included for the reason that the preliminary
investigation of the Federal Trade Commission was centered in those areas.
For the purposes of rounding out a reasonable representative cost coverage

of the company s merchandising activities , the Dallas and Seattle Zones

were also included in the studies.
(RX 1 , pp. 6It wil be observed that in the foregoing no reference is

made to

B. F. Goodrich Company. This doubtless is because this company
operates in all of respondents ' 19 sales zones,
The actual geographic areas embraced within the 7 zones selected

include* * * all or most of the states of Alabama , Florida , Georgia , Louisiana
Michigan , Mississippi , Ohio , Oregon , Tennessee , Texas , Virginia , and Wash-

ington. In addition it includes 22 counties in western Pennsylvania , 16 in
West Virginia , 10 in northern Indiana , 10 in western Idaho , 2 in northern
California , and 1 county in western Montana.

(RX 1 ,

p. 7)
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As already indicated , actual time records were kept covering
time expended by certain of respondents ' executives and employees
in contacting customers. In this connection the cost study states:
Differential costs on which price differences are based by the company,
as previously indicated , largely represent compensations to individuals , expenses incurred in their duties , and other expenses properly assignable to
their efforts. It was therefore necessary to establish information as to the

time and effort expended by personnel engaged primarily in direct selling
and related activities in the geographic zones.

In this connection ,

actual time records were kept and reported daily by

Zone Managers , Branch Managers ,

and District Managers (salesmen) of

time expended by them in making customer contacts over a period of 3 to
4 months , viz. , the months of June , August , September, and a part of the
month of July, 1959 , for the 7 zones covered in the study. The time reporting
was RUspended briefly in the month of July for the reason that zone per.

sonnel were primarily engaged during the last half of the month in a program
of introducing new 1960 Models. Hence , time records then would not have
properly reflected general activities as a whole
The same time-and- effort information was also obtained on the activities

of Servicemen and their assistants .

Likewise , information as to time and

effort expended in connection with credits and collections was compiled. These
statistical data were then assembled and used to separate and allocate the
cost and expense of the respective individuals for the six- months ' period

March 1 to August 31 , 1959. They were also used as a basis for separating
and allocating the same classes of costs and expenses for the full fiscal year
ending September 30 ,

1958.

(RX 1 .

pp. 7-8)

The various items or factors accounting for the cost differentials
are summarized in the cost study as follows:
Cost Included in Analysis

Differential cost information developed and presented in this report
principally represcnts the cost and cxpense of direct selling in the field , viz.
salaries , bonuses , added compensation (commissions) carned under the company s incentive compensation plan , and related expenses. In addition it
includes compensation and expense of servicemen , as well as credits and

collection expense , bad debt expense , and a part of the office expense (mostly

stenographic) in the 7 zones covered in the studies.
Except for the bad debt expense , differential costs have been separated
and allocated between groups of customers on the basis of time and effort
expended by individuals in accordance with the statistical time study infOnTation previously described herein.
sustained over the 3- year
Bad Debt Expense (Losses)

period ending
September 30 , 1959 , has been tabulated for the 7 geographical zones covered
in the study and analysis. In applying this class of expense , an average
amount of loss actually sustained per dollar of sales in the past 3 years
is assigned separately to each zone.

(RX 1 ,

pp. 8-9)
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Mr. Warmack' s testimony in support of the cost study was given
at a hearing held on May 3 , 1960 (Tr , 15- 39). Cross-examination

was deferred in order that complaint counsel might have an opportunity to examine the cost study and the underlying data in con-

nection with it. Unfortunately, Mr. Warmack died before the next
hearing, which was held on November 29 , 1960. Complaint counsel
however , made no point of their inability to cross- examine Mr. Warmack , but proceeded with their case in rebuttal (Tr. 43- 45),
Complaint counsel's principal witness in opposition to the cost
study was Mr, Wiliam S, Opdyke of the Commission s accounting

staff. Mr. Opdyke s testimony was devoted almost entirely to
pointing out instances of " miscoding " in respondents ' time study;
that is , instances where on a salesman s report a dealer would be
listed as a regular dealer , when in fact he was a merchandising distributor outlet , and vice versa.

Actually, there were relatively few instances of such miscodings,

The retail dealer contact reports sent in by respondents '

salesmen
and executives numbered some 4 700 , and as there usually were
three or four retailers listed in each report this means that during
the fourteen weeks of the time study there were at least 14

000

contacts with retailers (Tr- 806-812; RX 7). Respondents place
the number of miscodings at 27 . This figure is challenged by complaint counsel

, but in any event the number is negligible when

compared with the number of contacts,
More importantly; however , calculations

as to the effect of the

miscodings upon the results of the cost study were made by Mr,
Joseph Warmack , son of Mr. Wiliam J, Warmack. Mr, Joseph
Warmack is also an accountant and assisted his father in the preparation of the cost study. Giving full effect to the miscodings , they

reduce the cost differentials by only negligible amounts ,

a few

one- hundredths of 1 percent (Tr. 774- 805;
5A- , 6A- , llA12A1SA- B).

4A-

871- 889;

RXs

An objection to the cost study particularly urged by complaint

counsel is that the entire study and Mr. William

J. Warmack'

testimony in support of it represent nothing more than hearsay, It
is argued that Mr, Warmack had no personal knowledge of the
facts underlying the study and particularly the classification of
customers , and that respondents failed to produce any witness
who did have such knowledge,

This contention must be rejected for two reasons. In the first
place , the cost study was prepared largely from respondents' books
and records kept in the regular course of business.
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Aside from this , however , there is substantial testimony from
executives in support of the study. The executive in charge of the preparation of the study was Mr. James W,
Keuping, who was respondents ' manager of sales operations, He
was present during the earlier hearings , but in 1961 became serione of respondents '

ously i1 and at the Jater hearings could not be used as a witness,

Because of his i1 health he resigned his position in 1961 and was
succeeded by Mr. M , p, Wilson,
Mr, Wilson did testify during the later hearings , being called
by both sides, He has long been connected with respondents in
various capacities and is familiar with respondents ' operations

particularly the sales operations, His testimony supports that of
especially on the vital point of classifi-

Mr, Wi1iam J. Warmack ,

cation of customers and the factors accounting for the classification
(Tr , 523- 597; 706- 716),
There is , in fact , no substantial evidence in opposition to the
cost study. True ,

Mr. Opdyke did express

validity of the study was " very

the opinion that the
questionable " (Tr, 267- 277). But

this opinion was based primarily upon a large number of docu-

ments which had previously been rejected as evidence (Tr.

190- 210). There is no question as to Mr. Opdyke s competency
as an accountant , but the documents which largely formed the
basis for the opinion having been excluded , it necessarily follows

that the opinion itself must be disregarded as being without probative value,

In this connection , it should be noted that subsequently objections to almost identical opinions by Mr, Opdyke were sustained

by the hearing examiner upon the ground stated , that the docu-

ments forming the basis for the opinions had been excluded (Tr.
267- 277) ,
Commission counsel also point out that the cost study is " post
complaint" ; that is , that the study was prepared after the issuance

of the complaint and for use in this proceeding, But that is no valid
reason for rejecting or seriously discounting the study. If it were

defense of a Robinson- Patman

justification would ,

Act case on the ground of cost

as a practical matter , almost always be im-

possible because usually it is not until the

complaint issues that a

respondent knows that his pricing practices are being challenged.
It is further urged by complaint counsel that the cost study is
invalid because the compensation of respondents ' district managers
(salesmen), which is the principal factor in the cost differentials
, in counsel' s view , solely on a commission basis , the commission
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being based upon the amount of the district manager s sales, Counsel's position is that since the salesmen work on commission based

upon the amount of their sales , there is no proper basis for a cost
differential premised upon the difference in the amount of time

devoted by the salesmen to regular dealers as contrasted to that
which they devote to merchandising

distributors-

Actually, the plan of compensation appears to be a base salary
522A- C;

plus commission plan (CXs

524A- B).

If ,

however , the

entire compensation were based upon commission , this , in the

examiner s opinion , would offer no reason for excluding allocation
of the salesmen s compensation from the cost study. This is because
first , the district managers (salesmen) are employed by respondents for their full time , and , second , their compensation covers not

only their work in actually making sales but in performing the
other functions detailed above , all of which contribute to sales
either directly or indirectly.

In summary, we have here a case in which the price differential
is relatively small- 5 percent-which is much smaller than the
diferentials which have usually been involved in other cases before

the Commission, We have a cost study prepared by a very com-

petent accountant with broad background and experience in Robinson- Patman Act cases, The classification of customers appears
logical and reasonable and is supported by substantial evidence,
Unquestionably there are substantial differences in the cost to
respondents of serving the two groups. While there are discrepancies
in the cost study, they are of a minor nature and do not materially
affect the results reached by the study, The hearing examiner sees

no reason to question the integrity of the cost study or its essential
accuracy.
Cost justification , of course , is an affirmative defense and the
burden of establishing the defense rests upon the party who offers
it. But this burden should not be made excessive or unreasonable,
Otherwise , the practical effect is to nullify the defense,
It is concluded that here the burden has been sustained,
ORDER
It is therefore ordered

dismissed.

That the complaint be , and it hereby is
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OPINION OF THE COMMISSION

JULY 19 . 1965

By JONES Commissioner:

The complaint in this matter charges respondents with violating
Section 2 (a) of the Clayton Act, as amended , in connection with
sales to retail dealer- purchasers , some of whom were charged lower
prices for electric appliances than the prices charged other com-

peting purchasers of such products of like grade and quality.

After hearings , the hearing examiner filed an initial decision
September 3 , 1964 , in which he found that a
prima facie
case of

violation had been made out. He concluded , however , that respondents had successfully established a cost justification defense as
provided by the Act , and he entered an order dismissing the complaint. Both sides have appealed. Counsel supporting the complaint
appeals from the examiner

s finding that the price differences were

cost justified. Respondents appeal from the examiner s finding that
the price discrimination resulted in probable injury to competition,

1. The Facts

Respondents are American Motors Corporation , a Maryland
corporation , and its wholly- owned subsidiary, American Motors
Sales Corporation , a Delaware corporation, American Motors Corporation is a major manufacturer and distributor in the United
States of electric appJiances , including refrigerators , ranges , home
freezers , laundry equipment and other appliance items which it
sells under the trade names " Kelvinator " and " Leonard, " American
Motors Corporation sells its appliances directly to retailers through
its subsidiary American Motors Sales Corporation and also to " independent distributors " who in turn resell to retailers. The sales

involved in the instant discriminations are those made to retailers
through American Motors Sales Corporation. Hereafter the term
respondent" wi1 be used in this opinion to refer to both of these
companies unless indicated otherwise.

The retailers making the purchases

involved in this proceeding

are classified by respondent into two categories: merchandising
distributors and regular dealers. While the franchise agreements
distributors
and regular dealers are identical in their provisions and do not on
their face disclose any special classification or price concessions
entered into by respondent with its merchandising

in fact respondent has sold its goods to its merchandising distribu-

tors at uniformy lower prices
regular dealers.

than those which it charges

its
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So far as the record indicates , there are four retailer customers
whom respondent has classified as merchandising distributors:
B. F , Goodrich Company, Alabama Power Company, Consumers

Power Company and Sterchi Brothers Stores , Inc, The record is
silent on the origin of and reasons for respondent' s practice of

granting discounts to this category of retailer. The record shows
only that the practice dates back at least as early as 1939 ,

when

Company, a
multiple-outlet merchandising utiity company located in Michigan.
In October 1949 , B. F. Goodrich and its automotive accessory outlets located throughout the United States were classified as a mersuch a discount was granted to Consumers Power

chandising distributor and received

the lower prices. Sterchi

Brothers , a retail furniture chain with stores located principally in
Tennessee , Georgia and Alabama , was franchised as a merchandising distributor by respondent at least since 1954, No information
exists respecting the date when Alabama Power Company was
franchised as a merchandising distributor. Alabama Power ,
a multiple- outlet

is also

merchandising utility company located in Ala-

bama and Georgia. Mr. Warmack , respondent' s

accountant ,

testi-

fied that respondent' s

merchandising distributors usually carried
respondent' s line exclusively or along with the line of one other
competitor.

The record discloses that in 1964 respondent had about 6

000

direct purchasing retailers whom respondent referred to as regular
dealers, These regular dealers fall roughly into two categories:
department stores with appliance divisions , and appliance stores
or stores with appliance outlets. Included among these regular
dealers are furniture stores ,

automotive accessory stores , merchanappliance stores , hardware stores , plumbing and heating stores , jewelry and music stores , and farm implement and country stores. Some of these regular dealers have multiple outlets. Some of the outlets of these regular dealers are as
large as those of the merchandising distributors , and some are
dising utiity companies ,

smaller, Some of respondent' s regular dealers are establishments
doing several milions of dollars annually, Some of respondent'
regular dealers also limited their appliance lines either to respond-

ent' s line exclusively or carried at most one other competitive line
of appliances,

The parties stipulated the principal facts respecting the discriminations charged by the complaint to be ilegal. In a substantial
number of instances , retail outlets of regular dealers were in direct
competition with one or more retail outlets of merchandising dis-

. .. . .
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tributors in the resale of respondent' s

appliances, Price lists appli-

cable to merchandising distributors consistently reflected lower

prices on every product and model than those applicable to regular
dealers , and the actual prices charged these two groups of customers

reflected these price differentials. The differentials on refrigerators
selling to regular dealers at prices ranging from $149.45 to $432,
varied from about $5 to $11. Differentials on freezers ranged from
approximately $8 to $11 on net prices of $239. 65 to $349.40 charged
to regular dealers . Ranges priced from $118.40 to $318. 25 for merchandising distributors and from $122, 35 to $329.40 for regular

dealers reflected price differentials between the favored and nonfavored customer classes varying from approximately $4 to $11.
The price differentials on respondent' s automatic washers , electric
dryers and wringer washers , in the price category of about $100
to $200 ,

ranged from approximately $3 to $9,
In the 6-month period of March through August 1959

covered

by respondent' s cost study, the discounts received by respondent'

merchandising distributors within a 7 -zone trade area on sales totaling $2

269 874 were as follows:
B. F. Goodrich ......

Consumers Power Company
Alabama Power Company.

Sterchi Brothers Stores , Inc.

$58 768
807
321
. 8 032

$83 928
II. Injury

On the issue of competitive injury,

the parties stipulated as

follows:
(13) All parties to this

stipulation further agree that eompetent and

experienced witnesses actively engaged in retailing electric appliances sold
to them by respondent corporations , and who are in competition with the

retail outlets of the merchandising distributors referred to above , if called
upon to testify in this matter would testify substantially as follows:
(a) Twenty- four out of twenty- six of such witnesses would testify that the
price differentials referred to in paragraph (12) of this stipulation in many
instances exceeded the amount of net profit received by them on sales of
such items during the years specified;

(b) That the witnesses have lost sales of electric appliances of like kind
to competitors where the amounts of the differentials in the lower retail

prices charged by such competitors were equal to the differentials referred
to in paragraph (12) of this stipulation.

The hearing examiner found that paragraph 13 (a) of the Stipucase of competitive injury,
prima facie

lation of Facts made out a

He rejected subparagraph (b) of this paragraph as without

pro-
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bative value on the issue of competitive injury on the ground that
specifically indicate the number or frequency of such
lost sales , and that mere loss of an occasional sale is not sufficient
to meet the statutory criterion of substantial competitive injury.

it did not

Respondent contests the hearing examiner

s finding of competi-

tive injury primarily on the ground that the wording of the stipu-

lation is too ambiguous and vague and that the stipulated facts
are too inadequate to support a finding of competitive injury, We
disagree that the stipulation is either ambiguous or vague,
Stipulations are favored in law as a means of eliminating timeconsuming proof. They should be construed in accordance with
their express provisions , as well as reasonable inferences to be

drawn therefrom , so as to give effect to the intention of the parties.
175 F, 2d 116 (2d Cir,
v. Shaughnessy,
United States ex rei, Hoehn
Purolator Products, Inc.
1949), cert, denied 338 U. S, 872 (1949);

Docket 7850 (April 3 , 1964) (65 F,
States 232 F, 2d 19 (8th Cir. 1956),

C. 8J;

Burstein

v,

United

In this case the parties expressly stipulated that " the hearing

examiner and the Commission may consider all matters stipulated
herein , together with such reasonable inferences which may be

drawn therefrom in arriving at a decision in this proceeding.
Moreover , it is clear-and respondent admitted-that it was the
intention of the parties to stipulate the essenial facts on the issue

of probable injury,

Viewing the stipulation in the light of these established principJes of construction , we do not agree with respondent that the
facts stipulated fail to establish a

prima facie

case of competitive

injury,
Respondent first contends that the price differentials in question,
de minimis that
amounting to approximately 3. 5% to 4, 5%, are
differentials this small have never supported findings of competitive

injury in previous cases before the Commission ,
not show injury here,

We do not agree

and that they do

that the discriminations in price here were

minimal and incapable of injuring competition, These discrimina-tions were not periodic or occasional but , as the stipulation demonstrates , were in fact regular , established , continuing differentials
made pursuant to a dual pricing system which favored one group
of respondent' s

customers classified as merchandising distributors
as against another group classified as regular dealers, The stipu-

lation establishes that 24 out of 26 retailer witnesses would testify
that the 3, 5% and 4. 5% diferentials exceeded in many instances
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their net profit on saJes of such items and that they lost sales of
like products to competitors whose lower prices were equivalent
to these 3.

5% differentials.

Respondent seeks to rebut the impact of this stipulation by
arguing that the term " net

profit" is meaningless since the stipulation fails to make clear whether " net profit" before or after taxes
was intended and whether these net profits refer to particular sales
or to the entire business of these witrlesses. As the term " net

profits "

is used in the stipulation ,

are simply stating that the

it seems to us that the parties

differentials involved in this case

exceeded the margins of profit on which many retail stores operated
in their sales of such items-

Respondent also argues-and the

hearing examiner agreed-

that the parties ' stipulation respecting the loss of sales by non-

favored customers to favored competitors was without probative

effect on the issue of injury, We do not agree, We believe
argument that the

that this

stipulated testimony respecting lost sales is

deficient because there is no evidence that these lost sales were
sacrifice or year- end sales , or that they were substantial in
number , or that they were attributable to the discounts granted
the merchandising distributors , is misplaced, C'oreover , construing
the term to mean only sacrifice or year-end sales fles in the face
of the import of the subparagraph as a whole which clearly was
not

intended to say and , in our view ,

clearly says that retailers

lost

sales of like appliances to competitors charging lower prices where
the amounts of the lower prices were equal to the amounts of
respondent' s price discriminations.
We believe that the stipulated testimony respecting loss of sales
is directly probative of the issue of competitive injury, It has a
direct bearing on the substantiality and the competitive significance

of the discounts ,

since it establishes that the discriminatory price

differentials were large enough to lose sales to favored customers,
A potential or likelihood of loss of sales is clearly relevant to the
issue of whether these discounts could probably injure competition.
It is not essential that actual lost sales be

shown,

In this connection , it is obvious that it would be almost impossible for a nonfavored customer to demonstrate conclusively that

he had in fact lost a sale to a favored competitor as a result of the

more favorable price received by that competitor from a respondent.
Customers are not likely to report to a store what factors led them

to purchase from that store s

competitors. Indeed , respondent

demonstrates its awareness of the difficulty of proof on loss of sales
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by also arguing that a favored customer may not choose to reflect
the price differential in his retail prices, He may reflect it in his
advertising budget , in incentive compensation to his salesmen , in
larger profits or in extending better credit terms to his customers.
The list is limitless. Complaint counsel's burden is not and could
not be to demonstrate that particular sales were lost to favored

dealers as a result of a lower price charged by favored competitors.
Complaint counsel's burden is only to demonstrate that the price
in the industry inprice discrimination

discriminations were of such a nature that
volved , competitively structured as it is , the
may have the effect of harming competition,

The cases are clear that the size of the differential alone is not
the determinative factor on the issue of competitive injury. In the
instant case , there is a clear ,

deliberate pattern of favoring four
000 regular dealers,
The discrimination was regular and continuous. The amount of
individual companies out of respondent' s 6

the discrimination was at least equal to the net profits earned on

sales of these products by competitors of the preferred dealers,
Sales of like items have been lost by these nonfavored competitors

to favored dealers charging lower prices. On these facts we hold
that the lower prices charged the favored dealers had the capacity

to injure competition and gave rise to the probability that they
would do so. We believe that in the instant

case complaint counsel

has carried its burden and that the examiner was correct in so
holding, but that he erred in

rejecting subparagraph (b) of the

stipulation which we hold was probative of the issue of competitive
prima
injury. We hold that complaint counsel have made out their
facie

case of violation of Section 2 (a) of the Clayton Act , as

amended,

Justification
Respondent' s main defense to the charges in this complaint is
III, Cost

that the price

differentials shown have been cost justified under

the proviso in Section 2 (a) of the amended Clayton Act! In
presenting its evidence in support of this defense ,

respondent first

made a study of its selling costs which in its view were most directly

attributable to its sales to its merchandising distributors and to its
direct retail purchasers. These expenses included sales personnel
salaries ,

bonuses , commissions and related expenses , travel time

1 The cost justification proviso in Section
2(a)
reads as follows: " Provided, That nothing
herein contained shall prevent differentials which make only due a.llowance for differences in the
cost of manufacture, sale , or delivery resulting from the differing methodE or quantities in which

such CODlodities are to such purchasers sold or delivered.
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automobile depreciation and insurance ,

compensation and expense

of servicemen , credit and collection expense , bad debt expense , and
a part of respondent' s office expense,
These sellng costs were segregated for 1958 and for the 6- month
period March through August 1959 in a 7 - zone area covering
basically the 12 States in which the outlets of respondent's mer-

chandising distributors were principally located.
Respondent' s sales of household appliances in this 7 -zone
for the 6-month period of 1959 totaled $10,409

096 ,

area

representing

about 40% of respondent's total sales through American Motors
Sales Corporation. Sales to merchandising distributors in this area
represented about 20% of this total.
Except for the bad debt expense , for which an average amount

of loss per dollar of sales was assigned separately to each zone
respondent allocated its selling expenses between its favored and
nonfavored customers for this period in these zones on the basis
of the actual time spent by its personnel on sales to these customers, To this end ,

respondent conducted an actual study of the
time spent by its sales personnel with each of its merchandising
distributors and with all of the 6 000 nonfavored retailers con-

sidered as a single group.

According to respondent' s cost study, savings were incurred by
merchandising distributors as compared with its
regular dealers which exceeded the amount of the price differentials
it in selling to its

accorded these favored dealers. The cost savings reflected by respondent' s study compared to the approximate price diferentials
were as follows:
Cost Savings
on Sales to
1\1 erchandising
Distributors

Alabama Power Company

New Orleans Zone. ....

1958

1959

Approximate Price
Differentials to
!II

eTchandising

Distributors
1959

44%

68%

5%-4.

99%

95%

5%-

94%

1,)

CO!1umers Power Company

Detroit Zone. .... ... .
B. F. Goodrich Company
Three Zones (1958)

02%

Seven Zones (1959) ..
Sterchi Bros. Company
Two Zones ......... ..... .... ... . 7. 05%
(Respondents ' Exhibit 1 , page 2.

04%

5%-4.

2 Alabama , Florida , Georgia , Louisiana, Michigan , "Mssissippi . Ohio , Oregon , Tennessee.
Texas , Virginia and Washington , and cerlain =unties in Pennsylvania , West Virgiia, Indiana
Idaho , Califomia and Montana.
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The hearing examiner found that the discounts granted to the

merchandising distributors were justified by the savings shown in
respondent' s cost study, We disagree for the reason that we believe

that respondent failed in its threshold burden to establish a reasonable basis for the classification of its customers on which it rested
its cost justification defense, Accordingly, the results of respondent' s cost study become meaningless as a guide to whether respondent' s price differentials were or were not cost justified.

In order to arrive at a figure by which to alJocate its various
sales expenses between its favored and nonfavored customers ,

re-

spondent treated alJ of its nonfavored retailers as a single group
and averaged the total time spent with these 6 000 customers as a
whole in order to compare that figure with the time spent on each
of its favored customers.
The validity of respondent' s study stands or falJs , therefore , on
the correctness of its use of its average time spent figure, If respondent fails to substanti te the homogeneity and identity of its 6 000
nonfavored customers sufficient to warrant their being treated as
a single group, then its entire cost study fails at the threshold-

Respondent makes no claim that there is any significant difference between its two customer classifications based on their
relative size , number of outlets , competitive lines handled or manner of delivery, Nor could such claims be made since the record

is clear that its non favored retailers include multiple- outlet dealers
department stores with multimilion dollar sales volume equal to
or greater in size than its merchandising distributors , dealers who
receive delivery in the same manner as the merchandising distributors , dealers handling its lines exclusively or semi- exclusively,

and dealers whose outlets are both larger and smalJer

than the

outlets of the merchandising distributors.
Respondent maintains , however ,

that there are basic differences

in the functions which its salesmen perform for its merchandising

distributors and for its regular dealers which justify their classification into these two separate groups. Respondent also argues
that these differences account for the differences in the time ,
therefore in the cost ,

and
of servicing these two groups of customers,

Thus , respondent lists the following six major functions performed
by its salesmen in contacting dealers which it claims are usualJy
performed for regular dealers and not always performed for mer-

chandising distributors:
(1) Determining the standing and general

reputation of the

* * *
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dealer in the community and his demonstrated merchandising ability in the local trade.

(2) Presentation and demonstration of products , product fea-

tures and advantages , available and applicable merchandising plans
and programs , and the general operating policies and practices of

the zone as the " distributor " and the American Motors Corporation
as the " manufacturer.
(3) Assisting the dealer in developing sales and merchandising
plans applicable to the relative size (sales volume) of the dealership
and the economic scale of the area he serves,

(4) Assisting the dealer in the training of retail salesmen through
organized training programs or meetings on specific subjects.
(5) Soliciting orders for products in quantities and model assortments consistent with dealer s ability to merchandise and within
the extent of his financial responsibility and ability to pay.

(6) Assisting dealer in securing wholesale financing (floor plans)

when necessary, and retail financing (time-payment sales); also
periodic inventory checks on floor- planned products,
The record raises serious doubt whether these enumerated functions in fact constituted differentiating factors between respondwhether there was
non favored
customers
ent' s favored and

any real difference between the two groups on these points,
Respondent called as one of its principal witnesses its own Manager of Sales Operations , M, p, WiJson , to testify on the differing

functions which respondent' s sales personnel performed for its
merchandising distributors compared with its regular dealers.
When Ml' Wilson was first asked a general question as to what
were the differences between these two classes of customers , he
gave a somewhat different description from the enumerated list of
what he believed these differences to be, " No, 1 " according to
Mr, Wilson , was that merchandising distributors consist of several
retail outlets organized into headquarters , regional and branch or
zone offces. Mr. Wilson then continued with respect to the headquarters , regional and branch staff of the merchandising distributors:
qualified appliance
The staff of these individual establishments are
personnel in the merchandising and distribution of appliances. They per-

activities in the areas
, training, and devote considerable attention to their outlets. They wil

form in the areas of advertising and sales promotion
of sales

further purchase in quantities or at single times from headquarters offices

special products which arc offered to all dea1ers , thereby not necessitating

indivdual calls on outlets. They perform further central billing functions
thereby not making it necessary for the field personnel

to spend time

* '"
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and effort in the collection of receivables from the. indivdual outlets. I
think

that in

broad general way sums up the basic differences between a

merchandising distributor

as

against any other regular type dealer

(Emphasis added.

Throughout his testimony, Mr , Wilson , scrupulously refrained
from ever testifying affirmatively or even leaving the impression
that respondent' s sales personnel never in fact performed all of
these functions for its merchandising distributors, When asked

specifically about each of these functions ,

Mr, Wilson

generally

couched his response in terms of the fact that merchandising

dis-

tributors had personnel qualified to perform these functions for

their own outlets whereas regular dealers generally did not. He
conceded that from time to time some of the functions were performed by its salesmen for merchandising distributors.
The cost study itself indicates that on sales promotion for model
change- overs (Function 2), merchandising distributors did in fact
receive such services. It was for this reason that

rupted the cost study during July of 1959 .

respondent inter-

This was a period of

model change-over and respondent stated that the period was
omitted from the time study because it was believed that time
records for that period " would

not have properly reflected general

activities as a whole.
Complaint counsel proffered a series of documents consisting
of respondent's salesmen s daily contact reports prepared in the

regular course of their business prior to the period covered by the
cost study to demonstrate that in fact respondent's salesmen

call-

ing on merchandising distributors performed at one time or another each of the enumerated functions which respondent now
claims were usually performed by its merchandising distributors for
themselves. The hearing examiner rejected the documents because
they contained no indication of the amount of time spent by the
salesmen with these dealers and therefore had no probative value

on the only issue which he believed was involved in the cost study,
namely, how much time did the salesmen spend with merchandising distributors as compared with regular dealers.
We believe the documents were relevant to the validity of that
portion of respondent' s cost study which was premised on the

differing functions performed for the two groups of retailers , and
that the examiner erred in rejecting them, Nevertheless ,

the record

is sufficiently adequate on this point to enable us to decide this
issue without the proffered documents.

The record is clear that

the enumerated sales functions were often not performed by mer-

" "
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chandising distributors for themselves and that respondent's sales
personnel were often not relieved of the need , and the time required

to perform these functions for merchandising distributors.

We believe that respondent also failed to carry its burden of
demonstrating that these sales functions (the points that sup-

posedly distinguished the two groups) w"re substantially performed for all or most of respondent' s 6 000 nonfavored dealers
and that therefore it was proper for respondent to average the time
spent with these non favored dealers.

There is no evidence in the record supporting respondent' s treat-

ment of its 6 000 retail dealers as a single group, Respondent
offered only the testimony of its

Manager of Sales Operations

, Wilson, However , Mr. Wilson did not in fact testify that each
of these functions or even a majority of them were performed for
all or even most of respondent' s 6 000 non favored dealers, He
testified only that these selling functions or services considered in
the cost study were generally required for all dealers,
The record shows that some dealers were given more attention

and thus more of the services

under consideration , than others.

s testimony indicates that there was no
fixed rule as to the number of times a dealer wil be contacted
and that in fact the number and length of such contacts wil be
determined by a variety of factors , one of which was their geoFor instance ,

Mr. Wilson

graphic location, At another place in his testimony, Mr. Wilson

in effect admitted that some of the regular dealers can and do
perform some of the functions involved because he testified that
only " (gJ enerally speaking " do the multi-outlet regular dealers
not have the staff to perform them.
The evidence shows that respondent' s 6 000 nonfavored regular

dealers included department stores with special appliance departments which undoubtedly were as well staffed as the merchandis-

ing distributors with appliance personnel " qualified in the merchandising and distribution of appliances. " It cannot be assumed
without some showing by respondent that such stores in fact required respondent' s assistance in such things as furnishing adver-

tising and sales promotion and in training personnel for their appliance departments , or in determining the " standing and general

(aJ ssisting the dealer
reputation of the dealer in the community,
in developing sales and merchandising plans applicable to the
relative size (sales volume) of the dealership,
dealer in the training of retail salesmen

(aJ ssisting the

" and like sales activities

(see enumerated functions quoted above).
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Many of respondent' s regular dealers had multiple outlets , and
respondent failed to offer any testimony or other evidence that
such dealers were significantly different in any of the points on
which the cost savings claim is based from respondent's favored

multiple-outlet dealers. On the contrary, it is probable that these
large multi-outlet regular dealers could and did perform many of

the enumerated functions for themselves

and that respondent'

sales personnel devoted no more time to these large regular dealers
than they did to the merchandising distributors. For instance
there is nothing in the record to indicate that these multiple- outlet

billing functions
like merchandising distributors , thus obviating

nonfavored dealers did not also perform central
for their outlets ,

the need for respondent' s

salesmen to collect their accounts re-

ceivable from each of its individual outlets,
It is also significant that respondent in its

company policy

apparently did not regard merchandising distributors as a separate
class except for pricing purposes. Its franchise agreements with the
two groups of purchasers are identical in form and substantive
provisions, Those executed by merchandising distributors nowhere
indicate that such purchasers wil be treated differently on biling,
sales training or promotions , or that these purchasers are in any

way obligated to perform these and other functions for themselves,
Moreover , respondent did not apparently make its discount policy

known to its customers generally.

In fact , the regular dealers did

not have the option to avail themselves of the merchandising

dis-

tributors ' discount.
It is , of course , the respondent' s burden to demonstrate that its

000 retail dealers had substantial identity and homogeneity to
justify their being treated as a single group for the purpose of
averaging the time spent by respondent' s sales personnel with

them, This respondent has failed to do.
Respondent' s cost study purportedly justifying the discounts
granted to its merchandising distributors rested entirely on the
manner in which respondent allocated its sales expenses between

its favored and non favored groups, Respondent' s

time study, based

on its treatment of its nonfavored customers as a single group,

showed that respondent' s sales personnel spent approximately 5%

of their time on selling to merchandising distributors and 95% of
their time on selling to all other of respondent' s direct purchasing

retailers, However ,

this 95% figure cannot be sustained since by

averaging the time spent by its personnel on all nonfavored customers treated as a group, respondent effectively eliminated for
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individual members
of the nonfavored group which may have in fact required the same
or even less time to service than its merchandising distributors.
separate consideration the cost of selling to

The possibility, indeed the probability, that respondent' s cost

of selling to at least some of its non favored dealers may have
equaled its selling costs to its favored dealers leaves respondent'
burden of justifying its price discriminations against its nonfavored
customers undischarged, According to respondent , contact time
was in effect the crux of the alleged savings underlying its lower

prices, Yet respondent made no effort by sampling or by any other
technique to determine whether the time spent with its regular

dealers was in fact similar for each, It sought instead to attempt
to lay this foundation by testimony that the sales

functions per-

formed for this group were the same. In our view , this evidence
failed to substantiate the similarity of regular dealers on the issue

of time spent.

The Commission and the Courts ,

in permitting respondents to

average their costs , insist that such averaging

can only be done
costs are being averaged

where the members of the group whose
have a sufficient homogeneity so that averaging the cost of dealing

with them as a whole wil fairly represent the cost of dealing with
each member in the group,

Standard Oil 41 F,

C, 263 , 276 278

(1945), reversed for other reasons , 355 U. S. 396 (1958), The
v,
United States
Borden
Co" 370 U. S. 460

Supreme Court in

(1962), expressed the test as follows:

A balance is struck by the use of classes for cost justification which are

composed of members of such selfsameness as to make the averaging of the
cost of dealing with the group a valid and reasonable indicium of the cost of

dealing with any specific group member. High on the list of " musts "

in

the use of the average cost of customer groupings under the proviso of
S 2(a) is a close resemblance of the individual members of each group on
the essential point or points which determne the costs considered (footnote

omitted).
In the instant case , we hold that respondent has failed to carry
its burden that the 6 000 retailers , which it treated as a single
group for purposes of comparing its costs of selling to its favored

dealers with those of selling to its nonfavored dealers , have the
requisite selfsameness on the cost determining points , the enum-

erated sales functions and resultant time spent in servicing regular

dealers which respondent claims serves to constitute them a single
group and to differentiate them as a group from the merchandising

distributors, In short ,

respondent has failed to carry its burden
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that its price differentials to its favored customers reflected only
due allowance for differences in the cost of sale resulting from the
differing methods in which its appliances were sold to these merchandising distributors.
IV. The Order

The order prohibits respondent from continuing to extend preferential prices to its existing

merchandising distributors and also

from extending preferential prices in the future to any of its cus-

tomers unless respondent satisfies the Commission in advance
that such price differentials as may be extended are cost justified
as respects respondent' s

nonfavored customers.

The vice in respondent' s system of preferential prices here was
its failure to establish that in fact its merchandising distributors
were the only ones of its customers for whom savings in sales expenses were encountered. In other words , respondent' s classification
of its nonfavored customers into a single group served to mask
vis vis
whether respondent may have incurred similar
savings

some of its other customers. Hence our decision here is limited to
our holding that respondent failed to establish that some of its
discriminated against insofar
,
may
have
saved
respondent
the identical selling exas they, too
penses that respondent claims it saved in servicing its merchandisnonfavored" customers were not

ing distributors,

The Commission has wide discretion in its choice of a remedy
deemed adequate to cope with the unlawful practices disclosed.
Atlantic Refining

C"

Co, v,

381 U. S. 357 ,

Moreover , as the Supreme Court stated in
et ai"
343 P, S, 470 , 473 (1952):

F. T, C.

The
377
(1965),
375Ruberoid Co"

v,

Congress placed the primary responsibilty for fashioning such orders upon
the Commission , and Congress expected the Commssion to exercise a special
competence in formulating remedies to deal with problems in the general

sphere of competitive practices.
In the fashioning of appropriate remedies , the Commission is not

bound to confine the prohibition in the order to the exact dimen-

sions of the violation but may and indeed " must be allowed effec-

tively to close all roads to the prohibited
may not be bypassed with impunity,

goal , so that its order
Ruberoid , supra
C.
v,

at p, 473, These principles have been reiterated many times since
327 U. S. 608,
Co. v,
, Jacob Siegel
by various courts
611 (1946),

C,

v,

National Lead Co"

352

S.

419 (1957);
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Joseph A, Kaplan

Sons , lnc,

v.

C"

347 F. 2d 785 (D, C. Cir.

1965) ,
In order not to bar respondent in perpetuity from passing on
genuine savings to its customers in the form' of lower prices ,

and

at the same time prevent respondent from relitigating issues already
decided in this case , we have fashioned an order designed to permit
respondent to adopt a dual pricing structure which reflects genuine
cost savings and at the same time enables the Commission to

assure itself in advance that such a structure does not again discriminate among respondent' s competing customers.
In view of respondent's

sel1ing practices ,

it is obvious that

the

essential part of any cost justification submitted by respondent in
the future in support of any multiprice level policy is respondent's
classification of its customers into proper cost saving groups. Because of the diversity of the type of respondent' s customers

, it

would be difficult for the Commission , in evaluating any dual price

structure offered by respondent based on such a functional classification of its customers , to know whether a given customer was
discriminated against or had simply elected not to avail itself of
the opportunity to secure the lower
order requires respondent

mission s

prices. Accordingly, the Com-

, if it decides in the future to

offer a dual price structure ,

to make known to its customers its
dual price scale as well as the basis for it , and to secure Commission
approval of such a plan in advance of its implementation.

In our judgment , this provision in the order is essential in order
to prevent future violations by the respondent both of the statute

and of this order ,

By requiring that the lower price offer and the

requirements therefor be made known to competing

customers

and by requiring respondent to submit to the Commission in advance any preferential price policies which it may in the future

adopt , the Commission believes that its order prohibiting unlawful
price discriminations wil1 be more enforceable and that respondent

wil not be able to establish in the future the same or other arbitrary
classification of its customers for pricing purposes which it has
been found to have done in the instant case.
We conclude that the examiner in his initial decision was correct
Section 2(a) Clayton Act violation and
prima facie
in finding a

that he erred in finding the price

differentials shown to be cost

It is ordered

That the appeal of respondent

justified, Accordingly,

be denied and the appeal of complaint counsel be granted to the
extent indicated herein and otherwise denied. The initial decision
is vacated and the Commission s findings of fact and conclusions

and order substituted therefor,
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FINDINGS OF FACT , CONCLUSIONS AND ORDER
FINDINGS OF FACT

1. American Motors Corporation (hereafter sometimes referred
to as American Motors) is a Maryland corporation and American
Motors Sales Corporation is a Delaware corporation, The latter is
a wholly owned subsidiary of respondent American Motors Corporation and is engaged in selling the products of such respondent,

American Motors Corporation is a major manufacturer and distributor in the United States of electric appliances , including refrigerators , ranges , home freezers , laundry equipment and other
appliance items which are marketed under the trade names " Kelvinator " and " Leonard, " Both corporations have their principal
office and place of business at 14250 Plymouth Road , Detroit,

CX 1 , p, 2). Sales by American Motors Corporation of household appliances amounted to $38 707 000 for the
period March 1 through August 31 , 1959 (RX 1 , CX 525A- B).'
2. American Motors sells and distributes its appliances through
MIchigan (Answer ,

its subsidiary, American Motors Sales Corporation and through
other firms classified by American Motors as " independent distributors, " American Motors has established and maintains certain
marketing areas or territories. Some 16 to 19 of these territories
(or " zones ) are assigned to American Motors Sales Corporation.
The distribution in the remaining territories is through the socalled " independent distributors, " Firms which have sold and
distributed purchases from American Motors through their own
outlets include Coast to Coast Stores , Minneapolis , Minnesota;

White s Auto Stores , Wichita Falls , Texas; and Oklahoma Tire and
Supply Company, Tulsa , Oklahoma (CX525A- , Tr. 589- 590).
3. The financial statements of American Motors for the 6months period March 1 through August 31 , 1959 , indicate that

66.4% of the total sales were made to the American Motors Sales
Corporation and 33. 6% of the total sales to independent distributors (Commission Exhibit 525A-B), Total Kelvinator and Leonard
products sales for the same 6- months period with respect to Atlanta
CleveJand , Dallas , Detroit , New Orleans , Pittsburgh and Seatte

zones (covered by American Motors Sales Corporation) were as
follows:
Kelvinator
Leonard
Total

. $ 9 948 688
460. 408

95.

510.409 096

100.

4.4%

1 CX refers to Commission s Exhibits; RX to Respondents ' Exhibits; Tr. to Transcript.
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The combined sales of the above- listed seven zones of $10 409 096
represents 40, 5% of the total sales in 19 zones covered by the
American Motors Sales Corporation in 1959; hence , total sales
made through the said corporation during the 6- months period
701 471. Since the sales through the American Motors
Sales Corporation during the 6- months period indicated represented
totaled $25

approximately 66.4% of American Motors sales , the total sales of
American Motors Sales Corporation for the period was $38 707 035.
The difference is $13 005 564 , which represents the sales through
the " independent distributors " for that period (RX 1 , RX 2ARX 3A- Z16).
4, In the course and conduct of their business , respondents were
for many years and at the time of the hearing herein engaged in
commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Clayton Act , as
amended , Respondents shipped or caused to be shipped and transported their appliances in a constant current of

commerce from the

State or States where such products are manufactured , or are

temporarily stored in anticipation of sale or shipment , to purchasers
located in other States and the District of Columbia for use , consumption or resale therein (Answer , CX 1 , p. 2).
5. Retail dealers and their stores or outlets (exclusive of the

affiliated outlets of certain independent distributors) engaging in
the purchase in commerce and in the resale to consumers of

American Motors household appliances are classified by the re-

spondents for purposes of pricing and purchases of such appliances
as either " regular " dealers or " merchandising distributors " (CX 1
p. 3

, RX 1).

6. The merchandising distributors , disclosed by the record ,

all

of which are multiple-outlet dealers having numerous retail stores
or outlets , are: B. F, Goodrich Company, Akron , Ohio; Alabama
Power Company, Birmngham , Alabama; Consumers Power Company, Jackson , Michigan; and Sterchi Brothers Stores , Inc. , Knoxville , Tennessee (RX 1).
7, Retail outlets owned ,

operated or controlled by or affiliated

with the B , F, Goodrich Company, whose headquarters offce is
located in Akron , Ohio , are located throughout the United States
and are found within each of the territories of and have purchased
American Motors household appliances from and through all

the zone and branch offices of the American Motors Sales Corporation (CX 1 ,

p, 3

, RX 1 and supporting documents).

8. Predecessors of respondent corporations in about October

1949 established th

, F , Goodrich Company and its retail outlets

* * *
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as " merchandising distributor

purchasers of . Kelvinator

and

Leonard household appliances (RX 533A- , Tr. 582), They were
accorded the lower merchandising distributor prices for such merchandise (RX 1), In pertinent part , correspondence between such
predecessor corporations and the B. F. Goodrich Company dated
October 7 , 1949 , reads:
Enclosed is your copy of the original signed franchise covering the franchising of Kelvinator or Leonard company owned stores or dealers by all
Nash- Kelvinator

Sales Corporation zones

I believe that this information will wrap up the zone part of our new
expanded program and if the distributor franchises with the B. F. Goodrich
Company come to me ,

I wil forward them promptly to you for a

signature

, . , (CX 533A).

The Agreement (CX 533B) covers " All B. F. Goodrich Company
owned stores and all B. F . Goodrich franchised dealers as are now or
later approved by Nash- Kelvinator Sls. Corp. and the B, F. Goodrich Company. " It is dated October 1 , 1949, This Agreement , which
is typical of all " merchandising distributor " franchises (Tr, 577)
includes no express reference to any special discount or lower prices

accorded to merchandising distributors. In fact ,

the said franchise

in form and substantive provisions is identical to that used in the

case of the regular dealers and their stores (CX 534A- , Tr, 577),
At the time of the hearing in this proceeding, B, F, Goodrich outlets
numbered approximately 1500.
9. The Consumers Power Company, a utility company with
headquarters office in Jackson , Michigan , was classed as a mer-

chandising distributor as early as 1959 (Tr , 626). In 1957 Consumers Power Company operated a number of retail outlets , all
located within the State of Michigan (Tr, 626 , RX 1 , CX 1).
10. Alabama Power Company, a utility company with headquarters office in Birmingham , Alabama , had a number of retail
outlets in the year 1957 ,

all located within the State of Alabama

except one outlet in Georgia , The record shows that Alabama Power

was franchised as a merchandising distributor; it does not disclose
the date or the circumstances (RX 1 , CX 1),
11. Sterchi Brothers Stores , Inc_ , a chain of retail furniture

stores with its headquarters office located in Knoxvile , Tennessee

in 1957 had a number of retail outlets located

in the States of

Tennessee , Georgia and Alabama. Sterchi Brothers was franchised

as a merchandising distributor at least since 1954 (CX 531 , RX 1),
12, All purchasers of respondents ' products for sale at retail in
the zones covered by American Motors Sales Corporation other
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than merchandising distributors are classed by respondents as
regular dealers (RX 1), The regular dealers fall roughly into two

categories: department stores with an appliance department , and
appJiance stores or other retailers with outlets for the sale of appliances (Tr, 627), Among the types of stores classed as regular
dealers are furniture stores (CX 453), automotive accessory stores
(CX 446), and hardware stores (CX 450 and 479), Some stores
classed as regular stores ,

are larger than merchandising distributor

outlets; some are smaller (Tr, 631). Regular dealers sell generally
more than one line of products , but some sell only one line, Merchandising distributors sell only one or maybe two lines (Tr. 19),
In 1964 , respondents had approximately 6 000 regular dealers (Tr.
757) ,

13. Among the regular customers are department stores doing
several milions of dollars annually in all lines, One such is Polsky
in Akron , Ohio (Tr , 628). Included are the largest department
stores in Youngstown and Akron (Tr. 628)- One- half or more of

Youngstown and Akron areas were as
,
F.
Goodrich
outlets (Tr. 631),
large as the B
the regular stores in the

14. B, F , Goodrich outlets vary in size tremendously (Tr. 586);
some are smaller in comparison to regular dealers and others are
larger in comparison to certain larger regular dealers (Tr. 586),
Customers in the regular group have multiple outlets (Tr. 586- 587),

15, American Motors Sales Corporation has sold substantial
quantities of the electrical appliances manufactured by American

distributors above referred to
and also substantial quantities of such appliances to other retail
stores not owned , operated or controlled by or affiliated with any
of the previously mentioned merchandising distributors and referred to herein as regular dealers (CX 1 , p. 2 , RX 1).
16, In a substantial number of instances , retail outlets owned
C'otors to the four merchandising

operated or controlled by or affliated with the previously mentioned merchandising distributors are in direct competition with

one or more of the regular dealers in the resale , at retail , of electric

appliances sold by respondent American Motors Sales Corporation
(CX 1 , p, 3),

17. During the years 1956 and 1957 and thereafter , up to and
including the time of the hearing in this proceeding, respondent

American Motors Sales Corporation sold electrical appliances to
the previously mentioned merchandising distributors at prices consistently lower than the prices charged for electric appliances of

like grade and quality, sold in substantially the same quantities,
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by American Motors Sales Corporation to the regular dealers
(CX 1 , p, 3),

18, The purchasers from American Motors Sales Corporation
classified as merchandising distributors purchased according to a
separate schedule known as the " Merchandising Distributor Price
Schedule, " The regular dealers were not supplied with the Mer-

chandising Distributor Price Schedules and were priced pursuant
to separate " price schedules " (CX 529 , Tr. 581- 582).

19. The price differential referred to hereinabove resulted from
competing purchasers buying on the basis of different price schedules and were figured on a precise differential for each model (CX
1), Typical examples of the differentials for various models are set
out in the tabulation below:

TABLE I
ivl erchandising

Distributor
Appliance

Refrigerator

1odel
KA43
K22F8
K24F8
K26F8
K44F11
K46F11S
K46F11
K47F10S

K47FI0
K67F12
K68F12

Foodarama
K22Z8
K42Z11

K44ZlJ

Range

$144.40
144.
167.
178.
192.

211.20
216.
228.
238.
274.
318.40
417
149.
158.
175.
193.

$149.
149.45

Price
Difference

$ 5.

173.

184.40
198.
218.

7.40

224.45
236
247
284.
329.
432.
154.

11.5
14.

16:J.

K69F13

223.
302.

181.60
200.
231.60
313.

KFZKFFKFZKFF-

231.55
263.
288.
337.

239.
272.
298.
349.

ER-23
ERKR- F32
KR- Z34
KR- F36
KR- F38
KR- Z41G

118.
124.
127.
148.
172.

122.
128.

K46Z11
K66Z12

Freezer

LC L Price

Regular
Store LCL
Price

201.20

131.95
153.
178.
208.

142.

147.

10.

10.
11.

4.45

, pp.
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TABLE I- Continued
Merchandising
Distributor
LCL Price

Regular
Store LCL

Appliance

Model

Range

KR- F43
KR- F46
KR- Z46
KR- F47
KR- F48
KR- F49

17100

17700

189.
214.
227.

196.

WAGWAGWAGWAGWAGWAG-

Electric
Dryer

DEGDEGDEGDEGDEG-

Wringer
Washer

WRWRWRWRWRWR-

Automatic
Washer

Price

Price
Difference

281.55

221.65
235.
291.40

318.

329.

11.5

119.
132.
156.

5.40

196.

125.
138.
163.
185.
205.

208.

218.

100.
115.40
128.
136.
155.

105.
120.
134.
142.
162.

71.5

75.
82.

17795

79.
90.
96.
102.
109.

94.40
100.

107
114.

(CX 1 Appendix A)

20. The lower

prices accorded merchandising distributors repre-

sented a differential of approximately 3. 5% on all appliances other
than laundry equipmenL , and as to laundry equipment prior to

mid- 1959 approximately 4. 5% (RX 1 , p, 4). In the summer of 1959
the discount on laundry equipment was reduced , resulting in a

differential of approximately 3. 5% (Tr. 426- 427), There is a specific dollars and cents ' price differential on each model of each
product. For instance , the first refrigerator item listed in the above
table is sold to merchandising distributors at $144.40 and to regular
dealers at $149.45, The price differential of $5. 05 is almost 3_
of the lower price and almost 3. 38% of the higher price. On other
items , the percentage differentials may vary a few hundredths of
one percent ,

but for practical purposes ,

the percentage differential

favoring the merchandising distributors on an appliances other

than laundry equipment prior to mid- 1959 was 3, 5% (RX 1
3; CX 1 , Appendix
A),
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21. Respondents do not solicit regular dealers to become merchandising distributors (Tr, 581), The regular dealer does not have

avail himself of the merchandising distributors
discount (Tr, 761). Merchandise distributors ' price schedules are
the option to

not made available to regular dealers (Tr. 581).
22. At the first hearing, on May 3 , 1960 , a written Stipulation
of Facts entered into between counsel was received in evidence (CX

lA- G). A second

Stipulation provided simply that any orders

entered as to American Motors Sales Corporation might , in the
discretion of the hearing examiner , be made to apply to American

Motors Corporation as well (CX 2).
23, On the issue of probable competitive injury, the Stipulation
of Facts reads:

All parties to this stipulation further agree that competent and experienced
witnesses actively engaged in retailing electric appli3nces sold to them by
respondent corporations , and who are in competition with the retail outlets
of the merchandising distributors referred to above , if called upon to testify
in this matter would testify substantially as follows:
(a) Twenty- four out of twenty- six of such witnesses would testify that the
price differentials referred to in paragraph (12) of this stipulation in many
instances exceeded the amount of net profit received by them on saJes of
such items' during the years specified;
(b) That the witnesses have lost

saJes of electric appliances of like kind

to competitors where the amounts of the differentials in the lower retail
prices charged by such competitors were equal to the differentials referred
to in paragraph (12) of this stipulation (CX 1 , pp. 4-5).
24. All parties to the Stipulation of Facts agree that the record

in this proceeding may be taken with regard to all facts stipulated

herein as if such facts had been proved

after full and complete

hearings thereon. "

The parties in the Stipulation of Facts further
agreed that the hearing examiner and the Commission may consider all matters stipulated , together with such reasonable

infer-

ences which may be drawn therefrom , in arriving at a decision in
this proceeding (CX 1).
25, Respondents ' sales of household appliances during the six
months , March 1 through August 31 , 1959 , totaled approximately
$38 707 000 , of which $25 701 471 were made through American

Motors Sales Corporation (RX 1 ,

p, 2

, Schedule 2 , RX' s

2A-

3A- Z16 , ex 525A- B). Sales of this total to merchandising distributors identified in the record amounted to $2 269 874. The four
merchandising distributors received the following approximate total
amounts as a result of the lower prices to them:

..... ...............
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B. F. Goodrich ....
Consumers Power Company.
Alabama Power Company..

$58 768
807
321
032

Sterchi Brothers Stores , Inc.

(RX 1 . Schedules 1

26. As stipulated , 24 regular dealers engaged in sellng electric
appliances at retail sold to them by respondent corporations and
who are in competition with the retail outlets of respondents ' merchandising distributors , testified that the price differentials referred
to herein of approximately 3, 5% and 4, 5% in many instances exceeded the amount of net profit received by them on the sales of
such items during the years 1956 through 1959, The reference to
net profit means profit on the particular sales before taxes (CX
, p. 4),

27. As stipulated ,

regular dealers retailing electric appliances

sold to them by respondent corporations and who are in competition

with the retail outlets of merchandising distributors of the respondents , have lost sales of electric appliances of like kind to competitors where the amounts of the differentials in the lower retail
prices charged by such competitors were equal to the differentials
disclosed by Table I above (CX 1 , p. 5). In other words , regular
retailers lost sales of like appliances to competitors charging lower
prices where the amounts of the lower prices were equal to the

amounts of respondents ' price discrimination.
28. Price differentials of the order of magnitude demonstrated
in this proceeding which can result in the loss of sales of products
differing prices and which
differentials exceeded in many instances the net profits on the

as between competitors buying at the

sales of the items involved in the years indicated for the regular

deaJers , are substantial.
29. The discriminations in price so shown were neither periodic
nor occasional , but they were regular , established ,

continuing dif-

ferentials made pursuant to a method of pricing which favored cer-

tain Jarge organizations with multipJe-outlet stores.
30, The price differential granted in favor of the four preferred
customers gave the latter a substantial competitive advantage over

competing retailers purchasing respondents '
pnces.
31. The competitive opportunities

goods at the higher

of the regular dealers herein

were injured when they consistently had to pay substantially
more for the items of merchandise shown on Table I above.
32, Respondents introduced .into the record of this proceeding
a cost study identified as Respondents ' Exhibit 1, The purpose of

, "
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the study, as indicated in respondents '

report thereon ,

was to de-

velop factual cost evidence in order to determine whether respondents ' price differentials on sales to merchandising distributors

Alabama Power Company, Consumers Power Company, B. F.
Goodrich Company and Sterchi Brothers Stores , Inc" represent
differentials which made only due allowance

differences in

for

costs of sale resulting from the differing methods in which such
products were sold or delivered to respondents ' customers (RX 1),

33, Data set forth in the cost study represent the results of

studies of costs in merchandising in respondents ' Atlanta , Cleveland , Dallas , Detroit , New Orleans , Pittsburgh and Seattle zones
for the 6-months period March 1 , 1959 , through August 31 , 1959;
and for the Atlanta , Detroit and New Orleans zones for the full

fiscal year ending September

30 , 1958. The

actual territories

served in the seven zones or geographic area included all or most
of the States of Alabama , Florida , Georgia , Louisiana , Mississippi
Michigan , Ohio , Oregon , Tennessee , Texas , Virginia and Washington, In addition , it included 22 counties in western Pennsylvania
16 in West Virginia , 10 in northern Indiana , 10 in western Idaho
2 in northern California , and 1 county in western Montana (RX
, p. 7),

34. In determining the costs representing compensations to inexpenses incurred in their duties , and other expenses

dividuals ,

assignable to their efforts , actual time records were kept by respondents. Zone managers ,

branch managers and district man-

agers (salesmen) reported daily the time expended by them in
making customer contacts over a period of three to four months
viz. the months of June , August , September , and a part of the
month of July 1959 , for the seven zones covered in the study.
time reporting was suspended briefly in the month of July.

The

The
reason given by respondents was that zone personnel were primarily engaged during the last half of the month in

introducing new

1960 models; hence

a program rf

time records would not

have properly reflected general activities as a whole. " Time and
effort information was also obtained on the activities of servicemen

and their assistants. The information as to time and effort expended in connection with credits and collections was likewise

compiled. The statistical data were assembled and used to separate
and allocate such costs and expenses of the various individuals for
the 6- months

period March I- August

31 ,

1959. They were also

used as a basis for separating and allocating classes of costs and

expenses for the fiscal year ending September
pp. 7 ,

8),

30 ,

1958 (RX 1,
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35. Differential cost information developed

and presented in

the cost study includes the cost and expense of direct selling in the
field viz. salaries , bonuses , added compensation (commissions)
earned under the company s incentive compensation plan , and related expenses. In addition ,

it includes compensation and expense
as well as credits and collection expense , bad debt
expense and a part of the office expense (mostly stenographic)
in the seven zones covered in the studies. Except for the bad debt
expense , costs between groups of customers were allocated on
the basis of time and effort expended by individuals in accordance
with the statistical time-study information. The bad debt expense
(losses) was tabulated for the zones , and in applying this class of
of salesmen ,

expense , an average amount of loss actually sustained per dollar

of sales was assigned separately to each zone (RX 1 , pp, 8 , 9).
36. Other costs were considered by respondents but were not

included with the costs claimed as justification for the price discriminations. Respondents reported that among such other costs
were the factory sales organization costs and expense of American
Motors Corporation , and that this included the compensation and
expenses of certain executives like the vice president in charge of
sales; general sales manager-appliances;

merchandising

manager;

sales manager-commercial division; manager , retail marketing
division; manager of dealer development; and a number of others
including the manager of national accounts. Time records were not
kept on the time and effort expended by the officers , officials and
other personnel in the factory sales organization. Other than the
conclusion in the report on the cost study that this class of expense

would run proportionally heavier to the efforts and activities in

promoting regular dealer sales than in promoting sales

to mer-

chandising distributors , there is no evidence to indicate what effect
the exclusion of this class of expense has had on the results of the

cost study (RX 1 , pp. 9 , 10).
37. Freight and warehousing costs were not included in the
study and analysis for the reason stated in the report on the cost
study that deliveries of appliances were

made in single or relatively

few units from zone warehouse to both regular dealers and to merchandising distributors ' outlets alike. Accordingly, the expenses

on both types of accounts would be about the same, This is also
true for freight paid on shipments to the warehouses (RX 1 , p, ll).
38, The cost study shows savings in cost on sales
dising distributors in the years 1958- 59 as follows:

to merchan-
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Cost Savings on Sales to
Merc handising Distributors

1958

Alabama Power Company

New Orleans Zone

1959

6.44%

79%

99%

95%

Consumers Power Company
Detroit Zone

B. F. Goodrich Company
Three Zones (1958)
Seven Zones (1959)

02%

94%

Sterchi Bros. Stores , Inc.

Two Zones

04%

05rrJ

(RX

, p. 2.

These savings may be compared with the price differences of
approximately 3. 5% and 4, 5% (CX 1 , RX 1 , p. 4).
39. The functions of the district managers (salesmen) include
the following:

(1) Determining the standing and general reputation of the
dealer in the community and his demonstrated merchandising
ability in the local trade,

(2) Presentation and demonstration of products , product fea-

tures and advantages , available and applicable merchandising plans
and programs , and the general operating policies and practices of
the zone as the " distributor " and the American Motors Corporation as the " manufacturer,

(3) Assisting the dealer in developing sales and

merchandising

plans applicable to the relative size (sales volume) of the dealership and the economic scale of the area he serves,

( 4) Assisting the dealer in the training of retail salesmen through

organized training programs or meetings on specific subjects.
(5) Soliciting orders for products in quantities and

model assort-

ments consistent with dealer s ability to merchandise and within
the extent of his financial responsibility and ability to pay,
(6) Assisting dealer in securing wholesale financing (floor plans)

when necessary, and retail financing (time- payment sales); also
periodic inventory checks on floor- planned products,
40. Some of these

above- enumerated

in serving the merchandising

required (RX 1 , p. 6 ,

Tr. 715 ,

(RX 1 , p, 5,
functions are not required

distributors and some of them are
716 ,

755). Some of these functions

are not required for at least some regular dealers ,

and all of them
are required for some regular dealers but not for all regular dealers
(Tr 758).
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41. Generally speaking, regular dealers do not have the staff
of personnel with which to perform the above- enumerated func-

tions (Tr , 714); accordingly, there are some dealers that do have
the staff of personnel to perform such functions. The testimony of
respondents ' witness Wilson was that among all of the 6 000 active
regular dealers ,

there are probably some for whom each of the six

enumerated functions is not performed by respondents ' salesmen
(Tr. 758). Respondents ' salesmen wil not normally contact each
regular dealer in his territory the same number of times (Tr, 740),
The larger volume dealers require more contact time (Tr. 742),
The geography factor wil vary the contact time among dealers
(Tr . 743),

42. Respondents make no claim that there is any difference
between its customer classifications based on their relative size
number of outlets , competitive lines handled or manner of de-

livery (RX 1). Regular dealers

include multiple-outlet dealers

(Tr , 586), department stores with multimilion dollar sales volume

(Tr. 627), dealers who receive delivery in the same manner as
merchandising distributors (RX 1 , p. 11), dealers handling its
lines exclusively or semi-exclusively (Tr. 19), and

dealers whose

outlets are both larger and smaller than the outlets of merchandising distributors (Tr. 586), Accordingly, some regular dealers are

the same as or similar to merchandising distributors in size , number of outlets , number of lines handled and manner of delivery.
43, Among the regular dealel' s are those with multiple outlets
(Tr . 586). There is no evidence that such dealers were significantly
different in any of the points on which the cost savings claim is

made, The testimony of respondents ' witness Wilson was that it
is probable that these multiple- outlet regular dealers would and
did perform many of the enumerated functions for themselves
(Tr. 758).

44. Respondents ' witness Wilson testified that the staff of merchandising distributors:

(a) Perform in the area of advertising and sales promotion

activity;

(b) Perform in the areas of sales ,

training and devote consid-

erable attention to their outlets;

(c) Purchase in quantities or at single times from headquarters
offices special products which are offered to all dealers , thereby
not necessitating individual calls on outlets;
(d) Perform central biling functions , thereby not making it
necessary for field personnel to spend time and effort in the collection of receivables from the individual outlets (Tr. 711).
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Respondents failed to show that its regular nonfavored dealers
especially those with multiple outlets , did not perform these same
functions for themselves.

45, From the facts related
spondents '

above

, it is found that among re-

, there are some that have
the staff to perform the six enumeraied functions and who do not
6, 000

active regular dealers

have each of such functions performed for them by respondents
salesmen. It is further found that among the multiple-outlet
regular dealers ,

large department stores with multimillion annual
sales volumes and other large dealers , there are some who did , in
fact , perform many of the enumerated functions for themselves,
46, Respondents '

cost study, by averaging the time spent by

its personnel on all nonfavored customers treated as a group, elim-

selling to individual
members of the nonfavored group, which in some instances probably
would have required the same or even less time to service than
that required for merchandising distributors.

inated for separate consideration the cost of

CONCLUSIONS

1. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject matter of this proceeding and of the respondents.

2, The effect of the discriminations in price shown above fav-

oring merchandising distributors over regular dealers may be
substantially to lessen competition or to injure ,

destroy, or prevent

competition with the un favored regular dealers,
3, Respondents have discriminated in price in violation of Sec-

tion 2 (a) of the Clayton Act as amended by the Robinson- Patman
Act.
4. Respondents ' regular dealers lack a close resemblance or

homogeneity on essential points which determine the costs considered , i, , the enumerated sales functions and the resultant time

spent in servicing such dealers,
5. The average time spent with each regular dealer does not

accurately reflect the time spent with each such dealer , and so the
use of such average in the cost study is a distortion of the actual
cost of servicing some customers within the regular group,
6, Respondents have failed to show that the discriminations in

price disclosed herein make only due allowance
the cost of manufacture ,

sale

for diferences in

, or delivery resulting from differing

methods or quantities in which their appliances
livered to their customers.

are sold or de-
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ORDER :

It is ordered

That respondents American Motors Corporation

and American Motors Sales Corporation , and their respective offi-

cers , agents , representatives and employees , directly or through
any corporate or other device , in connection with the sale or dis-

tribution of household appliance products in commerce , as " com-

merce " is defined in the Clayton Act , as amended ,

do forthwith
cease and desist from establishing or fo1Jowing any price structure

system , schedule , or list that results in respondents ' charging different prices for goods of like grade and quality to different groups

or classes of customers where said differences in price purportedly
reflect only due a1Jowance for differences in the costs of manufacture , sale or delivery, unless respondents submit to the Federal
Trade Commission , at least sixty (60) days prior to the effective

, a written statement with all necessary underlying data (including evidence that the price structure
system , etc. , and its basis have been made known to all of respondents ' customers) in support of the cost justification of such differences , and the Commission approves the asserted cost justification.
date of such price differences

It is further ordered That respondents shall , within sixty (60)
days after service upon them of this order , file with the Commission a report , in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and

form in which they have complied with the order to cease and
desist as set forth herein.

IN THE 11ATTER OF

CARVEL CORPORATION ET AL,
ORDER , OPINION , ETC. , IN RECARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Docket

8574.

Complaint ,

June

1963- Decision , July

, 1965

Order setting aside the initial decision of the hearing examiner and dismissing
the complaint which charged a Yonkers , N. , manufacturer of soft ice

cream freezers and other equipment and six aWed companies with il.

legally restraining trade and lessening competition through numerous
restrictions placed upon their independent franchised soft ice cream
dealers.
COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the

provisions of the Federal Trade Commission

Act , the Federal Trade Commission , having reason to
*Reported as amended
by Co!:sion s order of October
, 1965.

believe that
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the party respondents

named in the caption hereof ,

after more particularly designated

and herein-

and described , have violated

and are now violating Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission
, Title 15 , Sec. 45) and it appearing to the Commission
that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public

Act (U.

interest ,

the Commission hereby

issues its complaint stating its

charges as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Carvel Corporation is a corporation

organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of New York , with its principal office and place
of business located at 430 Nepperhan Avenue , Yonkers , New York.
On August 2 , 1946 , respondent' s corporate name was changed

from Dairy Whip Co" Inc" to the name Carvel

Corporation, Re-

spondent Carvel Corporation is presently engaged in the production
of soft ice cream freezers and other machinery and equipment
which are offered for sale , sold or leased to retailer-manufacturers

of soft ice cream, Respondents Thomas Carvel and Agnes Carvel

are president and treasurer , respectively, of said respondent
corporation.
Respondent Dari- Freeze Stores , Inc. , is a corporation organized
existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of New York with its principal office and place of business
located at 430 Nepperhan Avenue , Yonkers , New York. Respond-

ent was originally incorporated under the name Carvel Dari- Freeze
Stores , Inc" and on January 16 , 1961 , the name was changed to
Dari- Freeze Stores , Inc, Respondent Dari- Freeze Stores , Inc" is

engaged in the business of selling and leasing soft ice cream machinery, and contracting for the sale of or selling soft ice cream
mix , commissary goods and other products to soft ice cream
dealers, Respondent Dari- Freeze Stores , Inc. , owns 100% of the
stock of respondent Dari- Freeze

Stores of New Jersey, Inc. Re-

spondents Thomas Carvel and Agnes Carvel are first vice president and treasurer , respectively, of respondent Dari- Freeze Stores
Inc,

Respondent Franchised Stores of New York , Inc" is a corporation organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue
of the laws of the State of New York with its principal offce and
place of business located at 430 Nepperhan Avenue , Yonkers , New
York. Respondent is certified to do business in Pennsylvania , Con-

and Maryland. On
1955 , respondent' s co,rporate name was changed from
Stramar Corporation to the name of Carvel Stores of New York

necticut ,

Florida , New Jersey, Massachusetts ,

February 15 ,
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Inc. , and on January 16 , 1961 , was subsequently changed to the
present name Franchised Stores of New York , Inc, Respondent
Franchised Stores of New York , Inc. , is engaged in the business

of licensing franchised dealers to sell soft ice cream and other
products , and contracting for the sale of or selling soft ice cream
mix , commissary goods and other products to the aforementioned
franchised dealers , Respondents Thomas Carvel and Agnes Carvel

are first vice president and assistant treasurer ,

respectively, of re-

spondent Franchised Stores of N ew York , Inc,
Respondent Stores of Pennsylvania , Inc. , is a corporation organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of Pennsylvania with its principal office and

place of business located at 430 Nepperhan Avenue , Yonkers , New

York. Respondent was originally incorporated under the name
Carvel Stores of Pennsylvania , Inc. and on April 7 , 1961 , the name
was changed to Stores of Pennsylvania , Inc. Respondent Stores of
Pennsylvania , Inc. , is engaged in the business of licensing franchised dealers to sell soft ice cream and other products , and contracting for the sale of or selling soft ice cream mix , comnlssary
goods and other products to the aforementioned franchised dealers.

Respondents Thomas Carvel and Agnes Carvel are president and
treasurer , respectively, of respondent Stores of Pennsylvania , Inc.
Respondent Dari- Freeze Stores of New Jersey, Inc. , is a cor
poration organized ,

existing and doing business under and by
virtue of the laws of the State of New Jersey, with its principal
office and place of business located at 430 Nepperhan Avenue
Yonkers , New York. Respondent was originally incorporated under
the name Carvel Dari- Freeze Stores of New Jersey, Inc" and on
January 16 , 1961 , the name was changed to Dari- Freeze Stores of
New Jersey, Inc. Respondent Dari- Freeze Stores of New Jersey,
Inc. , is engaged in the business of licensing franchised dealers to sell
soft ice cream and other products , and contracting for the sale
of or selling soft ice cream mix , commissary goods and other products to the aforementioned franchised dealers. Respondents Thomas
Carvel and Agnes Carvel are president and treasurer , respectively,
of respondent Dari- Freeze Stores of New Jersey, Inc,
Respondent Chain Locations of America , Inc. , is a corporation
organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of New York with its principal office and place
of business located at 430 Nepperhan Avenue , Yonkers , New
York. On August 30 , 1957 , respondent' s corporate name was

changed from Carvel Stores Realty Corp. , to the name Chain

" "
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Locations of America , Inc, Respondent Chain Locations of America

Inc. , negotiates with the owners of real estate for the purpose
among others , of providing sites for Carvel franchised stores.
Respondent Carvehicle Corporation is a corporation organized
existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of
the State of New York with its principal office and place of business located at 430 Nepperhan Avenue , Yonkers , New York. Re-

business of
licensing franchised dealers to sell soft ice cream and other products
and contracting for the sale of or selling soft ice cream mix , trucks
spondent Carvehicle Corporation is engaged in the

used for the dispensing of soft ice cream , commissary goods and
other products to the aforementioned franchised dealers. Respondent is certified to do business in New Jersey, Pennsylvania , Con-

necticut ,

Maryland and Wisconsin.

PAR , 2 .

The individual

respondents named herein formulate

direct and control the policies , acts and practices
corporate respondents of which they are officers,

of the respective

Respondent Thomas Carvel is owner of the trade-mark " Carvel"
for frozen food products and the service- mark " Carvel" for serving
food and beverages at road-side stands, Other trade- marks owned
by respondent Thomas Carvel include " Carvel * * * imitated , but
Dari- Freeze " and " Flying Saucer, " The frannever duplicated

chised dealers licensed by corporate respondents to sell soft ice
cream and other products , sell these products under the aforementioned trade- marks and service-marks.
PAR , 3. The named corporate respondents herein when referred
to collectively, wil hereinafter be referred to as " Carvel."
The terms " Carvel Dealers " or " dealers " are hereinafter used
to designate dealers franchised by the aforementioned Carvel.

The term " commissary

goods " is hereinafter used to designate

syrups , toppings , flavorings , extracts , fruits , cones and other prod-

ucts used on and in connection with the sale of soft ice cream,
II equipment"
The term

is hereinafter used to designate freezers

hardening cabinets , ice cream trucks and other machinery and
devices used in the manufacture and sale of soft ice cream.
The term " soft Ice cream " is hereinafter used to designate and
mean an ice cream product , hardened for less than twelve hours

and generally sold from road- side stands or ice cream trucks and
dispensed from direct-serve machines.
PAR. 4, Commencing in 1947 , Carvel began to establish a network of Carvel dealers who operate road- side stands , or vehicles
that dispense soft ice cream products to the

consuming public
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under the aforementioned names " Carvel" or " Dari- Freeze. " Individuals were attracted as a result of

extensive advertising by

Carvel containing various representations concerning potential
profits , absence of failures , and selection of lucrative locations by
experienced engineering staffs. Dealerships were created by a Fran-

chise Agreement and other contracts and agreements setting forth

the terms and conditions

for operation of the franchise . Thus

Carvel established approximately 300 independent Carvel dealers

who now operate in many areas of the United States ,

including

the States of New York , New Jersey, Pennsylvania , Connecticut
Massachusetts , Wisconsin , Indiana , Maryland and Florida,

All corporate and individual respondents herein named are now
and have been for several years last past engaged

in one or more

phases of the establishment of Carvel dealerships and/or contracting for the sale of or selling to Carvel dealers of soft ice cream mix
commissary goods , equipment , and other products. In addition to
sums received in connection with the sale of soft ice cream mix
commissary goods ,

equipment , and other products ,

royalties from the dealers. Carvel' s total sales
amounting to approximately $5 000 000 in 1959,

Carvel receives

are substantial

PAR . 5. The corporate respondents are engaged in

interstate

commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , in that they, through the direction and control by

respondent officers cause various products including substantial
amounts of soft ice cream mix , commissary goods , and equipment

to be shipped to purchasers located in the various States of the
United States other than the states of origin , and there has been
a constant current of trade in commerce in said products between
and among the various States of the United States , and in connection with the carrying on of their said business

of establishing

Carvel dealerships and contracting for the sale of or

aforementioned products to these dealers ,

selling the

respondents send and

information , signs , advertising material and equipment relating to the said business and the products thereof , and

receive orders ,

in general , promotB said business through interstate commerce.

PAR. 6. In the course and conduct of their business , as herein

described , corporate respondents have been for many years and

are now in substantial competition

in the sale of soft ice cream

mix , commissary goods and other products with other corporations

persons , firms and partnerships engaged in the sale of these products

in commerce between and among the various States of the United
States , except to the extent that such competition has been re-
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tices hereinafter alleged.

PAR. 7. In the course and conduct of their business in commerce
as above described , the corporate respondents acting under and

through the direction and control of respective respondent offcers
have engaged and are now engaging in the following acts and

practices:
(a) Have entered into and are now continuing in full force and
effect the aforementioned Franchise Agreements with Carvel

dealers. Said Agreements provide that Carvel dealers shall purchase only from Carvel or from specific sources designated by
Carvel the dealers '

entire supply of soft ice cream mix , commissary

goods , and other products purchased by the dealers;
(b) Have precluded and are now

precluding the Carvel dealers

from purchasing and sellng products , goods , wares and merchandise
not authorized by Carvel;

(c) Have forced and are now forcing

the Carvel dealers to pur-

chase unnecessary and/or undesired equipment.
PAR, 8. The corporate respondents acting under and through the

direction and control of respective respondent officers have compelled and are now compellng the Carvel dealers to comply with
the restrictions cited in paragraph seven above by use of the following methods , among others:

(a) Have threatened and are now threatening Carvel dealers
with cancellation of their Franchise Agreements if products are
purchased from nondesignated sources or unauthorized products

are sold. The threat of cancellation of said agreements is the basis
of the economic control exercised by respondents over the dealers.
This economic control is inherent in the power respondents

have
respondents
have with dealers that run concomitantly with the Franchise Agree-

by virtue of the various agreements and contracts

ments, These related agreements which include various leases
options , and assignments , enable respondents , upon the cancellation of the Franchise Agreements to acquire a dealer s property

at a fraction of its real value , Moreover , if the franchise is cancelled
by respondents , the dealer s future livelihood is placed in jeopardy

by reason of the fact that he may not operate any frozen dairy
product stand for five years within a 25 mile radius of his former
place of business;

(b) Have policed and are now policing Carvel dealers by a rigid
system of surveilance and inspection to determine if products are

purchased from non- designated sources and/or unauthorized prod-

ucts are being sold;

, "
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(c) Have threatened and are now threatening Carvel dealers
with legal action if products are purchased from non- designated
sources and/or unauthorized products are being sold.
PAR. 9. In connection with respondent' s

policy of requiring Carvel

dealers to purchase only from designated sources and to sell only
authorized products , corporate respondents , acting through and

under the direction and control of respective respondent officers
have engaged in and are now engaging in the following additional

acts and practices:

(a) Have entered into and are now continuing in full force and
effect agreements with dairies and other suppliers which provide
that said dairies and other suppliers may not sell and deliver soft
ice cream mix and commissary goods to Carvel dealers under the
suppliers ' names or any other names except Carvel;

(b) Have entered into and are now continuing in full force and
effect agreements with dairies and other suppliers that provide
that these suppliers are given an exclusive area of distribution and

may not sell to Carvel dealers outside of the exclusive area of distribution; and all Carvel dealers located in the suppliers ' desig-

nated area are required to purchase their entire supply of soft ice
cream mix and other products from the designated suppliers;
(c) Have entered into and are now continuing in full force and

effect agreements with dairies and other suppliers which fix the
prices paid by Carvel dealers and further provide that Carvel shall
receive commissions
overrides " rebates or other payments for
sponsoring, recommending, urging, inducing, or promoting the

sale of soft ice cream mix , commissary goods equipment , and other
products by these dairies and other suppliers;

(d) Have threatened and are now threatening

legal action

against nondesignated suppliers who attempt to sell products

Carvel dealers,
PAR. 10. The effects of the adoption and use of said restrictive
agreements under the circumstances and in the manner alleged
hereinabove by corporate respondents , have been , and are now

among others , as follows:
(a) Have deprived or have had the tendency to deprive , and

are now depriving a substantial number of soft ice cream dealers
of their right to act as independent businessmen by denying them
freedom of choice as to the sources from whom they may purchase
supplies and the products they may sell;
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(b) Have coerced and are now

coercing franchised dealers into

complying with respondents ' restrictive agreements in various
ways , including but not limited to , agreements that unreasonably
restrict dealers ' activities after termination of the franchise;
(c) Have foreclosed or have had the tendency to foreclose and
are now foreclosing a substantial amount of business to manufacturers , distributors , wholesalers and other vendors who compete
with Carvel , and those sources under contract with Carvel in the

sale of soft ice cream mix , commissary goods , and other products;
(d) Have injured ,

lessened , prevented and destroyed competition

and are now injuring, lessening, preventing and destroying competition between dairies , commissary goods suppliers and suppliers
of other products in agreement with Carvel , and manufacturers

distributors , wholesalers and vendors of soft ice cream mix , commissary goods and other products not designated as sources by

Carvel.
PAR, 11. Said agreements between corporate respondents and

Carvel dealers and between corporate respondents and dairies
commissary goods manufacturers and others , not parties herein
and the acts and practices of corporate respondents thereunder
acting under and through the control of respective respondent officers , as hereinabove alleged , are all to the prejudice of the public
have a tendency to and have unduly frustrated , hindered , suppressed , lessened , restrained , prevented and eliminated competition in the sale of soft ice cream mix , commissary goods , and other
products in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act; have the capacity and tendency to

restrain unreasonably such commerce in said products; and constitute unfair methods of competition and u:Jfair acts and practices , in commerce , within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of
the Federal Trade Commission Act.

Mr. Eugene Kaplan , Mr- Robert E. Liedquist
Lurie

Butler New York , N. Y" by

Amen , Weisman
Weisman

and

Mr. Howard R,

for the Commission.

and

Mr. Herbert

F.

Roth

Mr. Herman L,

for the respondents , except

Franchised Stores of New York , Inc. ; and
Mr, Norman S. Isko New York , N. Y. for Franchised Stores of
New York , Inc.
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The Federal Trade Commission , on June 5 , 1963 , issued and
subsequently served its complaint , charging the respondents named
in the caption hereof with violations of Section 5 of the Federal

Trade Commission Act, The charges were based essentially upon
provisions of franchise agreements , and the use of methods , acts
and practices pursuant thereto , requiring franchised dealers to purchase certain equipment and supplies only from respondents or
from sources designated by respondents ,

and precluding them from

purchasing and selling products not authorized by respondents.
Answers to the complaint , filed on August 12 , 1963 , on behalf
of all of the respondents ,

contain various admissions and denials
and include a number of affirmative defenses, The respondents
urge particularly that they " have not exceeded what they must and
may legally do to protect the Carvel trademarks " (Ans. , Par, 13),
and that their purchases and sales represent an insignificant portion
of the relevant market (Ans" Par, 15).
Non- public prehearing conferences were held with counsel in
Washington , D, C" on August 22 and 27 , 1963, On September 11
1963 , a prehearing order was fied by the hearing examiner scheduling the hearings to begin on October 7 , 1963 , with an allowance

of two weeks for the presentation of the case- in-chief in support
of the complaint , and a brief interval before beginning the defense.
That interval was utilized by the hearing examiner to schedule

the concluding hearings in another matter which had been suspended with the approval of the Commission,
Before the hearings started , counsel supporting the complaint

requested that an additional week be scheduJed for the presentation
in-chief. This was granted with the result that the
hearings were scheduled to suspend on October 18 , 1963 , and to

of their case-
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resume on October 28 ,

1963 (Order ,

9-

27- 63). On October 3 1963

counsel then representing respondents requested that the hearings

scheduled to resume on October 28 , 1963 be rescheduled to resume
on November 4 , 1963 , urging important matters of convenience

and necessity. The request was not opposed by counsel supporting
the complaint ,

10-

and was granted by the hearing examiner (Order

63) .

The hearings were held in New York , New York. Pursuant to
the foregoing schedule , they began on October 7 , 1963 and continued until October 18 , 1963. They were resumed on November
, 1963 , and continued until November 21 , 1963 , when counsel

supporting the complaint restedThe transcript of testimony then amounted to more than 3300
pages , and counsel for respondents requested an interval for the
purpose of reviewing the record in an effort to avoid offering
needless defense evidence. Because it appeared to the hearing
examiner that the interval would expedite , rather than delay, the
hearings , the request was granted over the objection of counsel
supporting the complaint (Tr- 3332- 7). The presentation of defense

evidence , accordingly, began on December 3 , 1963 , and continued
until December 18 , 1963 , with an interval of two days on December

9 and 10 to permit negotiations of counsel with respect to returns
supplied, and

on subpoenas duces tecum , study of the material

adjustments in the scbeduling of witnesses (Tr, 3988- 93),

On December 18 , 1963 ,

counsel for respondents rested , counsel
supporting the complaint had no rebuttal and also rested , and the
record was closed for the reception of evidence (Tr. 4811).
There were thirty- three days of hearings , during which more
than 40 witnesses were presented by counsel supporting the complaint and 26 by counsel for respondents ,

some witnesses appearing
on more than one occasion. The transcript of testimony covers approximately 4800 pages , many exhibits offered by both sides were
received in evidence , and official notice was taken of certain mat-

ters at the request of counsel. In accord with the time and extensions granted by the hearing examiner , proposals and brief were filed
by counsel supporting the complaint on March 23 , 1964 , and by
counsel for respondents in two sections on March 24 and 31 , 1964;
and replies thereto were fied by counsel supporting the complaint
on April 20 , and by counsel for respondents on April 22 , 1964.
Under Section 3, 21 (a) of the Commission s Rules of Practice

this initial decision was due on March 17 , 1964, Because of commitments in other matters , however , the hearing examiner was not
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able to begin its study and preparation until March 31 , 1964. For
reasons set out in detail in his requests on February 3 and 18

and April 24 , 1964 , the hearing examiner requested extensions

, first to June 1 , and then to
1964, By its orders of February 10 and 24 , and April
, 1964 , the Commission extended the time , first to May 1 , then
to May 15 , and finally to May 25 , 1964. This initial decision , ac-

of time for filing this initial decision

June 15 ,

cordingly, has been prepared and filed so as to meet that schedule,
After having considered the record in this proceeding, including
the proposals and contentions of the parties , the hearing examiner

issues this initial decision. Findings proposed by the parties which
are not adopted herein , either in the form proposed or in substance,

are rejected as not being supported by the record or as involving

immaterial or unnecessary matter. All motions upon which rulings
were reserved are hereby denied , except to the extent that the

effect of the Findings of Fact and Conclusions herein may be to

grant them in whole or in part.
The specific references herein to the testimony and exhibits
and to other parts of the record , are intended to be convenient
guides to the principal items of evidence supporting findings of
fact , and do not represent complete summaries of the evidence

which was considered in such findings; and references to proposals
of counsel are intended to include their references to the record in
connection with such proposals, References to the record are made
in parentheses ,

and the abbreviations used therein are intended to
refer to parts of the record as indicated in the following list:
Compo

Ans.

Tr.

Complaint herein issued 6- 63.
- Answer to complaint by aU respondents ,

filed 8- 12- 63.

Transcript of testimony.

Proposals and brief of counsel supporting the complaint ,

filed

23- 64.

CRB - Reply brief of counsel supporting the complaint , filed 4- 20- 64.

RB - Proposed findings of fact of respondents

, filed 3- 31- 64.

RBL - Proposcd conclusions of law of respondents , fied 3- 31- 64.
RRB - Reply brief of respondents , fied 4- 22- 64.
Fi. - Numbered paragraphs of the Findings of Fact herein.
FINDINGS OF F AGT

The Carvel Organization
1. Respondent Carvel Corporation is a corporation organized

existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of New York. On August 2 , 1946 , its corporate name was
changed from Dairy Whip Co" Inc. , to its present name,
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2, Respondent Dari- Freeze Stores , Inc. , is a corporation organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws

of the State of New York. It was originally incorporated under the
name Carvel Dari- Freeze Stores , Inc" which on January 16 ,

1961

was changed to its present name,
3. Respondent Franchised Stores of New York , Inc_ , is a corpora tion organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of New York. On February 15 , 1955
its corporate name was changed from Stramar Corporation to
Carvel Stores of New York , Inc" and on January 16 , 1961 to its
present name.

4. Respondent Stores of Pennsylvania ,

Inc. , is a corporation

organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of Pennsylvania. It was originally incorporated

under the name Carvel

Stores of Pennsylvania , Inc" which on

April 7 ,

1961 was changed to its present name.
Stores of New Jersey, Inc. , is a
corporation organized , existing and doing business under and by
5. Respondent Dari- Freeze

virtue of the laws of the State of New Jersey. It was originally
incorporated under the name Carvel Dari- Freeze Stores of New
Jersey, Inc" which on January 16 , 1961 was changed to its present
name.
6. Respondent Chain Locations of America , Inc" is a corpo-

ra tion organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue

of the laws of the State of New York. On August 30 , 1957 , its
corporate name was changed from Carvel Stores Realty Corp. to
its present name.

7. Respondent Carvehicle Corp. (erroneously named in the complaint as Carvehicle Corporation) is a corporation organized , ex-

isting and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of New York.

8. The principal office and place of business of each of the respondent corporations is located at 430 Nepperhan Avenue , Yonkers , New York. Each of them performs specific functions in the
operations of the Carvel organization , such as the production and
sale or lease of machinery and

equipment , contracting for the

production and sale of ice cream mix , commissary goods and other

products ,

licensing franchised dealers , and providing real estate

sites for the location of franchised stores. For the purpose of this
proceeding, however , it is unnecessary to define the particular
functions of each , or to assess the responsibility of the several

corporate respondents for the various acts and practices involved
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in this proceeding, They operate as

parts of a single , integrated

enterprise under a common direction and control , and each of
them contributes substantially to the aggregate results. The acts
and practices of each of the respondent corporations are , accordingly, the acts and practices of all of them (CB 8- 9). References herein
to respondents or to Carvel are intended to refer to the respondent
corporations severally and collectively, unless otherwise indicated,
9. Respondents Thomas Carvel , and his wife , Agnes Carvel , are
individuals , and are the owners of the enterprise operated by the

several corporate respondents (RB 1), They are also officers
certain of the respondent

of

corporations. Thomas Carvel is the

president , and Agnes Carvel is the treasurer of Carvel Corporation;

they are the first vice president and treasurer ,
Dari- Freeze Stores ,

respectively, of

Inc. , Stores of Pennsylvania , Inc.

, and Dari-

Freeze Stores of New Jersey, Inc; and they are the first vice

president and assistant treasurer , respectively, of Franchised Stores
of New York , Inc, (Ans. , Par, 1),
10. Thomas Carvel is the active head of the Carvel organization
and enterprise , and is the owner of various trademarks and design

patents under which the corporate respondents operate as licensees

(CB 8; RB 1). He fonnulates , directs and controls the acts and
practices of the corporate respondents. Insofar as findings are made
herein with respect to acts and practices of the corporate respond-

ents , they are also the acts and practices of respondent Thomas
Carvel , individually and in his official capacity; and any references
herein to respondents or to Carvel are intended to include Thomas
Carvel.
11. The record does not disclose that Agnes Carvel actively
participated in the management or operations of the corporate
respondents , and , insofar as there is evidence on this point , it is
to the effect that she was inactive (Tr, 4799- 4801). It is found

therefore , that she is and has been inactive , and that she has not
personally participated in the acts and practices involved in this
proceeding.
12, All of the ownership and interest of Thomas Carvel in the
respondent corporations and in the trademarks and patents which

they use , are , however , shared jointly by his wife , Agnes Carvel
(RB 1; Tr, 3738). She contributed importantJy to the beginning
of their joint business enterprise , and for many years participated
actively in its growth and development (Tr, 134- 9), and she has
been designated as an officer of certain of the respondent corpo-

rations. This is a closely held family enterprise in which Thomas
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Carvel , with great flexibility, may function dir ctly or through
various corporate organizations , or , if necessary or desirable
through his wife. In these circumstances , the public interest re-

quires that any order which may be entered herein should include
Agnes Carvel as an individual and as an officer of certain of the
respondent corporations.

13. Thomas Carvel went into the ice cream business in 1933
New York , with a truck and trailer , which was later

in Hartsdale ,

developed into a store. He stil operates a store on the

same prop-

erty as a pilot unit largely for the development of experimental
products (Tr, 133- 40). In 1938 or 1939 he began to work with the

development of a small

freezer designed to reduce refrigerating

time required to freeze ice cream , and with the formulation of
mix suitable for use in such freezers (Tr. 144- , 151- 2).

14. During the period from 1946 to 1949 , his business was

primarily manufacturing and sellng freezers (Tr. 148), but ,
cause of

be-

unsatisfactory operations by people who bought the

freezers , it was necessary to repossess many of them (Tr. 147- 50),
In 1949 Carvel decided not to put in equipment unless it controlled
the operation of the store , and began the development of the system

of franchising retail dealers which is involved in this proceeding
(Tr, 21 , 147 , 150), and which it has sometimes designated the

Carvel Franchise Systems " (Tr. 3120- 1).

15. Since then Carvel has entered into franchise

agreements

by which it licensed dealers to operate roadside stands to dispense
at retail to the consuming public ice cream and related products
under the Carvel name and trademarks. The franchised dealers
are also licensed to use the applicable Carvel patents , copyrights
procedures and authorized products16. In 1958 Carvel extended
of vehicles for dispensing, or

its operations to the manufacture

manufacturing and dispensing, ice

cream and related products, It sold such vehicles to new or existing
dealers , and entered into " Vending Vehicles Franchise Agreements
with them (Tr, 3135- 41; CX 157 , 158),

17, Carvel also licensed in- town stores under its franchise
system, These stores produced more flavors of ice cream from the
same basic mix than the roadside stands and vehicles ,

and were

permitted more latitude in the form in which they may serve the
ice cream. After a number of franchises of these stores had been
executed , a corporation was formed in May, 1960 , under the name
36- , Inc. The outstanding franchises for the in- town stores were
assigned to this corporation , and a somewhat modified form of
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agreement was adopted for additional franchises of stores of this
sort. Substantially all of the stock of 36, Inc. , is owned by the
individual respondents , Thomas and Agnes Carvel , and the 36stores operate as a part of the Carvel franchise system (Tr, 30853134). Although 36-

, Inc., is not named as a respondent herein

the operations of the 36- 60 stores are included for consideration as

all activities of the respondents,
18. A New York corporation , Franchise Licensors , Inc. , was
organized on June 6 , 1963 , and its sole stockholder , who is not
a part of the over-

an individual respondent herein , has been connected with Carvel
for the past twenty years (Tr- 263- , 3168; CX 163- 167), Its purpose was to supervise the operations of some of the franchised

Carvel dealers whose activities and requirements presented certain
difficulties to the regular Carvel management (Tr, 3169- 72). A
total of 35 Carvel franchises have been assigned to this corporation

(Tr, 3160; CX 168), The assignment of

the franchises resulted

in no basic change in the operations or obligations of the affected
dealers, Carvel receives 50 % of the royalties paid by them , and is

able to exercise final authority with respect to their renewal or
termination as Carvel dealers (Tr, 3161- 4). Although Franchise

Licensors , Inc. , is not named as a respondent herein , the operations
of the Carvel dealers whose franchises were assigned to it , are in-

cluded for consideration as a part of the over-all activities of the
respondents.
19, Reference is also made in the record and in the proposals

(CB 13- 14) to another nonrespondent corporation which is a part
of the Carvel franchise system, H- Burger Corporation , which was
formed in 1959 , licensed dealers to prepare and sell food products
such as hamburgers , chicken , milk shakes , coffee and carbonated
beverages , but not ice cream. Some of these dealers were also

dealers under Carvel ice cream franchises , and ,
the H- Burger

in such instances

premises were separated from the ice cream premises
or otherwise , so as to make a physical separation

by a partition ,

of the operations. The H- Burger dealers obtained their supplies
essentially from CarveJ , and certain of their supplies , such as milkshake mix , flavors and beverage concentrates , were the same as
those supplied to dealers operating under the ice cream franchisesThe operations of H. Burger Corporation are relevant to the con-

siderations involved herein for the purpose of providing a fuller
understanding of the nature and scope of the operations of the

Carvel organization , as a whole , and with specific reference to its
use of the same items supplied to other Carvel dealers.
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The Carvel Operations and Restrictive Conditions
The primary charge is that through its franchise agreements

Carvel requires its licensed dealers to purchase their entire supply
of ice cream mix , commissary goods , and other products only from

Carvel or from sources designated by Carvel (Comp. , Par. 7(a)).
It is also charged that Carvel precludes dealers from purchasing
and selling products not authorized by it (Comp" Par. 7(b)), and

forces them to purchase unnecessary or undesired

equipment

(Comp" Par, 7(c)). The other acts and practices challenged in
the complaint are , in effect , alleged to be in furtherance of the

foregoing restrictions upon the dealers ,

and involve inspection

procedures , threats and coercion with respect to dealers (Comp"
Par. 8); and restrictions upon and rebates from suppliers , and
threats against non- designated suppliers (Comp. , Par. 9),

21. There are now approximately 340 retail outlets , including
" stores , vehicles and 36- 60 stores , licensed
to make and sell ice cream and rei a ted products under the Carvel
franchise agreements (Tr, 3174), Expressed in approximate percentages , 70% of those outlets are located in the State of New

roadside or " drive-

York; 16% in New Jersey; 7% in Connecticut; and 4, 5% in
Pennsylvania. The remainder is accounted for by 4 stores in
Florida; 3 stores in Massachusetts; 1 store in Maryland; and 1

store in Wisconsin (RB 22). The great majority of the outlets
are within a hundred mile radius of New York City (Tr. 23 ,

115),

Carvel' s total sales in 1959 amounted to approximately $5 000 000

(Ans. , Par , 4; also see Tr - 4802- 3),
22. Carvel is actively engaged in seeking appropriate locations
and establishing franchise operators, Typically, Carvel searches for
available property in areas it considers suitable for the retail sale

of ice cream (Tr. 115- 6), By lease , purchase or otherwise , it ac-

quires control of the property, Either with or without consultation
and advice by the prospective operator ,

Carvel then erects a build-

ing of its characteristic design and dimensions , equips it to its

sterilizing
,
and sells
,
with
provision
for
expansion
equipment , and other items
the completed establishment ready for operation to a dealer under

specifications with signs , freezers , cabinets , lighting,

a franchise agreement- The dealer is trained in the Carvel method
of operation , and is assisted in launching the business with an
, 37 , 217opening sale, He is then " on his own " (Tr. 23 , 28-

245- 6).
23, Under the

franchise agreement

purchase from Carvel , or from sources

the dealer is required to

designa ted by Carvel ,

his
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entire requirements of mix , toppings , flavors and other ingredients

cones and other items which constitute a part of the end product
sold at retail to the consuming public, This requirement is clearly
and specifically stated in the franchise agreement , and respondents
require strict adherence to it by the dealers (CX 11 , 170- 174;

CB 21; RB 14- 16).

24, The dealer is also required to purchase and use only the
manufacturing and dispensing freezer manufactured by Carvel
(Tr. 226), and is encouraged to purchase his other equipment

from Carvel. The dealer is given some latitude in purchasing equip-

ment from other sources with the approval of Carvel (RB 14- 16;
RRB 53- 56), but is closely supervised in the purchase and use
of equipment from other sources (CB 22- 28), Carvel' s

active dis-

couragement of the practice results in relatively little equipment
being purchased by dealers from other sources.
25, The dealers are retail manufacturers and dispensers of ice
cream and ice cream products. They must be licensed as manufacturers by the local health authorities , and must operate in accord
with local regulations with respect to sanitation under careful inspection by such authorities, It is apparent from the record that the regulations , requirements , inspections and corrective measures of local
health authorities are adequate to assure that the dealers conform

to appropriate sanitary standards , and dispense to the public products which are safe and sanitary, (See RB 71- 3; RBL 35-

26, The dealers are also required ,
agreements ,

to operate in

by the terms of the franchise

strict accord with standard operating

procedures prescribed by Carvel , referred to herein as SOP. These

procedures are incorporated in a manual which includes the specifications of the store and equipment , and which sets out in careful
detail the method of operation. The manual covers not only the
sanitation procedures which must be followed , but also the details
of flavoring, freezing and dispensing the ice cream mix , and of
manufacturing a variety of ice cream products from the basic mix.
It specifies the ice cream products which may be manufactured

and sold and the other products which may be sold , and the dealers
are not permitted to manufacture or handle any products not

specifically prescribed by the SOP (CX 11 ,
RB 75),

170- 174;

CB 32- 35;

The Carvel Products

27, The primary product sold by the dealers , and the one
around which the Carvel operation is built , is ice cream dispensed
usually in a twist pattern (Tr. 45), directly from the freezer into
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an edible cone or a paper cup, and served immediately to the con-

sumer. It is dispensed and served at a sufficiently high temperature
to be soft enQugh to flow from the freezer into the serving receptacle

(RB 57). Its composition

is such , however , that it retains its

form in that relatively soft condition during the time ordinarily
required for it to be

consumed.

28. This product is described

as " soft ice cream " or as " soft
serve ice cream " and is comparable in appearance , texture and

method of sale and service to products sold by others under various

brand names, The term " soft ice cream " wil be used generally
herein to refer to the Carvel product described above and similar

products sold by others. The more conventional form of commerciaJly produced ice cream , which is hardened at much lower temperatures and sold to consumers either as a prepackaged product
or as a product which is " scooped" or " dipped" to individual

orders ,

wil be referred to herein generaJly as " hard ice cream.

29. Carvel' s soft ice cream is also served to consumers as it

comes from the freezer ,

with the addition of a variety of sundae

toppings , such as syrup or fudge of various flavors , nuts and fruits.

It is also used as it comes from the freezer in the preparation to
individual orders of thick milk shakes , or " thick shakes
30, The dealers also use the same ice cream in the manufacture
of a variety of specialty items which are made up in advance and
hardened at very low temperatures for future sale to consumers,
These specialty items frequently are not consumed on the premises
and are commonly referred to as " take- home items, "
in take-

Also included

home items are prepackaged pints and quarts of soft ice

cream which is drawn from the freezer into containers , and hardened

a t very low temperatures for future sale,
31. A Carvel dealer usually has two , or sometimes three freezers.

He is accordingly able to serve only two or three flavors , which
usually include vanila and chocolate , directly from his freezers

in the form of soft ice cream. During periods when he is not busy,
however ,

he is able to utiize his freezers in the production of

large variety of flavors and specialty products for sale as take- home
items, The products , after being hardened at very low temperatures
in a " shock box " are held in a hardened condition at relatively
low temperatures in display cases , and are sold to consumers in
tbat form,

32. The hardened take- home

items constitute a substantial part

of the business of the Carvel dealers who operate roadside stands
and presumably also of the dealers ,;ho operate vehicles equipped
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with freezers. The proportion of their sales of these items increases
considerably during the colder months when the demand for soft

ice cream directly from the freezer is relatively light (RB 58;
RRB 12), The hardened items represent the entire business of the
operators of vehicles which are not equipped with freezers , and
the major part of the business of the 36- 60 stores,
33, It is apparent ,

therefore ,

that , although the Carvel product

is characteristically soft ice cream , it is also hardened for sale in
the form of tae- home items , and that the sale of such items constitutes a substantial part of the total sales of Carvel ice cream.

Whether sold in its soft or hardened form , all the Carvel ice cream
is made from the same basic mix(Tr, 48 , 54).
Enforcement of Restrictive Conditions

34, Adherence by the dealers to the SOP , and particularly to
the requirement with respect to purchasing from Carvel or sources

approved by Carvel , is enforced by a system of inspection and con-

operations , reinforced by contact provisions and
and by litigation or threats of litigation.

trol of the dealers '

threats with respect to termination of the franchise ,

35, Franchise agreements were formerly for a

period of 10 years

with a renewal provision for 10 years , and more recently they have
been a period of 5 years , with a 5 years renewal provision (Tr, 115;
CX 11). Breach by the dealer of any of the terms of the franchise
agreements hereinabove referred to entitles Carvel to terminate the
franchise , with liquidated damages against the dealer (CX 170
Pars. 4 and 17), Upon termination , the dealer is prohibited from
engaging in the sale of frozen dairy products for a period of 5 years
within 25 miles of the store he operated (CX 170 , Par, 31).
36. The termination provisions of the franchise agreements are
closely related to and made more effective by Carvel's control of
the stores and the land on which they are located in the event the
franchise should be terminated, Typically, the real estate on which
the Carvel store is erected is owned or leased by Carvel. When the
completed and equipped store is sold to a dealer under a franchise

agreement , the lease is assigned to the dealer (CX 4), with a conditional reassignment to Carvel , which may become effective upon
breach of any of the terms of the franchise agreement , among other

things (CX 5). In at least one instance a dealer who owned the
property was required to lease it to Carvel (CX 13), with an assignment back to the dealer (CX 14), and a conditional reassignment to Carvel (CX 15).
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37, In the event of the termination of a franchise , Carvel also

has the right to purchase all of the dealer s machinery and equipment in the store at a depreciation of its original cost of 50% during

the first year, with further depreciation in later years (CX 5 , Par,
3a), Signs and certain special equipment covered by patents are
leased to the dealer by Carvel at the nominal rental of $12 per year

under an agreement which terminates with the franchise (Tr. 119
217- 9; CX 6).
38, Dealers make very substantial investments in their stores
the record disclosing instances in which such investments amounted
to sums ranging from $20 000 to $70 000 (Tr. 1518 ,

2056), The

termination or threatened termination of a franchise , with the resulting loss by the dealer of his store and investment , and the curtailment of his rights to engage in a similar business ,

is

, accordingly,

a powerful tool in enforcing the terms of the agreement. (See RBL
38- 42,

39, The franchise agreement authorizes Carvel to inspect the
store records and operations of the dealer at such times as it desires
(CX 170 , Par. 5), Carvel employs about 6 supervisors who inspect
the stores and make detailed reports concerning violations of the

SOP. They are particularly alert to detect and report the use of
substitute "

or " unauthorized" products , and the books of the

operator are sometimes audited to discover the use of such products.

The inspections generally are irregular and infrequent , but , where
substitutions are found , the inspections are frequent and persistent
until the situation is corrected. Where necessary, the inspection
reports result in communications from the Carvel headquarters , and
in action by its legal department (Tr. 97- 104),
40. The record contains convincing evidence of instances in
which Carvel policed the operations of dealers with respect to the
sale of unauthorized products and the use of commissary items

obtained from sources other than Carvel. It also contains evidence
of policing with respect to the use of equipment obtained from
other sources ,

even though the dealers are granted some latitude

with respect to equipment, Carvel has

insisted that the use of

such items and equipment be discontinued , and to this end has
threatened to employ the sanctions of franchise termination and
legal action. (See CB 32- 47; RRB 69- 72.

41. Companies which manufacture and sell commissary and
other items under contract with Carvel refrain from selling such
items directly to the Carvel dealers , and from competing with Carvel
and its other suppliers in attempting to sell other items which they
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produce to the dealers (CB 69- 70). Manufacturers not under contract with Carvel , who have sold to Carvel dealers , are cautioned

to discontinue doing so , and are threatened with legal action if
they persist (Tr, 105- 6; CB 73- 75).
42, Carvel' s policing activities have been vigorous and effective

and threats and coercion have been freely employed when needed.
Active solicitation of its dealers by Carvel' s competitors has been

almost wholly eliminated (CB 72), and substantially the only
purchases by Carvel dealers from such competitors are made under
clandestine circumstances (CB 73), or to meet emergency requirements,
Royaltws and Profits
43. Royalties are paid to Carvel by the dealers for the right

to use the Carvel name ,

form and techniques, Such royalties are
based primarily upon the quantity of ice creiJm mix used by the
dealers , and the amount of the royalty has varied over the years
from 10 to the present minimum level of 25 per ganon , subject
to increases geared to the Bureau of Labor Statistics Consumers
Price Index (Tr. 181; CX 170 , Par. 7), Converted to the delivery
unit in use , the royalty currently amounts to $2, 50 to $2. 80 per
10 gallon can (Tr, 62), Substantially the same mix in a different
concentration is also sold to a few of the dealers who have machines
for the production of thick shakes, This is referred to as thick

shake mix ,

and the royalty on it is half the royalty on ice cream

mix (Tr. 124- 6).
44. Largely for the purpose of discouraging the purchase of
mix from other sources by making it economically necessary to
concentrate with Carvel , the franchise contracts with dealers now
provide for a minimum royalty of $2 000 per year , and franchise
renewals provide for a minimum royalty based upon the second

, 252- 3),

In addition

to their payments of royalties on ice cream mix , the
now assessed 1 % of their gross sales as a contribution

dealers are

best year of the dealer s operations (Tr. 185-

to Carvel's

advertising fund (Tr. 161 , 252 , 896).

45. Ice cream mix supplied to Carvel dealers is manufactured
by dairies under contracts with Carvel according to Carvel's formulas and specifications (CX 97 , 107 , 120), The dairies producing
the mix are located in the several local areas near the Carvel
stores , and deliveries are made directly to the stores by the dairies.
At the present time two dairies supply the stores in the New York

City and Long Island area ,

and elsewhere only one dairy supplies

the stores in each particular area (Tr, 57- 61).
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46. The ice cream mix is sold by Carvel to th, dealers at a price
which currently is 75 per 10 gallon can higher than the price at
which it is sold by the dairy to Carvel (Tr. 2111 , 2161; CX 98
100- 105), The mix is delivered directly to the dealers by the dairies

upon the orders of the dealers , and collections are made by the
dairies from the dealers at the prices to the dealers established
by Carvel plus the royalty (Tr, 2069- , 2140). The dairies have

accounted to Carvel for their collections from the dealers in various ways , but the sale is essentially by the dairies to Carvel , and
by Carvel to the dealers , with deliveries and collections being made
by the dairies on behalf of Carvel. (See RB 65.
47.

Ice cream mix is made in accord

with a secret formula

supplied to the dairies by Carvel. The ingredient contributing primarily to the secrecy of the formula is a combination emulsifierstabilizer used for the purpose of making homogeneous a combination of solids and liquids, It is " a basic product in making the
mix," and is made in accord with a secret formula developed by
Carvel for its particular purposes. It is manufactured only for

Carvel , and is sold to no one else by the manufacturer (Tr, 74- 5).

It is sold to Carvel by the manufacturer
per pound (Tl' 2615- 19; CX 126), and
by Carvel at 76 per pound (Tr, 2109).

48. In about 1960 ,

at approximately 63

is supplied to the dairies

Carvel added ices and sherbets to its line

which were sold and delivered to the dealers already frozen and

ready for resale in prepackaged form and by scooping (Tr. 4651953- 7; CX 90 , 91 , 92). In 1963 these items were eliminated , and
Carvel added sherbet mix to its line, This mix is used by the dealers
for the manufacture and sale of sherbet in much the same manner
as the procedures with respect to ice cream mix. The sherbet
mix is produced and supplied to the dealers by the same dairies

supplying the ice cream mix. Although the price of the sherbet
mix is considerably less than that of the ice cream mix ,

it is sold

to the dealers by Carvel at the same markup per 10 gallon can , and
the same royalty applies (Tr, 1801- , 1957-

, 2161; CX 93 ,

105).

49. The toppings , flavors and other ingredients incorporated in
the ice cream manufactured by the dealers are referred to generally

as commissary items (CX 10), Many of these items are produced
under formulas developed by Carvel , and are manufactured by
various companies for Carvel to its specifications (Tr. 62- , 191-

209). Other commissary items regularly produced by the manu-

facturers are modified or adapted in certain respects to meet the

, "
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Carvel requirements and specifications (Tr. 231- 42). All of these
items are packaged for Carvel under its trade name.
50. The commissary items , excluding mix , are , with minor

exceptions , purchased and warehoused by Carvel (Tr. 65), and
sold and delivered by it to the

dealers. No royalty is paid by the

dealers on these items (Tr, 67), but they are sold to the dealers
at prices higher than the prices paid by Carvel ,

in some instances

the margin being very substantial (Tr. 3186- , 3707-

, 4112- 24;

CX 176; RX 146; see CB 50; RB 66).
51. Ice cream cones are purchased by Carvel from two

manu-

facturers (Tr. 1108 ,

1166), and are resold by Carvel to the dealers
at a margin reflecting the usual difference between the price to
jobbers and to retail manufacturers of ice cream (Tr. 1172- 82).
They are delivered directly to the Carvel dealers by the manufacturers, Payments are made by the dealers to Carvel , and by
Carvel to the manufacturers (Tr- 1109- , 1164- , 1168- 72; CX 40
41).
52. The cones involve certain distinctive features (Tr. 73), and
are identified with the Carvel name on the cartons in which they are
delivered to the dealers (Tr. 1104-

of the cones are also
(Tr. 1102 ,

, 1158-

, 1167- 8). Certain types

identified with a private brand

Major

1116 , 1154), and others are in individual paper wrappers

marked with the Carvel name (Tr. 1103 , 1154- , 1163- 4).

53. All of the freezers , mix , cones and commissary items which
the dealers are required to purchase only from Carvel , or sources
designa ted by Carvel ,

are sold to the dealers at prices reflecting

a margin of gross profit to Carvel. A basic ingredient of the mix
is sold by Carvel to the dairies at a price higher than its cost to
Carvel , and royalty payments are made by the dealers to Carvel
on the mix, A margin of gross profit is also included in any sales of
equipment by Carvel to the dealers (RBL 48- 9; RRB 60- 68). Sales

of these items to the dealers constitute an important part of the
Carvel revenue which would be seriously impaired if the dealers
were permitted to purchase from other sources, The profit motive
, accordingly, a significant factor in Carvel's insistence that the

dealers purchase such items only from it , and that they refrain
from dealing in unathorized items,
54. In connection with the restrictions upon products and methods of operations , Carvel has developed different categories of

franchises for specific purposes , such as vehicle dispensing, 36stores , and H- Burger stores. In this way it has increased the number of franchises ,

and its revenue from the sale of franchise opera-
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tions , in a particular area. (See CB 54- 57. ) There are also in
evidence instances in which the leasing and subleasing of the prop-

erty on which the stores are located

has constituted a source of

revenue to Carvel. (See CB 57- 59.

The Carvel Franchises are Tying Agreements
55, It is apparent from the foregoing that Carvel's franchise

agreements , and its operations under them , effectively prevent its

dealers from purchasing freezers ,

mix , cones and commissary

items generally from sources other than Carvel , and impose sub-

stantial restraints upon its dealers in purchasing other equipment
and items, The restraints are clear , specific and effective. It remains
to be determined whether or not they may be of such character

and consequence as to constitute unfair methods of competition
within the meaning of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission
Act , and , if so , whether or not they are justiied as a business
necessity.

56. The Carvel franchise system is founded upon the use of
the Carvel name , insignia , designs , procedures , supervision and

services. Under the franchise agreement ,

a fully equipped store

ready to operate ,

is leased , and its equipment is sold , to the dealer,
He is trained in the Carvel method of operation , and is supplied
with detailed guides covering the procedures to be followed and

the method of producing and dispensing approved items , and he
is afforded such supervision and guidance as needed in the operation
of the store. The dealer is licensed to use the Carvel name , products , and techniques , including copyrights and certain patented
equipment , some of which is leased to him.
57. These are undoubtedly valuable rights and services (RB
68- 9; RRB 50- 3), which may be obtained only upon carefully
defined terms and conditions. In return for them , the dealers make
substantial initial investments , and undertake the obligations to
Carvel discussed above, Upon breach of these obligations , the deal-

ers are subject to the termination of all their rights under the
franchise , the surrender of their stores and equipment at a fraction
of their investment , and sharp limitations upon their right to engage
in a similar business.

58. The Carvel franchises are , accordingly, agreements which
tie the purchase of equipment , ice cream mix and commissary items
to leases and licenses to use the Carvel name , copyrights , patents
products and techniques. They are " tying agreements " and are
therefore , unreasonable if Carvel " has sufficient economic power
with respect to the tying product to appreciably restrain free com-
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petition in the market for the tied product and a ' not insubstantial'
amount of interstate commerce is affected,
v,

356 U. S. 1 ,

(Northern Pac. R. Co.

at 6.

59. From modest beginnings in the ice cream business in 1933
respondent Thomas Carvel began , in 1949 , the system of fran-

chising dealers which now includes 340 retail outlets , located pri-

marily within a hundred mile radius of New York City. In 1959
Carvel' s total sales amounted to approximately $5 000 000 (Fi. 13

, 21), and it is clear

that its operations are in a continuing

condition of growth and development (CB 18), Its potential for
development in other areas is illustrated by its accomplishments
in the New York City area where its outlets are now primarily
concentrated
(infra),

60, The " tying

product" is the Carvel franchise , by virtue of

which Carvel has absolute power to require , and does require ,
dealers to purchase the tied products , particularly freezers ,

its

mix

cones and commissary items , only from it. The franchise is , accord-

ingly, " an effectual weapon to pressure buyers into taking the
tied item " and it was used to induce its 340 retail outlets "

give it preference , to the exclusion of its competitors " in purchasing
the tied items,
(Northern Pac, R.
Co, v,
U.s. , supra at 6 and 7,

Economic and Competitive Substantiality

61. The record discloses that others are engaged in supplying
mix and other items to retail dealers in the metropolitan New York
area , who manufacture and dispense soft ice cream , and that there
are many such dealers in the area in addition to the Carvel dealers
(RRB 14- 18), The record does not disclose , however , on what
terms and conditions these non- Carvel

dcalers are supplied , nor

does it disclose what proportion of soft ice cream dealers in that
area is represented by Carvel dealers,

62. The record discloses

that the suppliers of particular com-

missary items to Carvel refrain from competing with it by at-

tempting to sell other items which they produce to the Carvel deal-

ers. It also discloses that other producers of commissary items in
position to compete for the business of the Carvel dealers , and

who consider them to be highly desirable accounts because of their
volume of purchases , are foreclosed from doing so by Carvel' s restrictions upon its dealers , and its cautions to , and threats of legal
action against , its competitors (Fi. 41- 42; CB 68- 75).
63. That the Carvel

dealers are highly desirable accounts is

fully established by the record, It is also forcefully emphasized by
the statement of Thomas Carvel that " We do the largest dollar
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volume in the east per unit in our stores " (Tr. 101). No effort was
made by complaint counsel , however , to determine the market

share of Carvel with respect to any commissary items ,

excluding

mix.

64, Ice cream mix is the only item sold by Carvel to its dealers
with respect to which counsel supporting the complaint endeavored

to show Carvel's share of the market. This effort was limited to
the single area represented by New York City and Nassau and
Suffolk Counties on Long Island , and to " soft ice cream mix
which counsel supporting the complaint contend represent an ap-

propriate geographic area and product line,
65. Of the total of approximately 340 Carvel retail outlets , 180

are located in New York City and Nassau and Suffolk Counties on
Long Island (CB 65), One of the dairies , from which Carvel purchases ice cream mix ,

delivers the mix to Carvel

stores located

throughout this area. This is the only area in which that dairy

sells ice cream mix to anyone (Tr. 2190 , 2225- 6), and until recently it was the only dairy delivering mix to Carvel dealers in
this area (Tr, 3230- 1). This is a large , and well- defined metropolitan
and suburban area , which includes the largest concentration of

Carvel dealers. It is an appropriate area in which to examine Carvel's market position and the possible competitive effects of its
restrictive conditions. (See CB 97- 99; CRB 29- 34,
66, There are many formulas for the mix used in the manufacture of soft ice cream (RB 55-56), but , because of the method of
manufacturing and serving the product by retail dealers , they must
necessarily have certain common characteristics which differ in
importsnt respects from the mix used in the manufacture of hard
ice cream. Mix with these characteristics is commonly referred to
as soft ice cream mix (Fi, 27- 28).
67. Soft ice cream is produced in relatively small freezers in

which the mix is agitated as it passes through , frozen in a
short time , and ejected from the front nozzle. It is ejected

very
in a

form firm enough to hold its shape , at the relatively high temperature of 18 to 22 degrees , long enough to be consumed (RB 55- 57),
As it is agitated and frozen ,

air is incorporated in the mix so that
its volume is increased about 40% to 50%, which increase is referred to as " overru " (RB 60). Ordinarily, when soft ice cream
after being drawn from the freezer , is hardened at low temperatures
and stored for a prolonged period , its texture may be impaired
by a form of crystallization or " sandiness " (RB 57 , 59),
68. Hard ice cream is commercially produced in larger freezers

agitated differently, and drawn from the freezer at about 27 de-
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grees ,

in a form in which it wil flow so as to assume the shape
of the container and level itself. As it is agitated and frozen , a
greater propertion of air is incorporated in it so that its

volume

is approximately doubled , resulting in an overrun of about 80%

to 100% (RB 60). It is then frozen into a hard form at very low
temperatures and may be stored for very long periods without
deteriora tion.
69, The characteristic differences between hard and soft ice

cream require significant differences in the formulation of the
mix used to produce them. Because of the difference in agitation
soft ice cream mix , which contains butterfat in excess of 10% or

12%, wil " butter out" and develop a grainy texture , but hard
ice cream mix may contain butterfat up to 18% (CB 61). Soft
ice cream mix requires all ingredient , referred to as an emulsifier
and stabilizer , which will give the ice cream a smooth body and
texture and enable it to hold its shape so that it can be served

as it comes from the freezer; while the mix for hard ice cream
requires a different type of emulsifier-stabilzer which wil enable
it to resist prolonged storage at low temperatures without deterioration (CB 61- 2), Because of the lower overrun of soft ice cream
its mix requires less sweetener (CB 62). Under properly controlled
conditions , soft ice cream can be hardened for later use (CB 62- 3),
but hard ice cream mix cannot be successfully used to produce
soft ice cream (Tr, 2282- 3; RB 57).
70. Dairies , engaged in the production

and sale of ice cream mix
ordinarily produce and distribute both types. The difference in
formulation is such that both types may be readily produced by
dairies properly equipped for the production of ice

cream mix.

The same dairy frequently produces both types under many different formulas , and it is not uncommon for dairies to produce
either type in accordance with special and secret formulas supplied
by their customers (RB 55- 6). Each type is produced by the dairies
however , for a particular class of customers , and they rarely sell
both types to the same customer.

71, Soft ice cream is produced by retailers with specialized

freezing and dispensing equipment ,

and with facilities designed
to serve a particular class of customers. These retailers are re-

presented primarily by dealers operating roadside stands and mobile

dispensing units who do not provide seating facilities for their
customers, Hard ice cream is produced commercially by large
wholesale manufacturers , and by retailers operating such establish-

ments as hotels , confectionery stores , and " ice cream parlors " where

it is served primarily by dipping or scooping (CB 63), In actual
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practice , therefore , soft ice cream mix is a special type of mix which
is sold to a specialized and clearly defined category of customers,
(See also Tr. 3078.

72, Roadside stands and mobile dispensing units selling soft
ice cream frequently operate in proximity to retailers sellng hard
ice cream , and there is obviously competition between them in
sellng soft and hard ice cream to the consumer. Because of their
specialized equipment , facilities and product , however , the retailers
of soft ice cream primarily attract the " drive- " and " standtrade , and their locations are usually selected so as to facilitate
the patronage of that class of customers. Direct competition be-

tween the retailers of soft and hard ice cream is ,

accordingly,

sharply limited,

73. Respondents urge with great earnestness

that Carvel ice

cream mix , which is made in accordance with its own secret for-

mula , is unique , and that it incorporates special characteristics
which are not present in any other ice cream mix , either hard or
soft- It is urged , particularly, that it is a " dual purpose mix " which
will produce a smooth , soft ice cream which , when served directly

from the freezer , will hold its form , and which may be hardened
at very low temperatures for later sale without impairing its quality
(RB 54- 64; RBL 27; RRB 50). Carvel ice cream mix , however , has
the essential characteristics of soft ice cream mix ,

and it is pro-

duced for and sold only to the class of trade which deals in soft
ice cream. It is , therefore , properly classified as soft ice cream mix.
74. Respondents contend that the product lines involved in this
proceeding are ice cream mix and ice cream products, They urge that

there is sufficient cross-elasticity of demand for soft and hard ice
cream to make it improper to consider the substantiality of the ef-

fects of the challenged practices with respect only to soft ice cream

mix and products (RRB 11- 13). In view of the considerations
discussed above , however , it is the opinion of the hearing examiner

that soft ice cream mix is sufficiently distinct in its characteristics
and channels of distribution to be an appropriate product line for
consideration in this proceeding.

75. Sales of soft ice cream mix by Carvel to its dealers in the
New York City- Nassau- Suffolk area amounted to 856 660 gallons in
1960 957 820 gallons in 1961 , and 1 047 440 gallons in 1962, All of
this mix was supplied and delivered to the dealers by a single dairy
under contract with Carvel (Tr, 2185- 2205 2221- 3; CX 107 , 109),
76. Representatives of nine dairies which sell ice cream mix in
the same area in competition with the dairy supplying the Carvel

dealers testiied in this proceeding (CB 66; RRB 13). These dairies
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regard the Carvel dealers in that area as significant outlets for soft
ice cream mix , and as very desirable accounts. They desire to compete for the business of those dealers , but are effectively precluded

from doing so by the restrictive conditions under which the dealers
operate , and Carvel's enforcement of those conditions (CB 66- 7),

77, Complaint counsel contend that the evidence adduced
through these witnesses discloses that the total sales of soft ice
cream mix in the area in 1962 amounted to 2 779 981 gallons , and
accordingly, that Carvel' s

share of the market amounted to 37.
(CB 67 and Appendix Tables A , B and C). Respondents , however

discuss in some detail what they consider to be important omissions

and deficiencies in the data with respect to total sales of soft ice
cream mix in that area (RRB 13- 16).
78. It appears that the sales

figures of at least one of the wit-

nesses may have included an undetermined amount of mix other
than soft ice cream mix (Tr. 2640- , 2656; CX 127; RRB 16). To
the extent that a different type of mix was included in the figures
by this witness , it serves only to inflate the total figures with respect to soft ice cream mix and to deflate Carvel' s market position.

The inclusion of mix other than soft ice cream mix in the figures,
therefore , does not prejudice the respondents ' position with respect
to this point.

79- There is some evidence ,

however ,

that the total figures com-

piled by complaint counsel do not include the sales of certain dairies
which may be selling soft ice cream mix (Tr, 2774- , 3044; RRB
13). From the testimony referred to , and the testimony of the other
witnesses as a whole , however , it is inferred that these apparent
omissions were of dairies whose production and sale of soft ice
cream mix in the market area involved were not sufficiently substantial to impress their competitors.

total
figures with respect to sales of soft ice cream mix in the New York
80. It is the opinion of the hearing examiner that the

City- Nassau- Suffolk area cannot be accepted as being precisely

accurate , but that they may be accepted as substantially correct for
the purpose of indicating the approximate dimensions of Carvel'

market position in this area, Although these figures cannot be accepted as accurately reflecting that Carvel's sales represent 37.
of the market , they nevertheless persuasively indicate that its share
of the soft ice cream mix market in this area is very substantial and
impressive.
81. Respondents contend that statistical information from offi-

cial sources shows that Carvel's share of the ice cream mix business
in the relevant market is 5% or less (RRB 20-22), For the purpose
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of this contention ,

they request that official notice be taken of

certain statistics of the U. S. Department of Agricu1ture with respect

to the Dairy Industry in New York State (RRB 20), Complaint
counsel , on April 27 , 1964 , filed answer in opposition to this request
to take official notice; respondents , on May 18 , 1964 , filed a reply
thereto in justification of the requested official notice; and complaint counsel , on May 19 , 1964 , filed a motion to strike respondents' reply of May 18. Because the hearing examiner considers soft
ice cream mix to be an appropriate product line for consideration in
this proceeding, and because complaint counsel have had no opportunity to disprove the reliability of the statistics for the purpose
for which they are offered (Section 3. 14(d) of the Commission
Rules), the request for official notice is denied. Because a full

exposition of respondents '

position should be

available for the

consideration of any reviewing authority, the motion to strike

re-

spondents ' pleading of May 18 is also denied.
82. It should be noted , however , that , even on the basis of respondents ' contentions concerning Carvel' s share of the market , it
is apparent that the economic effects of its restrictive conditions

are not insubstantial. Respondents contend that the appropriate
product line for consideration is ice cream mix , including mix for
the production of hard and soft ice cream (RRB 11- 13), Applying
the statistics for which they request official notice to this product
line , respondents contend that Carvel's share of the market in the
New York City- Nassau- Suffolk area in 1960 was 4. 01 %; that in
1961 it was 4. 25%; and that in 1962 it was 4. 70% (RRB 20- 22),
83. In a recent decision

, it was held that control of 3.4% of

the service stations , and the sale of 2, 5% of the gasoline sold in
the United States , together with large dollar volumes of sales of
other products in the service stations , demonstrated that the com-

pany involved " has sufficient economic power in the gasoline

mar

ket to restrain a substantial amount of commerce " in the sale of
such other products in service stations
pany,

v,

331 F, 2d 394 ,

(The Atlantic Refining ComApril 24 , 1964). Although the factual

situation here is different in certain respects

, it involves a striking

parallel which appears to be governed by the same legal principle.

It is the opinion of the hearing examiner that , if the facts disclosed
that Carvel sells more than 4% of the total ice cream mix in the
relevant market area in which it controls 180 choice retail outlets
they would demonstrate that it has sufficient economic power in the
ice cream mix market to restrain a substantial amount of commerce.
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Interstate Commerce

84. Respondents contend that Carvel' s shares of the markets
in the five States of Connecticut , Massachusetts , Pennsylvania , New

Jersey and New York are of minimal proportions (RRE 23); that
the market area of New York City- Nassau- Suffolk involves the
sale of ice cream mix by Carvel only in intrastate commerce (RRE
27); that 70% of Carvel's gross annual business of approximately
000 000 is within the State of New York (RE 28- 9); and that
there is no substantial evidence that suppliers competing with
Carvel were engaged in the interstate commerce to a substantial

degree (REL 4- 16),
85. The principal office and place of business of the respondents
is located in Yonkers , New York. Carvel has manufacturing facilities also located in Yonkers , where it produces , and from which it
delivers , much of the equipment sold to its dealers (Tr. 31- 4).
Commissary items and other supplies purchased by Carvel from

sources in various States come into its warehouse in New York
from which they are delivered to its dealers (Tr. 64- 6), Dealers
to which Carvel makes sales and deliveries , from its New York
facilities are located in New York , New Jersey, Connecticut , Pennsylvania , Florida , Massachusetts , Maryland , and Wisconsin (RE
22), and it engages in advertising by radio , television , newspapers
and circulars ,

much of which crosses State lines (Tr. 34- 5), Carvel

, accordingly, extensively engaged in interstate

86, Ice Cream mix supplied

commerce.

to Carvel dealers is delivered to them

by dairies located in the several local areas near the dealers ,

and
these deliveries cross State lines only to a very limited extent. All
of the ice cream mix supplied to the Carvel dealers in the New York
City- Nassau- Suffolk area was delivered from locations in New
York , and the evidence with respect to Carvel's share of the mix
market in that area is based upon intrastate deliveries of mix. The
same restrictive conditions , however , apply to all Carvel dealers
including some who receive interstate deliveries of mix , and many
who receive interstate deliveries of commissary and other items
from Carvel.

87, The highest concentration of Carvel retail outlets is in the
New York City- Nassau- Suffolk area , and the principal product
supplied to the dealers under the restrictive conditions is ice cream

mix, The concentration of Carvel outlets in other areas and in other
States is at this time very limited. It is quite obvious , therefore

that the possible competitive impact of the challenged

practices

can be most effectively demonstrated with respect to the selected
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area and product. It is

also

demonstration could be made

quite doubtful that an impressive
at this time with respect to other

areas.
88. The evidence has clearly demonstrated the capacity and
tendency of the restrictive practices to lessen competition in the

intrasta te area, This relates to the practices and the manner in
which they are employed , and the area involved in the demonstration is only incidental. The demonstrated capacity and tendency
are inherent in the practices wherever they may be used, If the

same demonstration were made with respect to an interstate area
it seems clear that the scope of an effective remedy would necessarily enjoin the use of the same practices in all areas within the
Commission s jurisdiction.
89, The practices are challenged as unfair methods of competition and unfair acts and practices in interstate commerce in viola-

tion of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission
of unfair practices in interstate

Act, The use

commerce is unlawful , and the fact

that proof of their capacity and tendency substantially to restrain
trade relates to an intrastate area , does not lessen the impressive-

ness of the showing. It is important , in the public interest , to stop
in their incipiency the use of proven unfair acts and practices in
areas where they may not have reached Sherman or Clayton Act
proportions, (See

C.

v,

Motion Picture Ad. Service

Co"

Inc.

344 U. S, 392 , at 394- , and cases there cited. Also see discussion

in CRB 23- 28,
90. It is the opinion of the hearing examiner , therefore , that
the evidence of the possible competitive effects of the challenged

practices in the selected intrastate area , and with respect to a single
product line , has established that those practices have the capacity

and tendency substantially to lessen

competition. This capacity

and tendency exists not only in the selected area and with respect
to the selected product , but also in other areas in which Carvel

operates , and with respect to other products which it sells under

the restrictive conditions, Carvel uses these practices in interstate
commerce , and such use should be restrained unless justified by
other considerations,

Business and Economic Necessity
91. Respondents contend that the restrictive provisions of their
franchise agreements , and their inspection and enforcement pro-

cedures , represent what they must and may legally do as a business
and economic necessity to protect the Carvel trademarks , and to

protect the dealers and consuming public in the sale and purchase
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of highly perishable products for human consumption under regulations with regard to sanitation and health (RB 68- 75), They distinguish their situation from one involving the marketing of
shoelaces or pickles " (RRB 3). Their contentions with respect to
business and economic necessity involve a number of facets warranting separate examination.
92. It is urged that the inspection and supervisory activities of

respondents are necessary in order to be sure that appropriate
health and sanitary standards are observed by the dealers and to
accomplish conformity with applicable laws and regulations with

respect thereto (RB 71- 3; RBL 35-8).
record that the regulations ,

It is apparent from

requirements ,

the

inspections and correc-

tive measures of local health authorities are adequate to assure
that the dealers conform to appropriate sanitary standards , and dis-

pense to the public products which are safe and sanitary (Fi- 25),
93. Even so , however , it is appropriate for Carvel to undertake
procedures of its own to see that dealers using its trade name com-

ply with applicable health and sanitary rcgulations so as to protect
the public and its own good will. Such procedures are not challenged
herein insofar as they seek to accomplish these legitimate ends
but are challenged only to the extent that their use is ancilary to

the enforcement of Carvel' s restrictive
tions have been much more frequent ,

conditions. Carvel's inspec-

and its requirements with

respect to health and sanitation have been much more severe in
connection with dealers who violated its restrictive conditions than
with others (Fi. 39- 42). The record leaves no doubt that , in addition to their legitimaw purposes , these procedures have been used
to facilitate the enforcement of Carvel's restrictive conditions upon
its dealers.

94. Respondents urge that their

inspection and supervisory

activities were also necessary to protect Carvel' s fights of trademark
and to prevent or terminate trademark infringement , particularly

by selling non- Carvel products under the Carvel name (RB 74- 75;
RBL 16- 24). They recognize , however , as they necessarily must
that a system of distribution " which discloses a purpose to subvert

the antitrust laws or Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission
Act , can gain no immunity based on the perishable nature of the
commodities or any secret process by which they are made , or by
virtue of the fact that they are sold under established tradenames
or trademarks. "

(RRB 2-

95, They argue , however ,

sented ,

that ,

in the circumstances here pre-

the antitrust implications of Carvel' s

methods of competi-
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tion must be evaluated by the rule of reason
upon this conception ,
argue that " Business

(RBL 25). Based

they cite a number of cases in which they

steps for business reasons , having a reasonable

economic basis and not associated with any plan or purpose to
fix prices , injure competitors and restrain interstate
commerce were held sufficient to defeat charges that exclusive
dealing contracts violated the antitrust laws " (RBL 26).

monopolize ,

96. The stated principle does not apply to the present situation,

The record in this proceeding

convincingly establishes that the

exclusive dealing requirements of Carvel's tying agreements with its

dealers are associated with a plan and purpose to restrain interstate commerce by isolating from the competitive arena , and channeling to Carvel alone , the entire purchases of the tied products

by its dealers. Others are foreclosed from competing with Carvel
in selling such products to its dealers , and the dealers , as independent businessmen , are denied the advantages historically attributed
to such competition.

97, The use of special formulas for promoting increased business
and profits and for inducing customer acceptance of the Carvel
products constitutes an important aspect of the business necessity

urged by respondents for Carvel' s method of doing business (RBL
25). They contend that the

publication of specifications for in-

gredients other than mix would create insuperable obstacles to
quality control , by providing unpreventable and undiscoverable
opportunities for the substitution of inferior ingredients (RBL

29- 30),

In this connection , they cite the following language of the
337 U, S, 293 , at 306 (RBL
Standard Oil v. U.S"

Supreme Court in

30) :

The only situation , indeed , in which the protection of good wil may necessitate the use of tying clauses is where specifications for a substitute would be
so detailed that they could not practicably be supplied.

98. Respondents argue that the special and secret formula for
Carvel ice cream mix " achieves novel and functional product im-

provement of great value " emphasizing its utility as a " dual purpose " mix for the production of soft ice cream which may be
hardened without impairment of its quality (RBL 27; also see Fi,
, 73). Insofar as Carvel' s mix may be superior in this respect to
other mix used in producing soft ice cream , such superiority is due
primarily to the emulsifier-stabilizer which the dairies are required
to use in its production (Tr. 74- , 80- , 150- , 3215- 19). This
emulsifier-stabilizer is made for CalVel by a manufacturer of such
products in accord with Carvel' s

secret formula (Fi, 47), and the
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manufacturer of this ingredient has been changed from time to time
(Tr. 3193- 5).

99, Respondents contend that the Carvel franchising system
affords important benefits and advantages to the dealers (RB

68- 9). For these benefits and advantages to be fully utilized ,

it is

urged that it is necessary for the dealers to obtain the ingredients

going into the end product from the same source in order to achieve
uniformity and consumer acceptance , and that this result could not
be accomplished by providing detailed specifications to be used by

various suppliers (RB 69- 71; RBL 24- 35),
100. Carvel's ice cream mix is produced for it by various dairies

in accordance with its specifications and secret formula; and the
emulsifier-stabilizer ingedient of the mix supplied to those dairies
by Carvel is manufactured for Carvel to its specifications. The toppings , flavors and other ingredients incorporated in the end product
are also manufactured for Carvel according to its specifications

(Fi, 49), and the manufacturers of the products have been changed
by Carvel from time to time as circumstances in its judgment
warranted, (See CRB 57- 59,

101. The Carvel system envisions , and is founded upon , extensive and minute specifications by Carvel of all of the details of the
operations of its dealers. These specifications include the details
of store operations , the handling of the mix , the addition of flavors
to it , the freezing and serving processes , and the production of a
wide variety of specialty ice cream products , and their storage

display and method of sale.

102. The Carvel

dealers are in fact retail manufacturers of

soft ice cream and products made from it. The mix delivered to

them is unflavored.

Starting with that neutral mix , the dealer

manufactures a variety of end products ,

using Carvel ingredients

and Carvel techniques. Obviously, in operations such as these by

many dealers with varying experience , capacities and ideas ,

there

are considerable opportunities for material variations in the end
products , and a strong likelihood that such variations wil occur,
(See CRB 53- 57. ) This is a problem , however , which Carvel has

handled under its present system , including its training, supervisory
and inspection procedures , through which it has apparently been

able to achieve what it considers
uniformity in the end products.

to be a satisfactory degree of

103. The record discloses that the production of particular ingredients by different manufacturers , even in accordance with Carvel's specifications , would result in problems with respect to
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uniformity (RB 69- 71), It seems obvious , however , that established
manufacturers , skiled in their fields , are able to produce particular
ingredients , within the scope of their specialties , so as to meet
Carvel's standards and specifications with a relatively high degree

of consistency, Their production from Carvel's specifications of
the several specialized ingredients should result in a materially

greater degree of uniformity than can be achieved by the dealers

in manufacturing the end products from Carvel' s specifications even

with the use of identical ingredients,
104. Carvel' s

history of dealing with various manufacturers of

the ingredients which it sells to its dealers , and of changing them
from time to time , has clearly demonstrated that compliance with
its specifications is not an insuperable problem , or one of such
magnitude as to involve undue diffculties in the practical administration of Carvel' s operations.

105. The benefits and advantages of the Carvel franchising sys-

tem to the dealers are , undoubtedly, important and valuable in
many respects, This is what makes the Carvel franchise attractive
to the dealer ,

and what makes the prospect of its termination an

effective disciplinary tooL The protection of its good wil , and the
public acceptance of its products wherever they may be sold , are
also considerations of great importance and value both to Carvel
and to its dealers, The record discloses ,

however ,

that the specifi-

cations for ingredients which will meet the standards and quality
required by Carvel ,

would not be so detailed that they could not

practicably be supplied.

106. The protection of the good

will and public acceptance of

Carvel' s products , accordingly, does not necessitate the use of the
exclusive tying conditions of Carvers franchising system. Carvel's

trade name cannot be used as a device to justiy practices which
S"
341 U, S, 593 , at
(Timken
Co. v.
unreasonably restrain trade

598- 9), and respondents concede that the use of secret formulas

confers no special immunity for antitrust conduct (RBL 25),
(In arriving at the foregoing results , the hearing examiner is not unmindful
of the decision of the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit

on ::ay 8 , 1964 , in Bernard Susser , et aZ. v. Carvel Corporation , et at. It is
clear from the opinions in that case , however , that the legal issues before
the Court were different from those here presented , and that the Court was

dcaling with facts which were differcnt in material re::pects from the facts
in this record. This decision has been made on the basis of the issues and
fads presented in this record , without extending it by a detailed discussion

to distinguish them from those which were before the Court.
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Scope of the Order
107, Insofar as it relates to the exclusive tying conditions of

Carvel' s franchising system , the form of order incorporated in the
complaint and proposed by counsel supporting the complaint con-

stitutes an appropriate remedy and wil be adopted, In other respects , however , the charges of the complaint were not sustained,
and the proposed order will be modified,
108, The charge that Carvel precludes dealers from purchasing
and selling products not authorized by it (Comp. Par. 7(b))

factually supported by the evidence (Fi, 26 39- , 54). The record
also discloses that the dealers sometimes desire to add food products , such as hamburgers and hot coffee , to their Jines , and are
precluded from doing so by Carvel (CB 32- , 44- , 75- 76; RB
74- 75; RRB 52- 53),
109, The Carvel franchise provisions which prevent its dealers
from selling unauthorized products , do not require that those
products , or the ingredients for them , be purchased only from
Carve1. On the contrary, products in the forbidden categories may

not be associated with the trade name in the licensed

operation

regardless of where obtained. Carvel is not preventing competition
with it by others in the sale of such products , or their ingredients
to the dealers

, but is protecting what it considers to be the proper

use of its name.

110, The Carvel trade name , as used by the dealers , constitutes
considerably more than the business name of the store, (See CRB
It identifies a type and quality of products and a method of
doing business, In granting to its dealers the right to the use of its
trade name , Carvel defined the nature and scope of the business
activities which may properly be associated with that name, It
licensed the use of the name in an operation specializing in the sale
of high grade ice cream products , and there is persuasive evidence

45, )

that the sale of miscellaneous food products in conjunction with

such an operation may seriously impair the good wil and value of
the name (RRB 52- 53).

111. The record does not disclose

that the restriction against

the sale of unauthorized products is unreasonable or

unfair. It

obviously prevents the dealers from exercising their independent

judgment as to what items they wil handle in their stores , but
beyond that there is no indication that it substantially lessens

competition. On the contrary, it appears to be one of the many

considerable degree of uniformty
in appearance and operation is achieved as a part of the identifirequirements through which a
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cation of the Carvel trade name and system. The order , accordingly,
wil not include any prohibitions with respect to it.
112. The charge that Carvel forces its dealers to purchase unnecessary or undesired equipment (Comp. Par, 7 (c)) has not been
sustained by the evidence , and the order wil not include any pro-

hibitions with respect to it. Carvel erects a building, equips it to its
specifications with signs , freezers , cabinets , lighting, sterilizing

equipment , and other items , and sells the completed establishment

ready for operation to a dealer under a franchise agreement (Fi,
22). The record does not disclose , however , that the equipment

inc1uded in this initial transaction is " unnecessary "

or " undesired

and there is no evidence that equipment subsequently sold by

Carvel to the dealers is unnecessary to the proper operation of the
store , The requirement that dealers purchase equipment

dealer s

from Carvel , rather than from other sources of their choice ,

which
is not involved in this charge , wil , of course , be covered by appro-

priate provisions of the order.

113. The proposed form of order would include a provision

enjoining the receipt of payments by Carvel from suppliers for
inducing its dealers to make purchases from such suppliers. Carvel
buys equipment , mix and other items ,

and resells them to the

dealers at a margin of gross profit (Fi. 46- 53), The evidence does
not disclose that Carvel receives a commission or other payments
from vendors who sell directly to the dealers , for inducing the
dealers to purchase from them , and the order wil not include any
prohibitions with respect thereto.
114, The proposed form of order would prohibit the use of re-

strictions which would prevent franchised dealers who have dealt
in respondents ' products from dealing in similar products after the
franchise agreements have terminated. These restrictions of the
Carvel franchise agreements are not unreasonable , either in the
period of time or area covered ,

and the order wil not include any
prohibitions with respect to them, They have been used as ancil-

lary to the enforcement of unlawful restrictions , and those restrictions wil , of course , be prohibited.
115, The proposed form of order would prohibit any under-

standing with Carvel suppliers limiting their right to sell directly
to Carvel dealers, The record discloses that companies which manu-

facture and sell commissary and other items under contract with
Carvel , refrain from sellng such items directly to the Carvel dealers
and from competing with Carvel and its other suppliers in attempting to sell other items which they produce to dealers (Fi.
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41). Although it is reasonable to presume that this results from
express or tacit understandings between Carvel and its suppliers

there is no direct evidence to that effect, In any event , Carvel buys
from its suppliers , and resells to its dealers , and it is not unreason-

able for Carvel to deal only with suppliers who refrain from c ompeting with it in sellng to its dealers. This is a fact of business

life which may readily be accomplished without any express understanding. The order , accordingly, wil not include any provision
with respect to such a course of dealing.

116, The proposed form of order also contains provisions which
are , in effect , repetitious and confusing by covering in somewhat

different language practices which are adequately covered by other
provisions. It also contains provisions which , by their breadth of
language , would seriously limit the right of Carvel to undertake

which fall far short of
coercion. The proposed form of order wil be modified in these

legitimate sales efforts with its dealers

respects,
CONCLUSIONS

L By its franchise agreements , and acts and practices in furtherance thereof , Carvel requires its dealers to purchase ice cream
mix , commissary goods and other products only from Carvel. Even

though the dealers are granted some latitude with respect to the
purchase of equipment from other sources , Carvel has employed
threats and coercion to prevent such purchases.
2. Carvel's policing activities have been vigorous and effective
and threats and coercion have been freely employed when needed.
Active solicitation of its dealers by Carvel' s competitors has been

almost wholly eliminated , and substantially the only purchases by
Carvel's dealers from such competitors are made under clandestine
circumstances , or to meet emergency requirements. Others are
effectively foreclosed from competing with Carvel in selling to its
dealers , and the dealers , as independent business men , are denied
the advantages historically attributed to such competition.
3, The Carvel franchises are " tying agreements " which tie the
purchase of equipment , ice cream mix and commissary items to

leases and licenses to use the Carvel name , copyright , patents
products and techniques, Carvel has the economic power with
respect to the " tying product " the Carvel franchise , to require
and it does require , approximately 340 choice retail outlets to
purchase the " tied products " particularly freezers , mix , cones and

commissary items , only from it.
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4. Carvel's total annual

sales amount to approximately

000. The manufacturing facilities and warehouse of Carvel
are located in New York State , where it receives from sources in
various States much of its equipment , commissary items , and other
000

supplies , and from which it makes sales and deliveries to its dealers.

More than 25% of its dealers

are located in States other than

New York. Carvel engages in advertising by radio , television news
papers and circulars , much of which crosses State lines , and its
business is in a condition of growth and development.

5. The record discloses that Carvel has sufficient

economic

power with respect to the tying product appreciably to restrain
free competition in the market for the tied product , and that a

not insubstantial" amount of interstate commerce is affected.
Carvers restrictive agreements and practices have the capacity

and tendency substantially to restrain competition in interstate
commerce ,

and the protection of the good wil and public accept-

ance of Carvel products does not necessitate their use, Such agreements and practices , accordingly, constitute unfair methods of
competition and unfair acts and practices in violation of Section 5 of
the Federal Trade Commission Act,
ORDER
It is ordered That respondents Carvel Corporation , Dari- Freeze
Stores , Inc. , Franchised Stores of New York , Inc" Stores of Pennsylvania , Inc. , Dari- Freeze Stores of New Jersey, Inc. , all corporations , and their officers , and Thomas Carvel and Agnes Carvel

individually and as offcers of said corporations , and Chain Loca-

tions of America , Inc. , a corporation , and its officers , and Carvehicle
Corp. , a corporation , and its officers , and respondents ' agents
representatives and employees , successors or assigns , directly or

through any corporate or other device , in connection with the establishment of Carvel or any other ice cream franchised dealers , and
in connection with the promotion ,

contracting, arranging, or offering for sale , sale or distribution of ice cream mix , commissary goods

equipment and other products to said dealers , in commerce , as
commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , do
forthwith cease and desist from , directly or indirectly:

1. Putting into effect , maintaining or enforcing any franchising, merchandising or distribution plan or policy under
which contracts , agreements or understandings are entered
into with dealers or

effect of:

distributors which have the purpose or
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(a) Requiring any franchised dealer to purchase all
of said products from respondents or sources designated by respondents,

(b) Requiring that any franchised dealer shall not
use or deal in products sold by persons other than
respondents or sources designated by respondents,
2. Inducing, or attempting to induce , the purchase
of said products from respondents or sources designated

by respondents by threatening to cancel or not to renew
the franchise of a dealer or to take other retaliatory
action if said products are not so purchased.
3. Performing any acts of harassment , intimidation or
coercion , either through acts or statements , oral or written , made directly to dealers by respondents , or by representatives of respondents , which are designed to have , or
which have , the purpose or effect of harassing, intimidating or coercing respondents '

dealers to purchase products or equipment sold or leased by respondents or by
any supplier designated by respondents,
4, Using or attempting to use any contractual or

other

device , such as , but not limited to , franchise agreements,
leases , options , or conditional sales contracts , for the purpose or with the effect referred to in the foregoing

paragraph,
5, Preventing or attempting to prevent ,

whatsoever ,

non- designated

by any means
suppliers from selling or at-

tempting to sell products , goods and merchandise to

Carvel dealers,
6- Adopting and placing in effect any plan , scheme
or undertaking which provides that the amount of sur-

charge ,

royalty, override , commission or any other pay-

ment due Carvel from a Carvel dealer wil be raised
or affected in any manner by reason of the fact that such
dealer has failed to purchase products from Carvel or
sources designated by Carvel.

7. Employing any method of inspection , reporting or
surveilance in furtherance of any of the acts or practices
hereinabove prohibited.
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OPINION OF THE COMMISSION

JULY 19, 1965

By JONES Commissioner:

This matter is before the Commission on cross- appeals

of counsel

from the initial decision of the hearing examiner which sustained
in part and rejected in part the allegations of the complaint, On
June 5 , 1963 , the Commission filed its complaint ;n this matter
against the Carvel Corporation , certain of its wholly- owned subsidiaries , and Agnes and Thomas Carvel in their capacity as owners
and major stockholders of these corporations , charging them with
violating Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act by reason

of the terms and provisions of their franchise agreements with
their franchisees.

The complaint alleged that Carvel was engaged in the business
cream
and other associated products under the Carvel trademark. The
complaint charged that Carvel's franchise agreements were ilegal
insofar as they required each franchise licensee- dealer:
of licensing franchise distributors to sell at retail soft ice

(1) To purchase its entire supply of ice cream mix and associated products from Carvel or from persons designated by Carvel;

(2) To refrain from selling any products not authorized

by

Carvel;
(3) To purchase various items of equipment

from Carvel;

(4) To adhere to those contract provisions

through a rigorous

policing system involving threats and coercion directed to dealers

and to nonapproved suppliers;

(5) To refrain from entering into a similar business

within three

years after termination of the franchise.

After extensive hearings , the examiner concluded that the
franchise agreements are ilegal " tying agreements " which

purchase of equipment ,

Carvel

tie the

ice cream mix and commissary items to

licenses " to use the Carvel name , copyright , patents , products and

techniques " and consequently violative of Section 5 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act. He found that Carvel's policing activities
have been vigorous and effective , and threats and coercion have

been freely employed to enforce the restrictive provisions of the
agreement. Respondents ' argument that the restrictive provisions
were required as a business and economic necessity in order to

protect the Carvel trademark , the dealers and the consuming public
was rejected by the examiner, He did , however , conclude that the
negative covenant and the requirement that dealers sell only prod-
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ucts authorized by Carvel were reasonable and did not constitute
violations of law.

We are of the view that the hearing examiner is in error in his
ruling that Carvel's franchise agreements were ilegal tying arrangements and in his conclusion that the restrictions imposed on the
Carvel dealers ' purchases of their mix , commissary items and
equipment , or the steps taken to enforce these provisions are otherwise violative of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
We agree with the examiner s conclusions as to the reasonableness
of the covenants not to compete and the prohibition against the
sale of unauthorized products.

We wil consider each of these rulings seriatim in the discussion

below,

The Evidence Developed at the Hearings
A.

The Carvel Operation

Thomas Carvel , having developed his own freezer and soft ice
cream mix ,

was , prior to 1949 , primarily engaged
in
the business
of manufacturing and sel1ing freezers for the production of soft
ice cream, Because of the unsuccessful operations of many of the
purchasers of his freezers , Carvel decided in 1949 not to install
equipment unless it controlled the operation of the store , and to
this end began the development of a system of franchising retail
dealers.

Under its franchise agreements , Carvel licensed dealers to use
the applicable Carvel patents , copyrights and procedures , and to

operate roadside stands to sell Carvel trademarked ice cream and
related products.

The Carvel Product
The primary product sold by the roadstand retail dealers , and
the one around which the Carvel operation is built and with which
this case is concerned , is ice cream dispensed , usually in a twist
pattern , directly from the freezer into an edible cone or a paper
B,

cup, and served immediately to the consumer, It is served to consumers as it comes from the freezer , wjth the addition of a variety
of sundae toppings , such as syrup or fudge of various flavors , nuts

and fruits, It is also used as it comes from the freezer in the prepa1 Carvel also franchised " in- town stores "
burger "

for the sale of a wider variety of ice creams , and
dealers for the sale of non- ice cream products, including hamburgers , chicken

milk shakes, coffee and carbonated drinks. .While H- burger

dealers could also be Carvel road.

stand dealers, they Were required to keep the premises separate and distinct.

, "
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ration of individual orders of thick milk shakes. The dealers

premises , the paper cones and all the various associated items used
in the sale of Carvel'

s soft ice cream all bear the Carvel trade name

or trademark and are all of identical design
Carvel' s

in accordance with

design patents.

Carvel dealers use the same ice cream mix in the manufacture

of a variety of specialty items which are made up in advance and

hardened at very low temperatures for future sale (generally

as

take home " items), to consumers.
Carvel has developed a formula for a combination

emulsifier-

stabilizer which is used for the purpose of making homogeneous
the combination of solids and liquids from which its soft ice cream
mix is made. This emulsifier- stabilizer is made for Carvel by a
single manufacturer in accordance with what the examiner found
to be Carvel's secret formula , and is furnished by Carvel to certain

authorized dairies which produce the Carvel mix under contract
with Carvel in accordance with specifications also furnished them
by Carvel and at prices designated by Carvel. Carvel dealers must
purchase their Carvel ice cream mix from these authorized dairies,
The toppings , flavors and other ingredients incorporated in the

soft ice cream manufactured by the dealers

are referred to gen-

erally as commissary items, Many of these items are produced
under formulas developed by Carvel , and are manufactured by

various companies for Carvel according to its specifications, Other
commissary items regularly produced by manufacturers (not under

Carvel specifications) are modified or adapted in certain respects
specifications. All of these
items are packaged for Carvel under its trade name , are purchased

to meet the Carvel requirements and

and warehoused by Carvel ,
dealers,

and sold and delivered

by it to the

Ice cream cones are also purchased by Carvel from two manu-

facturers and are resold by Carvel to the dealers.

These cones

involve certain distinctive features and are identified with the

Carvel name on the cartons in which they are delivered

to the

dealers, Certain types of the cones are also identified with a private
brand Major " and others are in individual paper wrappers
marked with the Carvel name,

The freezer equipment is available from Carvel and portions of

it are patented. Parts of the equipment not essential to the production of the soft ice cream may be purchased from non- Carvel
sources.
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The Carvel Franchise Agreements
Under the franchise agreement , the dealer is required to purchase from Carvel , or from sources designated by Carvel , his entire
requirements of mix , toppings , flavors and other ingredients , cones
and any other items which constitute a part of the end product
C.

sold at retail to the consuming public,
The dealer is also required to purchase and use only the manufacturing and dispensing freezer manufactured by Carvel and is
encouraged to purchase his other associated equipment from Carvel. The dealer is given some latitude in purchasing such other
equipment from other sources with the approval of Carvel , but is
closely supervised in the purchase and use of such equipment. The
examiner found that Carvel discourages this practice and that relatively little equipment is purchased by dealers from other sources,
The dealers are also required , by the terms of the franchise
agreements , to operate in strict accord with standard operating

procedures prescribed by Carvel which regulate the operation of
the store and equipment , the sanitation procedures which must
be followed , the methods to be used as respects flavoring, freezing
and dispensing the ice cream mix , the varieties of ice cream and
other products which may be manufactured from the basic mix.

Dealers are not permitted to manufacture or handle any products
not specifically prescribed.

The franchise agreement authorizes Carvel to inspect the store
records and operations of the dealer at such time as it

desires.

originally effective for 10 years with
another 10 years , were at the time of suit

Franchise agreements ,

a renewal provision for
reduced to a 5- year period with a 5- year

renewal provision, Breach

by the dealer of any of the terms of these franchise agreements
entitled Carvel to terminate the franchise ,

with liquidated damages

against the dealer. In the event of the termination of a franchise
irrespective of the cause , Carvel has the right to purchase all of

the dealer s machinery and equipment in the store at a

depreci-

ation of its original cost of 50% during the first year , with further
depreciation in later years.
Upon termination ,

the dealer is presently prohibited by the

agreement from engaging in the sale of frozen dairy products for
a period of three years within three miles of the store he operated.

(Prior to the suit ,
D.

the period had been five years and 25 miles.

Carvel' s Market

Carvel has manufacturing facilities located in Yonkers

where

it produces , and from which it delivers , much of the equipment sold
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to its dealers. Commissary items and other s"pplies purchased
by Carvel from sources in various States come into its warehouse

in New York , from which they are delivered to its dealers. Dealers

to which Carvel makes sales and deliveries from its New York
facilities are located in New York , New Jersey, Connecticut
Pennsylvania ,

Florida , Massachusetts , Maryland , and Wisconsin

and it engages in advertising by radio , television ,

newspapers and

circulars , much of which crosses State lines.
In 1959 , Carvel's total sales took place principally
area consisting of Connecticut , New York

in a 5- State

, New Jersey, Massa-

chusetts , and Pennsylvania , and totaled approximately $5 milion
of which 70% is accounted for by Carvel sales in New York State,
Sales of soft ice cream mix by Carvel to its dealers increased from
856

660 gallons in 1960 to 1

047 440 gallons in 1962.

There are approximately 340 franchised Carvel dealers , including
roadside stores , in- town stores and H- burger dealers. The vast
majority of these stores are located within a 100- mile radius of
New York City with the highest concentration of these retail outlets in the New York City- Nassau- Suffolk area- The concentration
of Carvel outlets in other areas and in other States is at this time
very limited.

Ice cream mix suppJied to Carvel dealers is deJivered to them by
dairies located in the several local areas near the dealers , and these
deliveries cross State Jines only to a very limited extent. All of the
ice cream mix supplied to the Carvel dealers in the New York
City- Nassau- Suffolk area was delivered by two dairies located in
New York , and the evidence with respcct to Carvel's share of the

mix market in that area is based upon intrastate deliveries

of

mix, The same restrictive conditions , however , apply to all Carvel
dealers , including some who receive interstate deliveries of mix

and many who receive

jnterstate deliveries of commissary and

other items from Carvel.

Complaint counsel maintained that the proper market for the

purposes of this case was the soft ice cream mix market in the
area bounded by New York City and Nassau and Suffolk counties
of which Carvel had 37, 7%, Respondents contended that the appro-

priate product line should be ice cream mix for soft and hard ice
cream in which Carvel' s share in this geographical area was approxi-

mately 4. 5%,
The record contains little precise data on the number and size

of other producers and retailers of soft ice cream mix or of the
commissary items and equipment used in their production.
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Discussion of the Issues Presented on the
Cross- Appeals of the Parties
A.

The Carvel Franchise Agreements as Tying Arrangements

Carvel's franchise agreements cannot be regarded as tie- in

ar-

license conceptually cannot
constitute a " tying " product and , even if it could , it could never be
rangements because the trademark

regarded as a separable " product" apart from the mix and com-

missary items to which it is attached within the meaning of the
typical tie- in arrangement. In reaching this conclusion , we are
not viewing the Carvel franchise agreement in a rigid or doctrinaire
manner . In our view , it is neither a typical tie- in arrangement such
as would render it vulnerable under the Sherman Act , nor does

it have any of the characteristics of such an arrangement nor any
other elements of unfairness such as would subject it to Section 5
of the Federal Trade
Cf. The Atlantic Refining
Commission Act.

381 U. S. 357 , 369 (1965),
(1) Nature and Extent of Trademark Owner s

Company

v,

Interest in Main-

taining His Mark

A trademark has been generally defined as " a distinctive mark
of authenticity, through which the products of particular manufacturers of the vendible commodities of particular merchants may
be distinguished from those of others. Black' s Law Dictionary,
Application of McIlhenny
p, 1665;
Co" 278 F. 2d 953 (C.

1960). The Lanham Act,' the major piece of federal legislation
governing trademark usage ,

defines a trademark as follows:

The term " trade- mark" includes any word , name , symbol or device or any
combination thereof adopted and used by a manufacturer or merchant to

identify his goods and distinguish them from those manufactured or sold by
others 15 U.

A. 1127.

The courts have traditionally held that the property right in a
trademark exists only as an adjunct to the product which it idenTrademark Cases 100 U. S. 82 (1879);
Trade- Marks and
tifies,
Unfair Competition 68 Hal' , L , R. 816 (1955). A trademark right
is not a right in gross or at large. " There is no such thing as prop-

erty in a trademark except as a right appurtenant to an established
business or trade in connection with which the mark is employed.
United Drug

Co. v.

Rectanus

Co. , 248 U.s- 90 , 97 (1918). "

trademark cannot travel to places where there is no article to bear
60

Stat. 424 (1946); J5 D.

C. 1051- 1127

(1958).
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it and no trader to supply the article, Denison Mattress Factory
Spring- Air Company,
308 F, 2d 403 (5th Cir. 1962).
Originally, the purpose of trademarks was to represent to the
consumer the source or origin of the product to which they were

affixed, Under more recent theories ,

trademark licensing has been

common source.
However , under present trademark law , a trademark owner , in order
to retain his right to his mark , must , when he elects to license
others to use his mark , retain sufficient control over his licensees
permitted where goods do not emanate from a

dealings in the end product to insure that they wil apply the
mark to either the same product or to one of substantial1y the

same quality with which the public in the past has associated the
Co" 140 F , 2d 140 (7th Cir.
Smith u. Dental Products

product,

1944), cert. denied

322 U, S.

743 (1944);

Purity Cheese

Co. v.

Co" 153 F , 2d 88 (7th Cir. 1946); Sec. 45 , 1946 Lanham

Ryser

Act , as amended ,

15 U.

C, 1127 (1958),

In general ,

the most usual means employed by trademark owners
to maintain the necessary quality control over their licensee manu-

facturers or sel1ers embraced requirements that the licensees manufacture in accordance with actual samples submitted Alligator Co,
Robert Bruce ,

Inc.

176 F. Supp, 377 (E.D. Pa, 1959), and

Manishewitz Food Products , Inc.

Rosenberg,

39 TMR 231 (E,

Pa, 1949); that licensee dance studios , for example , employ only
instructors trained by the licensor and fol1ow only dance procedures
laid down by the licensor Arthur Murray, Inc. v. Horst 110 F.

Supp. 678 (D ,

Mass, 1953); or that licensee bakeries be required

to purchase the batter mix exclusively from the licensor Dawn
Hart s Food Stores , Inc" 267 F. 2nd 358 (2d Cir,
Co, v,
1959). These cases also make it clear that a licensor must inspect

Donut

its licensee s operation in order to maintain the control required

by the trademark law if the mark is not to be treated as abandoned.
It seems clear that since no property right inheres in a trade-

mark apart from the product or service to which it relates , and
since trademarks may be licensed but only on condition that the
trademark owner retains control over the licensee s use of the
trademark , it is conceptually impossible , in our opinion , to view
a license to use a trademark as separate and distinct from the sale
of the trademarked product or its ingredient. The Carvel franchise

served the single purpose of permitting the dealer to sell the trademarked products as trademarked ,

and the sale to the licensee of

the mix and other products cannot real1y be separated from the
Qmzlity

Control and the Antitrust Laws in Trademark Licensing,

72 Yale L. J. 1171

(1963)

. . . .
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license , Both were necessary in combination to permit the dealer
to exercise fully the license.

Moreover , tie- in arrangements must involve two separable and
distinct products and have been held not to exist where the courts
concluded that the two products could not be

disassociated from

United States , 345
S, 594 (1953) (advertising space in morning and evening papers

each other.

Times- Picayune Publishing Co,

same product to advertisers);

v.

International Mfg,

Co. v,

Landon,

1964 Trade Cases , Par , 71 229 (9th Cir. 1964) (package

Inc"

patents related to same device held one product);

United States

187 F, Supp, 545 (E. D. Pa, 1960) (sale
and service of complex equipment held not involving separable
products), Since Carvel' s franchise for the sale of Carvel products

Jerrold Electronics Corp"

and its license

to use are part of a single package ,

we conclude

tha t the examiner erred in holding that the Carvel franchise agreements were illegal tie- in arrangement
(2) Validity of Carvel' s

Trademark Licensing Agreements Under

the Antitrust Laws

The hearing examiner was correct in his premise that the mere
fact that restrictive provisions are part of a trademark licensing

arrangement is not sufficient to immunize these provisions from
the antitrust laws, The
Timken Roller Bearing
United States 341 U, S. 593 (1951), made it quite clear
that trademark agreements are subject to the antitrust laws. The
Supreme Court in

Co,

v,

Court stated that the test of their validity turns on whether their
primary purpose was to protect the licensor s trademarks or to

restrain trade. As the Supreme Court put it:
Nor can the restraints of trade be justified as reasonable

steps taken to im.

Appellant's premise that
the trade restraints are only incidental to the trademark contracts is refuted
by the District Court's finding that the " trademark provisions (in the agreeplement a valid trademark licensing system

ments) were subsidiary and secondary to the central purpose of allocating
trade territories. " Furthennore , while a trademark merely affords protection
to a name , the agreements in the present case went far beyond protection of
the manufacture
and sale of
the name " Timken " and provided for control of
anti friction

bearings whether carrying the mark or not. A trademark cannot

be legally used as a device for Sherman Act violation. Indeed , the Trade Mark
Act of 1946 itself pcnalizes use of a mark " to violate the antitrust laws of the
United States " (at 598- 599).

However ,
clear from

not all covenants in
Timken

restraint of trade are void, It is

that a conventional restraint of trade may be

permitted where the covenant embodying it is merely " ancilary
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to the principal purpose of a lawful contract, See also
Steel
Co. , 85 Fed, 271 (6th Cir, 1898),

U. S.

Addyston Pipe

Subsequent cases involving this question of the validity under
the antitrust laws of restrictions imposed on trademark licensees
have applied this same " anci1ary- primary " test and have sustained
the validity of restrictions very similar to those involved in the
Carvel agreement, For example ,

in

Denison M aUress Factory

308 F. 2d 403 (5th Cir. 1962), the Fifth

Spring- Air Company,

Circuit upheld a licensor

s requirement in its trademark licensee

agreements that its bedding manufacturer- licensees

purchase all

their ticking, innerspring units and labels from the
reasonable means on the part of the licensor to control the nature
and quality of its own trademarked bedding, The court specifically
licensor as a

rejected plaintiff' s argument that the license agreements were
i1egal tie- in arrangements and pointed out that:
The trademark would be of no worth unless the public could be sure that
every mattress which bore that mark was uniform both in exterior design and
interior quality. Denison (one of the licenseesJ must accept the judgment of
Spring- Air on this requirement (p. 410).
Several other cases , involving substantially similar restrictions
imposed on licensees , have all uniformly upheld these restrictions

both under the Sherman Act and under the Federal Trade Commission Act as a valid and reasonable exercise of the legitimate

business interests of the trademark owner in protecting his mark
Engbrecht
203
F,
Supp,
714 (D,
et aI. v. Dairy Queen Company, et ai"
307
F.
2d
458
(lst Cir,
Simmons Company,
Baker
Kans, 1962);
Co" 155 F, 2d 99 (3rd Cir. 1946);
v,
Pepsi- Cola
1962); Brosious

and insuring the quality and uniformity of his product.

United States

Cases ,

Par. 71

v,

Sealy, Inc.
258;

1916); The Coca- Cola

Coca- Cola
Bottling Co.

(N, D,
v,

Il. October 1964), 1964 Trade

Butler 229 Fed. 224 (D- Ark.
v,

The Coca- Cola Company,

269 Fed. 796 (D, Del. 1920).
Applying the principles of these cases to the Carvel agreements
we conclude that the hearing examiner was wrong in his conclusion
(1) that the Carvel agreements were part of a general plan and

purpose to restrain interstate commerce , and (2) that the restrictions imposed on Carvel' s licensees were not reasonably related to

Carvel's right-and obligation- to control the quality of its trademark product and the identity and'image of its trade name,
(a)
Carvel's Over-all Plan to Restrain Trade
The hearing examiner s finding on this point is undocumented.

We find nothing in the record which would in any way suggest that
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Carvel' s franchise agreements were entered into as part of any
over-all plan to restrain trade,

The examiner apparently reached

his conclusion that Carvel

was engaged in an over-all plan to restrain trade because of his
belief that the Carvel franchise program was developed and carried
out , not as a means of protecting Carvel' s trademarks but to enable
Carvel to make inordinate profits on its Carvel products by establishing a captive market (its licensees) to which Carvel's mix and
commissary items could be sold. There is nothing in the case law

or in logic to use such a theory in support of an inference of an
ilegal plan to restrain trade, Nor , as a matter of fact , does the
evidence of record provide any factual support for such a theory,

The record establishes that as to some products , notably mix , the

dealers pay no more to Carvel than they would to others, There is
evidence of significant mark- ups by Carvel on certain products
but no evidence as to Carvel' s expenses of storage , delivery and

spoilage , or as to prices charged by others for comparable products
and therefore no basis on which to evaluate whether Carvel was

making inordinate profits out of its captive market. We hold that
the examiner was in error in reaching this conclusion as to Carvel'
over- all ilegal plan,

Reasonableness of Restrictions Imposed on Carvel' s Dealers
Complaint counsel's argument , accepted by the hearing examiner
was that Carvel' s restrictions on the dealer s sources for mix and
(b)

other items were unreasonable because Carvel could have achieved

the same objective of quality control by prescribing specifications
for the production of its mix rather than requiring that the mix
be purchased from specified approved sources, Presumably under
this argument , if the alternative of prescribing specifications had
been adopted ,

any dairy or other supplier able to meet these speci-

fications for mix and other commissary items could be eligible to
compete in the sale of these items to the Carvel outlets , and hence
the agreements would not have

foreclosed any market outlets to

anyone.
Respondent , on the other hand ,

argued that the challenged

restrictions were essential for it to protect the secrecy of its mix
formula and second , to enable it to insure the uniformty and
quality of its end product sold to the consumer. Respondent also
argued that wide dissemination of their specifications would involve an inordinate inspection and policing job and leave them
'The question of whether any substatial foreclosure from the market resulted from the
agreements as executed is dealt with separately.

' ,
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vulnerable to the use by their

dealers of inferior products which

could damage the Carvel name.

There is no case which has held that a trademark licensor must
itself manufacture the trademarked products or their ingredients in
order to retain control over the quality and uniformity of such

products. Nor has any case held that such a licensor must give
unrestricted approval to any person desiring to supply these prod-

ucts to its trademark licensees.
The hearing examiner nevertheless

held that Carvel's

restric-

' sources of supply of the mix and commissary
items were illegal because respondents , rather than limiting the

tions on its dealers

sources of such products , could have prescribed specifications for
In so doing, the hearing examiner relied on the

their manufacture ,

Supreme Court' s statement in

v.

Standard Oil

United States , 337

S, 293 , 306 (1949), to the effect that:
Tying agreements serve hardly any purpose beyond the suppression of competition. The justification most often advanced in their defense- the protection

of the good will of the manufacture of the tying device- fails in the usual
situation because speeifications of the type and quality of the product to be
used in connection with the tying device is protection enough. " ' , The only
situation , indeed , in which the protection of good wil may necessitate the
use of tying clauses is where specifications for a substitute would be so
detailed that they could not practicably be supplied.

However , clearly the Court in this statement was not attempting

to lay down any broad rule affecting license arrangements entered
into by trademark licensors, On the contrary, the Court was dealing there with the legality of requirement contracts , and its statement was made in the course of a review of Supreme Court decisions involving Section 3 of the Clayton Act , in which the Court
was differentiating between tying arrangements and exclusive dealing contracts, No issue with respect to specifications was involved
in that case. In a trademark situation ,

here ,

the asserted

primarily the need

such as we aTe faced with

justification for the challenged restrictions is
to achieve a specified quality of product and

the avoidance of consumer deception by supplying a uniform
product at each Carvel store. Quality might be achievable by

specifications whereas uniformity in all probability could not be.
Standard StaConsequently, the Supreme Court' s language in the
tions
case , relied on by the examiner , would not necessarily be

applicable to the present case where a trademarked product as
distinctive as a food is involved.

Even assuming that some rule of practicable alternatives should
in an ordinary case be invoked to determine the legality of this
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type of restrictive provision in a trademark license agreement , the
record is insufficient in this case to support the examiner s conclusion that prescribing

specifications would have produced the

requisite quality control and uniformity in the Carvel productsThe evidence of record indicates that Carvel did in fact furnish
both its secret formula and specifications to the approved suppliers, Respondents , however , introduced testimony that the mix
could not have been adequately controlled unless Carvel restricted
the sources from which it could be purchased, No counter evidence
was offered by complaint counsel. While ease of administration
should not be a controlling factor where trade restraints are involved , nevertheless , the inspection burdens on Carvel as respects
both dairies and dealers in order to insure the quality and uni-

formity of the mix used by its 340 dealers , if they were free to
purchase it from any source provided it was made according to
Carvel' s specifications , would appear to be untoward in the light
of the potential restraint involved here. Moreover , there is nothing

in this record which establishes even a likelihood or possibility that
Carvel could have achieved the same uniformity of quality if it had
broadened its list of approved suppliers of its mix,
In this connection it

is interesting to note that in

Susser

cert- dismissed 1965 Trade

Carvel 332 F. 2d 505 (2d Cir, 1964),
Cases , Par. 71,435 , a private action considering these same franchise provisions , the majority concluded on the merits that adequate
control over the Carvel product could not be achieved through

specifications. The majority noted that designating specifications
might be possible for the manufacture of mechanical products , but
then observed that:
Such cases are scarcely relevant to the problem of controlling something so
insusceptible of precise verbalization as the desired texture and taste of an

ice cream cone or sundae; that Carvel was able to specify this to its source
of supply, whose product is regularly checked ,

does not show that administration could be confided to 400 dealers (at p. 520).

This same factual conclusion

was also reached by the

District

case supra where the court specifically
Court in the
recognized that the Dairy Queen s soft ice cream mix had an imDairy Queen

portant bearing on the taste , texture and quality of the end product
sold ,

and that uniformity could not be achieved by allowing dealers

to purchase the mix from whomever they chose.
We do not believe that these same problems of uniformity of
quality and ease of administration are present with respect to
Carvel's requirement that commissary items such as toppings
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nuts , cones , and the like , must be purchased from Carvel. It does
not strain credulity for us to conceive that Carvel could have
designated approved suppliers for such items. The factors which

necessitate that Carvel designate the supplier of the basic ingredient , the soft ice cream mix , are not as demanding with respect
to these other items which can be more easily specified and which
do not constitute such an integral part of the final product. Never-

theless , the record is almost completely silent on the amount of
commerce involved in these items or on any other factors respecting
Carvel' s practices in this regard, We conclude , therefore , that on
this record , the nature of any possible restraint flowing from this
restriction is in all likelihood so

in view of Carvel'

de minimis

share of the purchasing market for these items , which is probably
less than one- tenth

of one percent , that an order prohibiting such

a restriction is unwarranted.
(4) The Substantiality of

Commerce Affected by the Carvel

Franchise Agreements

interstate
agreements which are the subject of this
proceeding operate and are effective on a broad interstate area.
There is no dispute that respondents are engaged in

commerce and that the

The hearing examiner found that the proper product line and

geographic area for evaluating the competitive effects of respondents ' franchise agreements was soft ice cream sold in the New
York City- Long Island market area, So viewing the market , the
examiner found that respondents had the

capacity substantially
then inferred that

to Jessen competition in the intrastate area and

such capacity existed in the broader interstate area where Carvel

operated. Respondents have argued , however ,

that by the selection

of such a geographic area , which is solely intrastate , complaint
counsel has failed to show that the complained of practices have
affected interstate commerce.

Respondents ' franchise operations are carried out in a 5- State
area , and the challenged franchise agreements and practices relating thereto are entered into and effective not only in the New

York City area selected by complaint counsel to ilustrate the
effects of respondents' agreements but throughout the various
States where Carvel dealers are located, Consequently, practices
and which may be violative of
in commerce
which are carried on
Section 5 should not escape Commission action merely because
the proof of the precise
only one State,

C,

effects is in a market area encompassing
Bunte Bros.

312 U, S.

349 (1940),
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The hearing examiner also found that Carvel had

sufficient

economic power in the tying product (the franchise) appreciably

to restrain trade in the " tied" product (the mix and commissary
items), and that a " not insubstantial amount" of commerce was
involved. While we do not agree that Carvel' s franchise agreement
constitutes a tying arrangement ,

even if we were to view this
arrangement as in the nature of such a tie , neither the law nor the
record evidence is sufficient to support a finding of ilegality,
A trademark , by itself , is not regarded as conferring monopoly
power on its owner , as is the case with a patent,

United Drug Co.

The majority of the Second Circuit in the
Susser
case supra when viewing the Carvel trademark as the
allegedly tying product , distinguished between a patent and a
trademark , and concluded that the Carvel mark had not acquired
such pre- eminence so that the coupling with it of the requirement
per
to purchase ingredients from designated sources constituted a
Rectanus Co" supra,

se

violation.
Absent monopoly power , the test of the ilegality of a tying

arrangement turns on whether:
a (tyingJ party has suffcient economic power with respect to the tying
product to appreciably restrain free competition in the market for the tied

product and a not " insubstantial amount" of interstate commerce is affected.
v.

Northern Pacific Railway Ce.

United States

356 U. S. 1 , 6 (1958).

Viewed in this context , the evidence wil not support the examiner
conc1usion that Carvel possessed " sufficient

economic power with

respect to the tying product,

While the Carvel trademark undoubtedly enables its licensees

to compete more

thereto ,

effectively because of the goodwill attaching

it is impossible to conclude from the evidence of record

that respondents have sufficient dominance in the soft ice cream
business to use their trademark as an effective weapon to pressure
prospective dealers into

takg the so- called " tied" items. The vice

of tying arrangements lies in the ability of a producer who possesses

market dominance in one particular product to impose upon his
vendee the obligation to purchase other products as to which the

producer possesses no market dominance , with the consequent

foreclosure of other producers or , as the Supreme Court put it in
A tlantic Refining
case supra the utilization of economic
the
power in one market to curtail competition in another.
From this record , it is impossible to conclude that Carvel possesses the requisite dominance or economic power in the soft ice
cream business. It is apparent that there are numerous other fran-
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chise chains and independent operators engaged in the sale of soft
ice cream , although no evidence as to their relative size or precise
number is of record. However , there is nothing in the record to
indicate that their trademark goodwil1 is any weaker , or enjoys
less acceptance by, or is less familiar to the public than Carvel'

There is nothing in the record which indicates that the soft ice
cream market is difficult to enter, Nothing suggests that there is
any difficulty in purchasing on the open market the requisite
freezers , equipment and supplies. In fact , complaint counsel relies
on the existence of such other suppliers in arguing the foreclosure

of Carvel dealers as an outlet for their wares, The capital require-

ments for entry into the soft ice cream business are not extensive
and the record indicates that adequate tmancing is readily available, With the virtual absence of barriers to entry into this business
it is virtual1y impossible to conclude that respondents have the
to force potential

requisite economic power in their trademark

entrants into the soft ice cream business to enter into an agree-

ment requiring them to purchase undesired and inferior products
from Carvel.
The only evidence offered by complaint counsel , and relied upon
by the examiner , in support of the contention of sufficient economic
power in the so- called tying product is the fact that the sales of
the Carvel dealers in the relevant market area accounted for 37%
of the total soft ice cream sales in that market, ' In view of the
obvious ease of entry into this market, as set out above ,

and the
fact that there are at least eight other soft ice cream producers who
are , so far as we know at least , potential competitors of Carvel in

this market , this 37% figure alone is not conclusive of dominance
or of substantiality,
Even if it be determined that Carvel' s 37% share of the market

measures the dominance which it enjoys over the Carvel name
the tying product ,

complaint counsel must also show that a not
insubstantial amount of commerce be affected in the tied products
that is , in the mix and other commissary items, Nothing was developed in the record respecting the volume of sales of the commissary items , other than mix , which are also al1egedly tied to
the franchise agreement. These items include such products as
chocolate syrup, nuts , paper cups , cherries , and the like, It is reasonable to assume that Carvel' s share of the market in those items

in the New York area must be infinitesimal.
o Sales arc equated with the purchases of soft ice cream mix.
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The question of substantiality, therefore , can only be in issue
as respects the mix. Respondents contend that if soft and hard ice
cream is the proper market , then Carvel's share of the New York

market is only 4% and not 37%, However , it is immaterial which
market one chooses for evaluating substantiality, as we do not

believe that it has been established in either market.

The theory of injury in compJaint counsel' s case is principally
the foreclosure of Carvel dealers as possible market outlets for
other manufacturers of soft ice cream mix. Reliance is placed solely

on the percentage share of soft ice cream mix consumed by the
Carvel dealers. However , the Carvel franchise agreement , which is
in fact an exclusive distributorship agreement , should be evaluated
Tampa Electric

in terms of the criteria set down in

Co. v.

Nashville

Co" 365 U. S, 320 (1961), for viewing exclusive dealing ar-

Coal

rangements ,

and that the alleged foreclosure of mix suppliers from

the Carvel market should be determined in a broader economic
context in an effort to determine " the probable immediate and

future effects which pre- emption of that share of the market might
have on effective competition therein.
However , the record is barren on this point. The record is silent

as to the operations of the dairies, It does not tell us whether there
is something distinct about soft ice cream mix or whether it can be
utilized as hard ice cream mix with the addition or subtraction
of an ingredient or the turn of a valve. Furthermore ,

we have no
idea of what percentage of the dairies ' sales are accounted for by
the sale of soft ice CTeam mix. If soft ice cr€i!m mixaccounts for

a minimal amount of the dairies '

over- all sales , and if they can

turn to the production of one or the other ,

mate of the market ,

or on other

depending on their esti-

factors , then we fail to see how

the foreclosure of these dairies from Carvel' s

share of the market

regardless of how significant in percentages , can substantially lessen
competition.
B.

(1)

Other Issues

Franchise Provisions Prohibiting Sale of Non- Carvel

Products

The hearing examiner found that Carvel's restrictions on its
dealers ' purchases of such foods as hamburgers , hot dogs , coffee
and the like , were reasonably related to the protection of the Carvel trademark and hence were lawful. Carvel officials testiied that

the ban on the sale

of unauthorized products was necessary to

protect the proper use of its name and prevent the dealers from
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deceiving the public by " palming off" non- Carvel products as
products originating from Carvel when in fact they were in no

sense controlled by Carvel. When additional products were added
to the Carvel line from time to time , they were always vari-

ations of the basic ice cream product, While the examiner recognized
that such a restriction prevents the dealers from exercising
their independent judgment as to what items they wil handle
in their stores , he also found that the restrictions helped Carvel
to achieve a considerable degree of uniformity in appearance
and operation identified with the Carvel trade name and system.
Furthermore , he concluded that " there is no indication
that (such a provisionJ substantially lessens competition. " We

agree with this conclusion. Except in very minor respects ' there
is no competition between Carvel and the manufacturers or distributors of the products which the dealers are unable to sell. Con-

sequently, the Clayton Act cases dealing

with the

prohibition

against the sale of competing products have little applicability to
this situation.

The Carvel trademark covers

not only the Carvel ice cream
which

sold by Carvel dealers but also the type of retail outlet at

Carvel ice cream shall be sold, It seems clear that noncompetitive
products sold in a specially designed store displaying the Carvel

name would be attributed to that name , and any defects in quality,
over which Carvel would have no control , would detract from its
name and goodwill. Under these circumstances , such a restriction
seems reasonably ancilary to respondents ' principal purpose of
protecting their goodwill and their trademark image.
(2) Use of Coercion to Enforce the Franchise

Agreements

The hearing examiner found that respondents had used threats
of franchise termination and litigation as well as vigorous policing
activities for the purpose of obtaining compliance by the dealers
with the restrictive provisions of the franchise agreements. These
practices ,

the examiner concluded , resulted in the cessation of

solicitation of the Carvel dealers by unauthorized suppliers and
the limitation of purchases from such dealers to " clandestine circumstances , or to meet emergency requirements.

The trademark cases make it clear that the licensor of

a mark

is required to carry out inspections to see to it that its licensees
7 The only way in which this problem remotely approaches
petitors of Carvel is the assertion by

complaint counsel

effects on commodities of com-

that sucb restrictions coerce dealers

into purchasing additional franchises from Carvel , sucb as the H- burger franchise. The sub-

stantiality of such a foreclosure of hamburgers
appear almost nluscule.

in view of the

Tampa Electric

criteria would
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are not deceiving the public by providing them with something
other than that which the trademark embodies, Failure to do so

may result in such misuse of the trademark that it could be considered abandoned , It is , therefore , apparent that the threats of
cancellation and legal action and the conducting of repeated inspections where violations had been detected were utiized for the

purpose of preventing the deterioration of the Carvel trademark.

Such actions were not " harassment and intimidation " for some
invidious purpose , but rather the legitimate policing of the licensees
by a licensor desirous of protecting his trademark.
agree
Since in our view the restrictive provisions of the franchise
ment were reasonable and lawful , we do not believe that their enforcement by Carvel renders them any less lawful. Nor do we find
anything in the record tending to show that respondents '

enforce-

ment measures constituted by themselves an anticompetitive act,
The evidence of enforcement simply reflects that Carvel insisted

that the dealers obey the franchise
Carvel items from unauthorized

prohibition on purchasing

sources, We do not believe that

these practices by Carvel constituted unfair acts of competition,

(3) Purchases of Equipment
As part of the alleged ilegal tie- in

effect of Carvel' s franchise

the complaint charged that Carvel in effect coerced
dealers into purchasing all of their freezer and associated equip-

agreements ,

ment from Carvel. There is no requirement in the Carvel franchise
agreement that such equipment be purchased from Carvel. However , the examiner concluded that in fact Carvel dealers were

coerced into purchasing their equipment from Carvel and that this
practice was ilegal since it prevented other suppliers from selling
to Carvel dealers.
After a review of the record on this point ,

the evidence wil support the examiner
for sale ,

we do not believe that

s finding. Respondents offer

and sell , freezer and other related types of equipment for

use in the operation of a Carvel franchise

store, It is not disputed

that the dealers are informed of their option to purchase such
equipment from respondents or from othcr suppliers , so long as

such equipment meets Carvel' s standards and specifications, In

support of their contention that dealers buy and use equipment
not made or sold by Carvel ,

respondents offered in evidence cer-

tain worksheets which demonstrated that at least 70 Carvel stores

purchased outside equipment (RX 147),
sisted of ,

This equipment con-

items , milk machines , holding boxes ,

reamong other
freezers,
Furtherfrigerated counters , shake machines and upright
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more , numerous dealer witnesses

testified that they were aware

that they could purchase equipment from outside

sources and in

many instances they did, They testified that they had little difficulty in having the specifications for such equipment approved
and even in situations where they failed to request such approval
they had no diffculties with respondents when the equipment

was noted during the course of routine inspections. The record
moreover , is completely silent on the amount of equipment involved and the extent to which competitive suppliers are in fact

foreclosed from the Carvel dealer market, Accordingly, we conclude
that complaint counsel failed to carry its burden of establishing
either that a tie- in arrangement was involved or the substantiality
of the commerce involved.

(4) The Negative Covenants

The Carvel franchise agreements prohibit a dealer whose franchise is terminated , either by his own volition or that of Carvel
from operating a soft ice cream store within a 3- mile radius of his
former location for a period of three years,
The hearing examiner
while finding that such a provision had been used to assist in enforcing the restrictive provisions of the franchise agreement , concluded that the negative covenant is not unreasonable either as to
the period of time or area covered.

Complaint counsel argues that this limitation on a dealer s right
to continue in the soft ice cream business after termination coerces
dealers to comply with the purchase requirements of the franchise
agreement , and therefore is illegal. Respondents point out that

the covenant applies only in the limited situation where Carvel
elects to continue to operate the vacated dealership on the same
premises. Its purpose is solely to protect the new dealer of the
Carvel outlet against possible unfair competitive activity in the

immediate neighborhood by the previous operator, Respondents

also argued that there has been no instance where Carvel attempted
to enforce this negative covenant. There is no evidence in the record
respecting the origin or operation of these negative covenants,

Restrictive clauses of this type are

not ilegaJ

per se.

legality turns either on whether they are unreasonable

Their

as to time

or geographic scope or on whether they have the substantial capacity to enforce or coerce compliance with other ilegal contractual
59 F. C, 912
Rural Gas Service , Inc"
provisions or practices.
(1961); Mytinger

Casselberry, Inc.

'Originally the prohibition was for five years in a

v,

301 F, 2d 534

25-roile radius of his former location.
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Snap- On Tools Corp.

v.

321 F. 2d 825

It seems obvious that a Carvel dealer could have

built up a

sufficiently great personal following during his tenure as a Carvel
dealer so as to constitute a formdable competitor to his successor
if he should enter a similar business in the nearby area. This is

because once a
customer has to drive , he may be wiling to go a little further to

especially true with the " drive-

" type of store ,

have his soft ice cream dispensed by the previous dealer, Accord-

ingly, it does not seem unreasonable to us in this situation to impose
a 3- mile

and 3- year limitation on the right of a terminated dealer
to engage in a competitive business after termination.
There is no evidence that this covenant plays any significant

role in achieving compliance with the terms of the franchise agreement although it could have such effect. However , on our view of
the law and facts in this case , the other provisions of Carvel' s franchise agreements have not been shown to be unlawful. The termination clause itself would be sufficient incentive to the dealer to
adhere to these provisions , and it is difficult to conclude that

after
the dealer s inability to compete
termination would constitute any real or further coercion.
The hearing examiner was correct in his conclusion that this

in a business such as this ,
covenant was not illegal.

CONCLUSION
For the reasons discussed above , we believe that the hearing

examiner was wrong in holding that Carvel' s franchise agreements
violated Section 5 of the .Federal Trade Commission Act.
Accordingly, the complaint against respondents is dismissed.

Commissioner Dixon did not participate.
Commissioner Reily concurred in the result.
ORDER DISMISSING COMPLAINT
This matter having been heard by the Commission

upon the

cross- appeals

of respondents and counsel supporting the complaint
from the initial decision of the hearing examiner , and upon the
briefs and oral argument in support thereof and in opposition
thereto , and the Commission having determned , for the reasons

stated in the accompanying opinion ,

that the initial decision

should

be set aside and the complaint dismissed:
It is ordered That the initial decision be , and it hereby is , set
aside; and that the complaint be , and it hereby is , dismissed,

Commissioner Dixon not participating, and Commssioner Reily
concurring in the result.
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Complaint
IN THE MATTER OF

THE AMERICAN ROLEX WATCH CORPORATION
CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SEC. 2(d) OF THE CLAYTON ACT
Docket C- 919.

Complaint , July

1D65- IJecision , July

1965

Consent order requiring a leading domestic distributor of watches , watch
bracelets , watch accessories and related products in New York City, to
cease discriminating among its competing customers in the payment of
advertising and promotional allowances , in violation of Sec. 2(d) of the
Clayton Act.
COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission has reason to believe that the

above- named

respondent has violated and is now violating the

provisions of subsection (d) of Section 2 of the Clayton Act (U,
Title 15

, Section 13), as amended; and therefore ,

Section 11 of said Act , it issues this complaint ,

pursuant to

stating its charges

in that respect as follows:

PARAGRAPH 1, Respondent The American Rolex Watch Corpora-

tion is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the
State of New York , with its principal office and place of business
located at 580 Fifth Avenue , New York 36 , New York. Respondent
is one of the leading domestic distributors of watches , watch bracelets , watch accessories and related products , and its net sales dur-

ing each of its fiscal years ended January 31 ,

1960 and 1961

exceeded $1 000 000.
PAR. 2, Respondent has sold and distributed and now sells and
distributes its products in substantial quantities in commerce , as

commerce " is defined in the Clayton Act , as amended , to customers located throughout the United States, many of which are
engaged in substantial competition with each other in the

resale

of products purchased from respondent.
PAR , 3, Respondent' s

products are sold to consumers principally

by retail jewelry and department stores. In each local trading
area , all retailers handling respondent' s products are engaged in
substantial competition with each other in the resale of respondent'
products as well as in the resale of products of other manufacturers.

Such competition is characterized particularly by substantial expenditures by many such retailers for advertising in local media
of general circulation ,

such as newspapers ,

radio and television

as well as for other forms of advertising, such as direct mailings
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distribution of promotional material at point of sale , and maintenance of elaborate displays at point of sale.
PAR , 4. Respondent has paid or contracted for the payment of
something of value to or for the benefit of some of its customers
as compensation or in consideration for services or facilities furnished , or contracted to be furnished , by or through such customers
in connection with the handling, sale or offering for sale of products

sold to them by respondent, Such payments were not made available on proportionally equal terms to all other customers of respondent competing in the distribution of such products purchased
from respondent. Even as between those of respondent' s customers

which did receive respondent' s payments for services or facilities
or the benefits thereof ,

such payments were not made on propor-

tionally equal terms.

PAR, 5. The acts and practices of respondent
are in violation of the provisions of subsection

as alleged above
(d) of Section 2

of the Clayton Act , as amended.
DECISION AND ORDER

The Commission having heretofore determined to issue its complaint charging the respondent named in the caption hereof with
violation of subsection (d) of Section 2 of the Clayton Act , as
amended , and the respondent having been served with notice of

said determination and with a copy of the complaint the Commission intended to issue , together with a proposed form of order; and
The respondent and counsel for the Commission having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order , an ad-

mission by the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the complaint to issue herein , a statement that the signing of

said agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not con-

stitute an admission by respondent that the law has been violated
as set forth in such complaint ,

quired by the Commission

and waivers and provisions as re-

s rules; and

The Commission , having considered the agreement , hereby

accepts same , issues its complaint in the form contemplated by
said agreement , makes the following jurisdictional findings , and
enters the following order:

1. Respondent The American Rolex Watch Corporation is a
corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State

of New York , with its principal office and place of business located
at 580 Fifth Avenue , New York 36 , New York.
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2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction
ject matter of this proceeding and of the respondent.

of the sub-

ORDER
It is ordered

poration , a
agents , and

That respondent The American Rolex Watch Cor-

corporation , and its officers , directors , employees
representatives

, directly or through any corporate or

other device , in , or in connection with , the offering for sale , sale

or distribution in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the
Clayton Act , as amended , of watches , watch bracelets , watch

accessories and other products , do forthwith cease and desist from:
Paying or contracting for the payment of anything of value
to or for the benefit of any customer as compensation or in
consideration for any services or facilities consisting of advertising or other publicity in a cataJog, newspaper , broadcast

or telecast or in any other advertising medium , furnished or
distributed , directly or through any corporate or other device
by such customer , in connection with the processing, handling,
sale , or offering for sale of any products manufactured , imported , sold , or offered for sale by respondent , unless such

payment or consideration is made available on proportional1y
equal terms to

al1 other customers competing in the distri-

bution of such products.
It is further ordered

That the respondent herein shal1 ,

within

sixty (60) days after service upon it of this order , file with the
Commission a report in writing setting forth in detaiJ the manner
and form in which it has complied with this order.

IN THE MATTER OF

FORSTER MFG. CO. , INC. , ET AL.
ORDER , OPINIONS , ETC. , IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF

SEC. 2 (a) OF THE CLAYTON ACT
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1958- Decision , July

, 1965

Order , pursuant to remand by the Court of Appeals , First Circuit , dated July
943 , modifying an earlier order , dated
which prohibited a Farmington , Maine
manufacturer of woodenware products from discriminating in price be.
, 1964 , 335 F. 2d 47 , 7 S. &D.

March 18 ,

1963 , 62 F.

C. 852 ,

tween its competing customers selling at retail by specifically enumerat-

